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Foreword

In fiscal year (FY) 1991, the Accelerator Technology (AT)
Division continued fulfilling its mission to pursue accelerator
science and technology and to develop new accelerator concepts
for application to research, defense, energy, industry, and other
areas of national interest. Highlights for the year included the
following:

• The 5th AT-Division Advisory Board meeting, May 16-18,
1991, provided good support for our activities and feedback on
new initiatives that helped strengthen our proposals.

• A Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) with the Institute of
Plasma and Fusion Research (IPFR) at the University of
California, Los Angeles was established to collaborate on mutual
interests in the development of advanced accelerator systems,
free-electron lasers, and <|> factory studies.

• A MOU was established with the Dynamical Systems and
Accelerator Theory Group (DSATG) in the Physics Department
and the Charged Particle Beam Group in the Laboratory for
Plasma Research (LPR) in the Electrical Engineering Department,
both of which are affiliated with the University of Maryland. This
MOU will allow us to collaborate on topics of mutual interest,
such as the development of higher-order orbit codes using Lie
algebraic techniques, the analysis of instabilities in linear and
circular accelerators, the analysis of rf structures, the study of
high-intensity beam transport and emittance growth, and the
development of new high-power microwave sources.

• AT Division worked in conjunction with other Laboratory
divisions to produce a booklet for external review titled: "A Los
Alamos Concept for Accelerator Transmutation of Waste and
Energy Production (ATW)."

• A "Specialist Meeting on Accelerator-Driven Transmutation
Technology for Radwaste and other Applications" was organized
and conducted at Saltsjobaden, Stockholm, Sweden. The meeting
was hosted by the Swedish National Board for Spent Nuclear
Fuel. About 80 experts from around the world attended. This
meeting was a great success. It produced much discussion, and
created possibilities for collaborations in design, nuclear data
measurements, and engineering demonstrations.

• The Thirteenth International Free-Electron Laser Conference
held in Santa Fe, NM, August 25-30,1991 was organized and
facilitated by AT and other Laboratory divisions.

• We assisted the Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute
(JAERI) in accelerator design calculations for ESNIT and in their
OMEGA accelerator transmutation of waste (ATW) program.

Accelerator Technotoev Division
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Foreword

• A 6-MeV photocathode injector linac was delivered to the
University of Twente in the Netherlands. This linac was designed
to produce 300-A of current in 2 pi cm-mrad, representing an
extremely bright electron beam for applications in free-electron
laser research.

• The GTA program continued to make significant progress
toward beamline operation of the accelerator and toward the
design of the optics and neutral beam subsystems.

• The first ever lasing using a high-quantum efficiency
photoinjector-driven FEL was achieved. The major components
of the AFEL experiment were designed and are currently being
fabricated.

• We developed advanced, high-power microwave and
ultra-wide- band sources and pulsers, and we conducted effects
testing for the DoD and DOE.

AT Division's staffing level at the end of FY 1991 was 234, a
decrease of 8 people from FY 1990. Of the 234, 123 were staff
members, 81 were technical support personnel, and 30 were
administrative support personnel. The staff members were
balanced between science and engineering disciplines. Our
engineers have expertise in mechanical, electrical, and computing
science. In addition to Laboratory employees, we continued to
employ a large number of technical support personnel from
contracting organizations and from our GTA industrial partner,
Grumman Aerospace Corporation.

Programmatically, AT Division's funding level remained about
the same as FY 1990. As the chart on this page indicates,
about 69% of the division was engaged in the GTA
program, a slight increase over FY 1990. We
have continued a strong effort in program
development to help diversify the Division's
future.

Security awareness was addressed using
DOE and sponsor requirements. Most of
the vulnerabilities assessed by the
Operations Security Vulnerability Team in
May 1989 have now been addressed and
corrected. The AT Division Security
Council keeps the division informed of new
developments in security regarding education/
awareness, visitors, and documentation.

NPB(other)
7.3%

HPMW
5.6%

ISRD
2.4%
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Foreword

AT Division's quality assurance program was tailored to support
all aspects of accelerator science and technology for a variety of
applications. Our effort is decentralized as much as possible by
group/sector representatives, who are responsible for
implementing QA standards under the direction of the Quality
Assurance Office (QAO). AT Division is committed to a quality
program that includes compliance with requirements, continual
improvement, and an assessment program that monitors the
effectiveness of both.

DOE's emphasis on excellence in environment, safety, and health
(ES&H) and the arrival of the Tiger Team on September 23 were
the impetus for some dramatic changes in AT Division.
Inspections of all Division facilities were conducted throughout
the year. Group ES&H audits and self-assessments before the
Tiger Team visit helped Group and Division managers to
understand ES&H deficiencies. Formality of Operations became
the byword of Division activities as familiarity with complex
issues such as waste management, environmental regulations,
hazard classification, ownership, and occurrence reporting
became almost second nature. AT Division continues to strive
for excellence by providing the highest practicable level of
protection from harm for its employees, the public, government
property, and the physical environment.

A listing of unclassified publications by AT-Division staff
appears in Appendix A, and internal technical notes are included
in the group sections. In addition to contributions at national and
international meetings, division members contributed strongly to
meetings held by the sponsors of the SDIO NPB and FEL
programs.

In the following pages, we describe FY 1991 progress with
summaries of our major programs and program development
initiatives and group accomplishments.

I would like to take this opportunity to thank everyone in the
Division for their contributions, insight and sharing of their many
talents. Your efforts and striving for success have made the
Division stronger and have allowed us to be responsive to our
many sponsors.

S. O. Schriber
Division Leader
Accelerator Technology Division
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Programs and Program Development • The Ground Test Accelerator (GTA) Program

The Ground Test Accelerator
(GTA) Program

Jorg Jansen, GTA Program Manager

Introduction

Ground Test Accelerator (GTA)
progress continued in 1991. Commis-
sioning of the injector, the radio-
frequency quadrupole (RFQ), and most
recently, the intertank matching section
(IMS) between RFQ and drift-tube
linac (DTL) occupied the belter part of
the year. During down times, improve-
ments were made on the injector, RFQ,
controls, diagnostics, and rf power
system.

The most significant change was
introduced in the injector. Because of a
large emiltance growth observed in the
original long low energy beam trans-
port (LEBT) section, the LEBT was
redesigned to about half its original
length.

Many months were spent getting the
IMS ready for bcamlinc installation.
This involved redesigning components
and improving the integrated operation
of the IMS, i.e. with diagnostics, and
controls and at cryogenic temperature.

Ed Heighway, GTA Technical Program
Manager

The optics team was redirected early in
the year to develop a preliminary
design for a neutral particle beam space
experiment (NPBSE). Cooperation
with Grumman Aerospace Company,
our industrial partner, was extended to
include participation in the Grumman
directed NPBSE. Los Alamos was
made an associated contractor with
responsibility for the optics and beam
sensing package. Unfortunately the
team was redirected again at the end of
the year because of a SDIO NPB
program reduction.

Injector

Injector operation continued initially
with the 4X source. This source was
designed with a larger cathode and
anode area than the small angle source
(SAS) to decrease the power density on
the electrode surfaces and thereby
reduce the beam noise. Beam noise
reduction should lead to less emittancc
growth in the LEBT.

We designed and built, in parallel, a
shortened version of the original LEBT.
By eliminating the two steering
magnets and reducing the space for

diagnostics, it was possible to reduce
the length from 60 in. lo 30 in. We
decided to temporarily leave out the
steering magnets to meet the next
programmatic milestone. Steering
would be accomplished by physically
moving the ion source or by moving
the upstream end of the RFQ. This
"inverse" steering is possible because
RFQ transmission is very sensitive lo
beam cenlroid position but not to beam
angle. The next improvement calls for
Lambertson-type steering coils lo be
located inside the two beam transport
solenoids. Coils have been fabricated
and will be inserted as soon as possible.
The short LEBT design was very
successful. It has essentially eliminated
the previously observed emitlance
growth.

Radio Frequency
Quadrupole (RFQ)

Characterization of the RFQ continued
with the high emittance beam. Since
the core of the beam exhibits a much
lower emittance, a more realistic RFQ
characterization was performed with an
apcrtured beam and about half the
design current. For this input beam, the
output beam was measured under
varying RFQ conditions. Vane voltage,
input centroid position, input beam
angle, and matching parameters (in the
a, |3 space) were varied. The results
verified the RFQ design, albeit at lower
current.

Intertank Matching
Section (IMS)

The IMS matches the 425 MHz beams
that leave the RFQ and travel to the 8?0
MHz 2 pa. section of the DTL. The
IMS consists of two bunching cavities,
four variable field focussing magnets,
and two steering magnets. The IMS is
a rather complex piece of equipment.
Consequently, the better part of the last
year was spent making the IMS work
as planned. Several redesigns of the
cavities were required. Mullipacloring
at lower power levels during pulse
conditioning required changing the
approach to conditioning. A low power

Accelerator Technology Division
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cw source was used to break through
the multipactoring range so that pulse
conditioning to full power could
proceed. In the first design, the
dielectric window was positioned at the
end of a convoluted coaxial feed line.
This led to breakdowns in the vacuum
section of the coaxial line. Reposition-
ing the window close to the cavity
exposed the long convoluted part of the
coaxial line to air and thereby solved
the breakdown problem. The window
now had to be heated to isolate it from
the cryogenic cavity temperature.
Cryogenic cycling of the assembly
showed that the focussing magnets
ended up off-axis and had to be
shimmed.

The IMS is now fully high-power
conditioned and characterized off-line
at cryo-temperature. The IMS has been
assembled on the beamline, and beam
tests have been conducted.

Drift Tube Linac (DTL)

The DTL, with an energy output of 24
MeV, consists of two sections: a 2 PA.
section and a pA. section, made up of
five 1 meter modules each. The five
modules are in a vacuum tank and
positioned on individual pedestals that
also serve as conduit for the
waveguide.

The design for modules, vacuum tanks,
and peripheral equipment is complete.
Both vacuum tanks arrived at LANL
and have been fitted to the RFQ
vacuum tank and to each other. The
first seven DTL module cavities have
been machined and brazed. The drift
tube permanent magnet quadrupoles
(PMQ) for the first five modules have
been manufactured. The magnetic
fields have been mapped at room and
cryogenic temperature. Field strength
and spatial harmonic content essentially
met the performance requirements.
PMQs for the first three modules have
been assembled into the drift tubes at
the Westinghouse Hanford Engineering
Development Laboratory. This was not

possible using the traditional brazing
process because the magnets could not
be healed above 100° C. Carefully
tailored electron beam welding
eliminated the problem.

Sixteen drift tubes are complete and
have been assembled into the first
module cavitiy. The first module has
been fully assembled with drift lubes,
post couplers, rotary tuners, etc. Drift
lubes were aligned at room and
cryogenic temperatures with the laul
wire method. This method has proven
to be very effective and precise.
Alignment of (he magnetic centers of
(he drift lubes was achieved with a
tolerance of ± 2 mil.

Tuning and bead pull tests were
performed at room and cryogenic
temperatures to verify the design and to
make necessary adjustments. Module
one is ready for high power condition-
ing.

The assembly, aligning, tuning, and
off-line functional testing of modules
2-9 will continue through FY92.

KF Power

RF power work continued in three
areas: (1) developing and building low
power for the precision control of
cavity phase and amplitude under
pulsed beam loading conditions, (2)
redesigning and rebuilding existing
klystron modulators for operation with
two klystrons each (this includes the
procurement and acceptance testing of
12 1.2 MW 6% duty factor klystrons
from Thomson Tubes Electroniques)
and (3) building and operating the 250
kW tetrode supplies for the RFQ and
the two IMS cavities.

The rebuilding and off-line testing of
the klyslron modulators continued on
schedule. The first modulator is ready
to high power condition the first DTL
module.

The first telrode supply for the RFQ
underwent a series of improvements as
a result of the RFQ testing with beam.
The tetrode supply is now debugged
and fully operational. The two tetrodes
supplied for the IMS cavities have been
completed and are ready for integration
with (he IMS on the beamline.

Optics

A programmatic redirection altered the
design and delayed the fabrication
process of GTA optics. In midyear the
optics learn was redirected to design
and build a 24 McV optical system to
be used in flight as part of a neutral
particle beam space experiment
(NPBSE). Under the overall direction
of Grumman Aerospace Company, Los
Alamos would participate as an
associate contractor.

A new preliminary design was
produced. It is designed for a tighter
bend (about half the GTA 100
d>ameter) and a shorter telescope
(about one third the length wiih a larger
divergence allowance than before).
The design employs high strength
composite materials to achieve low
mass, cryogenically cooled telescope
magnets, and a high degree of stability.

Based on another more recent program-
matic redirection, the optics system will
be designed and built for ground
operation with certain components to
be used in flight.

The prototype steering magnet was
successfully mapped and will be used
as part of GTA 24. Field uniformity of
bctier than 10"' was achieved with
further improvements to follow.

Accelerator Technology Division
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Diagnostics

The design, fabrication, and testing of
beam diagnostics components culmi-
nated in the completion of the diagnos-
tics plate. The plate is an assembly of
diagnostics probes such as microstrip
probes, toroids, Faraday cups, and
emittance scanners that enabled us to
characterize the performance of the
RFQ and IMS and will be used for the
performance testing of the first DTL
tank. The laser diagnostic tool LINDA
has been used very successfully in
conjunction with the diagnostic plate to
measure transverse and longitudinal
cmittance. The preliminary design of
the off-set diagnostics line is complete.
This line will be used to characterize
the beam when it exits from the 24
MeV accelerator. The line consists of
steering magnets, toroids, current
monitors, flying wire and harp profile
monitors, and a halo scraper. Beam
loss monitors will be positioned along
the DTL and the off-set beamline.

Instrumentation and Control

Significant progress was made in the
design, fabrication, testing, and
integration of the GTA controls. The
development and integration of the
application software and the beamline
hardware for Experiments IB and \C
was our most significant success.
Operating screens have been improved
to become more "user friendly."
People from the controls group
participated in the commissioning
effort, resulting in a very successful
cooperation between the commission-
ing and the controls team. One of the
major achievements was to make the
central control room on the second
floor of MPF-365 operational. We now
direct all experimental efforts on the
beamline from the control room.

A remarkable breakthrough was
achieved in the automatic control of the
surface plasma ion source, which
eluded automated control for years. A
cooperative effort with X-Division
personnel (Institutional Supported
Research and Development (ISRD)

funded) resulted in the first automated
performance demonstration on the off-
line discharge test stand. This was
achieved in a two stage approach.
First, we controlled the following key
ion source parameters: electrode
temperatures, hydrogen gas flow, and
discharge current in independently
closed loops. Secondly, we integrated
a neural network approach with the
closed loop control. The neural
network permits the ion source to
"learn" from previous experiences.
This very successful work will be
continued throughout 1992.

Beamline Testing
(commissioning)

In the fall of 1990, we initially demon-
strated that the RFQ could transmit
beam of a reasonable quality. In 1991,
we resumed the detailed characteriza-
tion of the RFQ. A number of beam
runs were conducted with the intent to
verify the beam dynamics and electro-
mechanical design of the first cryogeni-
cally cooled RFQ. The result was
outstanding. Unfortunately, the
injector could not deliver the beam
quality and full current to the RFQ.
Therefore, characterization had to
proceed at 30% to 50% of design
current.

Several problems prevented the injector
from delivering the required current
and brightness. The long LEBT that
caused excessive emittance growth was
replaced by a short LEBT. Work
continued to optimize the ion source
operation through improved emitter
designs, belter discharge current
control that achieves a more quiescent
current, and improvements in the
control of hydrogen gas flow into the
ion source.

Full characterization of the IMS was
marred by a host of problems in the
areas of conditioning, alignment, motor
control, thermal management, and
interaction with the rf power system.
Beamline testing will be resumed soon.

Facilities Support

Facility personnel have worked around
the clock to install the necessary
utilities, such as mechanical supports,
electrical power and signal wiring,
vacuum systems, cooling water,
cryogenic refrigeration, and beamline
hardware in preparation for the
commissioning runs. They also
supported the commissioning effort
directly.

Two major accomplishments need to be
reported. A large number of Tiger
Team generated tasks were handled
successfully, and the 40 kW cryogenic
plant and site were completed. The 40
kW liquid hydrogen cryoplant was
installed by CVI corporation and
conditionally accepted with a liquid
nitrogen test. A liquid hydrogen test
will follow as soon as the Facility
Safety Analysis Report (FSAR) has
been accepted by DOE and the final
operational readiness review (ORR) has
been performed by the Los Alamos
ORR committee.

Summary

The GTA program continued to make
significant progress toward beamline
operation of the accelerator and toward
the design of the optics and neutral
beam subsystems. Challenges in 1991
were: redirection from Strategic
Defense Initiative Organization (SDIO)
based on changing threats, delayed
funding for hardware procurement in
the fall of 1991, and an extraordinary
load imposed on the program by new
DOE USE regulations.

Accelerator Technology Division
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APLE
Free-Electron Laser Program

Kenneth McKenna, APLE Free-Electron Laser Program Manager (left), Patrick O 'Shea,
APLE FEL Project Leader (right)

Introduction

During 1991, the Average Power Laser
Experiment (APLE) program evolved
from the previous Ground Based Frcc-
Electron Laser (GBFEL) program The
present Los Alamos free-electron laser
(FEL) effort continues to be teamed
with the efforts of Boeing Aerospace
and Electronics in support of the APLE
program. The aim of the APLE
program is to demonstrate that an FEL
can produce laser light with average
power in excess of 100 kW. The major
Los Alamos contribution lo this effort
is the APLE Prototype Experiment

(APEX). The purpose of APEX is to
demonstrate the basic physics and
technology of APLE at low duty factor.
During 1991, the APEX photoinjector-
driven electron linac was successfully
commissioned. This was followed by
FEL oscillator lasing at a wavelength of
3.6 fim. This lasing was the first ever
achieved using a high-quantum
efficiency photoinjector driven FEL.

The APLE program
involves many
LANL groups:
APLE Project
Office (program
management), AT-
7 (accelerator
physics and APEX
project leadership),
CLS-6 (drive laser
and optical
dfiignostics), P-15

(electron beam diagnostics), MST-7
(photocathodes), and X-1 (theory and
computation), with additional assis-
tance provided by AT-1 (photoinjector
design and fabrication), AT-3
(beamline magnets), AT-4 (beamline
mechanical engineering), AT-5 (rf
power), and AT-8 (controls).

Background

The cancellation of the GBFEL
program at the beginning of FY91
resulted in a contraction of the national
FEL program as supported by the
Strategic Defense Initiative Organiza-
tion (SDIO) and the United States
Army Strategic Defense Command
(I JSASDC). The APLE program that
evolved from the GBFEL program,
reunited and retained the Boeing/Los
Alamos partnership. The funding
received by Los Alamos dropped to
approximately half of what it had been
in I7Y90. This funding cut resulted in a
change of direction in the program
toward a more modest high-power
FEL. The Los Alamos experimental
effort, previously called the High
Brightness Accelerator FEL (HIBAF),
became the APLE Prototype
Experiment (APEX), whose goal was
to develop and demonstrate the
technology of the APLE device at low
duty factor. A comparison of the
APLE and APEX FELs is given in
Table 1. The APLE H-L will produce
over 100 kW true average laser power
at a wavelength of 10 pm. The APLE
electron accelerator will be a 34-McV,
433-MHz coupled-cavity linac running
at 259f. duty factor with 2 MW true
average power in the electron beam and
a 60-mA true average current.

Table 1.1. Comparison between APLE and APEX free-electron
lasers.

Duty factor
Electron beam energy (MeV)
Micropulse current (A)
Macropulse current (A)
Macropulse optical power (kW)
Average optical power (kW)
Optical wavelength (jjm)

APLE

0.25
34

450
0.23

400
100
10

APEX

0.001
40

300
0.1

40
0.004
3
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At the end of FY90, the HIB AF project
had successfully completed the
demonstration of its high-brightness
photoinjector electron source.'-2-3 The
goals for FY91 were to complete the
installation of the 40 MeV linac,
commission the linac, and to begin
lasing using an FEL oscillator configu-
ration. These goals were achieved as
planned.

At the end of FY91, construction for
the next phase of APEX was underway.
This next phase involves coupling the
FEL oscillator to an optical amplifier in
a configuration known as a Single
Accelerator Master Oscillator Power
Amplifier (SAMOPA) configuration, as
illustrated in Fig. 1.1. The SAMOPA
concept allows high-average laser
power to be produced from a relatively
compact FEL device. High-power FEL

Photoinjector

Achievements

The technology of high-average power
FELs can be divided into two areas of
importance. The first is generation and
transportation of low-emiitance, high-
brightness electron beams. The second
area is the efficient conversion of
electron beam energy into photon
energy within the FEL. Efficient lasing
requires that the electron beam be
delivered to the FEL wigglcr while
preserving the brightness generated at
the electron source. Both of these areas
have been addressed at APEX during
FY91.

For a number of years, AT division has
been developing photocathodc rf guns
(known as photoinjectors) for high-
brightness electron-beam applications
such as high-average power FELs.

Amplifier
wiggler

40 MeV accelerator

Fig. 1.1. The APEX SAMOPA configuration.

oscillators are possible; however, the
oscillator needs to be extremely large in
order to reduce the optical power
density on the mirrors and to eliminate
the possibility of mirror damage. In the
SAMOPA configuration, an FEL
oscillator is run at low-average power
(100 Win the APLE case). Both the
electron beam and the light from the
oscillator are then fed into a high-gain,
single-pass amplifier wiggler. The
amplifier gain in the APLE FEL will be
1,000.

60° Bend Oscillator
mirror

This work came to fruition in 1991
with the first successful commissioning
of our new 40 MeV rf electron linac
with an integrated photoinjector, and
subsequently, the first demonstration of
lasing using a high-quanlum-efficicncy
photoinjector.

Thermionic high-voltage guns have
previously been the source of choice
for rf electron accelerators used to drive
FELs. The performance of such FELs
is severely limited by the emittance

growth produced by the bunching
process and also by the low-peak
current of the source. In a
pholoinjector, a laser driven photocath-
ode is placed directly in a high-gradient
rf accelerating cavity. A photocathode
allows unsurpassed control over the
current and the spatial and temporal
profile of the beam. At the APEX
facility, we use high-quantum-effi-
ciency multi-alkali photocathodes
driven by a doubled Neodymium:
Yttrium Lithium Flouride (Nd:YLF)
laser at a wavelength of 527 nm. The
photocathode quantum efficiency is
routinely greater than 6% on the
accelerator. High-quantum efficiency
and long photocathode lifetimes are of
particular importance for high-average
current applications such as APLE,
because low quantum efficiency
cathodes (< 1 %) would make the drive
laser power prohibitively iarge. During
off-line testing this year, we demon-
strated quantum efficiencies greater
than 12%.

A major breakthrough was achieved in
photocathode lifetime during 1991.
The breakthrough was part of our
program to develop a multicathode
transfer system. This system would
allow the batch fabrication of cathodes
and their transfer from the fabrication
siie to the accelerator in a portable
vacuum system. Until recently, the
presence of residual water vapor in
vacuum chambers that house cathodes
has been the major contributor to the
early demise of multi-alkali cathodes.
For example, a partial pressure of water
of 1 x 109 torr gives a cathode 1/e
lifetime of only 2 hours. Because the
lifetime is inversely proportional to the
water pressure, solving (he water
problem would lead to enhanced
lifetimes. This year the water problem
was successfully solved by the devel-
opment of the Pressure Alkali Monitor
(PAM). The PAM is a sophisticated
getter pump designed specifically for
water at low partial pressures. The

Accelerator Technology Division
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device works by dispensing cesium
vapor in a controlled manner. The
partial pressure of cesium is monitored
by a modified Bayard-Alpcrt ionization
gauge connected to control circuitry.
The cesium acts as a getter that pumps
water very effectively to very low
pressures. Using the PAM we have
succeeded in reducing water pressure to
below 10'2 torr. The cathode lifetimes
have been increased to hundreds of
hours in our cathode transfer system
(see Fig. 1.2). Cathodes can now be
manufactured in one vacuum chamber
and then transferred lo another where a
PAM is operating. The second
chamber is a transportable one in which
cathodes can be maintained for a
number of days even when power is
disconnected from the system. This
system was tested off-line in 1991 and
will become part of our multicathode
transfer system on the APEX accelera-
tor in 1992.

For the past two years we have been
engaged in integrating a photocalhode
into our existing FEL facility by
replacing our thermionic gun and
subharmonic bunchers with a high-
gradient, 26 MeV/m, 1.3 GHz
photoinjector. The photoinjector,
which is approximately 0.6 m in length,
produces 6 MeV, 300 A, 15 ps Jong
electron micropulses at a 22 MHz
micropulse repetition rate over a 100|Js
macropulse at a 1 Hz macropulse
repetition rate. The macropulse
average current is 100 mA. The pulse
format is dictated by the photon round-
trip time in our FEL oscillator. In
1990, the operation of the
photoinjector was successfully demon-
strated at the APEX facility. The
photoinjector electron beam is injected
into an rf linac and then accelerated to a
final energy of 40 MeV. The first half
of 1991 was devoted to installing two
additional accelerator tanks and
associated beamline hardware for the
final 40 MeV accelerator. In addition,
significant improvements were made in
the performance of our photocathode
drive-laser. The power delivered to the
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cathode was increased by a factor of
five, and the phase jitter was improved
from approximately 10 ps rms down to
1 ps rms.

We pay great attention to electron beam
transport issues in the linac. The codes
used to analyze the performance of
APEX will also be used to design
APLE. Therefore, a full understanding
of (he linac performance and the
agreement between experimental
observations and computer simulations
is of critical importance. To make our
effort in generating the high-brightness
electron beam worth while, we must
preserve that brightness during the
transport to the FEL wiggler. This is
where the computer simulation
capability available at Los Alamos is of
particular importance. The data
obtained using our advanced electron
beam diagnostics is fed to the com-
puted codes. These codes are used to
model the accelerator. The models are
continually evolving based on experi-
mental input. In the past year, we have
modified our computer models to
include 3-dimensional rf effects. These
include wakefield effects in the
accelerating cavities" and effects related
to inter-cavity coupling slots.

The major achievement of 1991 was
the successful lasing at the APEX
facility.5 This was the first lasing with
an FEL using a high-quantum effi-
ciency photocathode. APEX was in the
oscillator configuration during lasing.
A macropulse average power of 5 kW
was achieved external to the laser
cavity at infrared wavelengths near 3.6
|jin. On June 21,1991, the first lasing
was observed at a wavelength of 3.6
|im for approximately 2 hours. The
electron beam parameters were as
follows: 35.2 MeV, 1.2 nC per bunch,
and peak current 100 A. Preliminary
analysis of the data indicates an
extraction efficiency of 0.6 ± 0.2% over
a 30-)is macropulse, peak power 21 + 7
MW, and a macropul.se average power
of 5 ± 2 kW. Simulation of the

Accelerator Technology Division
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approximated experimental conditions
are in quantitative agreement with the
observed performance. Lasing gener-
ally occurred on every macropiilse. In
the best macropulses, the intensity
variations were less than 10% over the
30 |is pulses. The small signal gain
was typically 10%, with round-trip
cavity losses of 2.5-2.8%. The
detuning length of the 7-m resonator
was approximately 20 \m. Fig. 1.3
shows the drive laser, electron beam
current, and FEL optical macropulses
during lasing.

Future Plans

Our plan for next year includes
studying oscillator power control
(OPC) techniques. OPC is of particular
importance for the APLE S AMOPA
FEL, because the electron beam is
involved in two lasing actions, once in
the oscillator and once in the amplifier.
For efficient lasing and amplification to
occur in the amplifier, the power in the
oscillator must be controlled at a low
level so as not to excessively perturb
the electron beam. Excessive optical
power in the oscillator would increase

both the emittnnce and the energy
spread of the electron beam. This
degraded electron beam would result in
dramatically reduced optical amplifica-
tion in the amplifier. We are continu-
ing to install the 150° bend and the
amplifier leg of our S AMOPA. We
will study electron beam transport and
bunching in the bend in preparation for
the SAMOPA lasing experiments.
These experiments will be completed
by the end of 1992. Fig. 1.4 shows the
beamline with the 150° bend during
installation in September 1991.

Fig. 1.4. The APEX configuration in September 1991. The 150" bend is in the foreground.

30 ns-

Fig. 1.3. Macropulses at APEX during
lasing: a) Drive laser pulse (120-W optical
power), (b) electron beam current (100A)
before wiggler, and (c) FEL optical pulse
external to laser resonator (5-kW optical
power).
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Accelerator Transmutation
of Waste (ATW)

O ./• 7,'C Lawrence. Program Manager for
New Accelerator Initiatives

The Los Alamos ATW Program
gathered considerable momentum in
FY91, inside the Laboratory, on the US
domestic scene, ana also internation-
ally. In December 1990 a high level
external review committee conducted a
comprehensive technical review of our
waste transmutation and energy-
production concepts as they stood at
that time and strongly endorsed
continued pursuit of these ideas.
Program management to coordinate the
effort on a Laboratory-wide basis was
strengthened early in 1992. During the
year, work has focused on (I) develop-
ing a reference transmutation system
that could deal with actinide and
fission-product wastes accumulated in
the DOE defense production complex,
(2) informing and involving US
industry in ATW program develop-
ment, and (3) publicizing ATW
concepts at numerous scientific
symposia, technical meetings, and other
forums.

Work specific to AT-Division included
developing an accelerator cost/
performance model to determine
appropriate operating parameters for a
cw if linac capable of destroying the

wastes at the DOE's Hanford site
within 30 years and for an advanced
high-efficiency (superconducting if)
linac that could drive an energy
production system based on conversion
of : '-Thto :-"U. Fig. 1.5 illustrates the
reference conceptual accelerator design
studied for defense-waste burning.

In other Los Alamos Divisions,
considerable progress was made in
ATW spallation target design, conver-
sion blanket studies, development of
chemistry flowsheets for processing the
wastes before and after they pass
through the transmuter, addressing
materials issues, and system perfor-
mance studies.

Near the end of the year, interest
developed within DOE in conducting a
fresh assessment of Accelerator
Production of Tritium, a concept
related to ATW that had been on the

Funnel

Coupled Cavity Linac (700 MHz. 140 mA)

528 10-Cell Tanks
170 Klystrons (1-MW)

- Injectors

2.5 MeV

100keV

Emittance
Filter

800 MeV

- 30 m 920 m —

Beam power 112MW
Total RF power 163 MW
RF to beam efficiency 0.69
AC to RF efficiency 0.60
AC power requirement 290 MW

Average CCL gradient 1 MV/m
Transverse output emittance 0.027 n cm-mrad
CCL aperture/beam-size ratio 12-20

Fii;. 1.5. Reference acceleratorJinr defense-wastetransmutation N00-Mc\ . 140-mA CW proton
linac.

System modeling showed that capital
and operating costs would be mini-
mized for a cw linac operating near an
energy of K00 MeV and a current of
140 mA. Beam loss concerns and if
efficiency dominate the overall design
and lead lo a concept consisting of a
350-MHz front end using two RFQs
and DTLs. with beam tunneling at 20
MeV, followed by a 700-MHz side-
coupled linac operating with all if
buckets full and an average accelerat-
ing gradient of 1 MV/m. Beam simula-
tions were carried out and preliminary
engineering assessments were per-
formed for this concept. A lower
frequency system (175-MHz/35O-MHz)
will be studied in FY92 to provide a
second point on the design curve.

shelf since the 1989 Energy Research
Advisory Board panel review. Los
Alamos was asked to consider a smaller
scale APT within the context of
reduced tritium production require-
ments and a stretched out production
schedule resulting from planned
stockpile reductions announced by
President Bush.
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Technical presentations and/or papers
covering various aspects of the Los
Alamos ATW concepts were given at
the following national and international
forums:

1. Eleventh International Conference
on Application of Accelerators in
Research and Industry, Denton, Texas,
November 5-8,1990.

2. IEEE Particle Accelerator Confer-
ence, San Francisco, California, May 6-
9, 1991.

3. Summer Meeting of the American
Nuclear Society, Orlando, Florida, June
3-6, 1991.

4. International Conference on
Emerging Nuclear Energy Systems
(ICENES '91), Monterey, California,
June 16-21,1991.

5. Specialist Meeting on Accelerator-
Driven Transmutation Technology for
Radwaste and other Applications,
Stockholm, Sweden, June 24-28, 1991.

6. Workshop on the Transmutation of
Radionuclides, Obninsk, USSR, July 1-
5,1991.

7. Second European Conference on
accelerators in applied research and
technology, Frankfurt-am-Main,
Germany, September 3-7, 1991.

8. Workshop on Accelerators for a
New European Spaliation Source,
Simonskall, Julich, Germany,
September 9-13, 1991.

Specialist Meeting on
Accelerator-Driven
Transmutation Technology

On 24-28 June 1991, Los Alamos
organized and conducted a "Specialist
Meeting on Accelerator-Driven
Transmutation Technology for
Radwaste and other Applications" at
Saltsjobaden, Stockholm, Sweden. The
meeting was graciously hasted by the
Statcns Karnbransle Namnd (SKN),
Swedish National Board for Spent
Nuclear Fuel. The purpose was to
present the Los Alamos ATW concepts
in depth, as they stood at that lime, to
an international audience of experts in
the technical fields involved and to
technical experts in advisory roles to
their nation's handling of radioactive
wastes and electrical power production.
About 80 experts from Sweden, United
Kingdom, France, Germany, Italy,
Japan, Netherlands, Spain, Switzerland,
US, and Russia, attended the meeting,
along with representatives from the
Organization for Economic Coopera-
tion and Development (OECD)/Nuclear
Energy Agency(NEA). The meeting
was conducted as follows: two days
presenting and discussing the Los
Alamos ATW concepts, two days
addressing other work from the various
countries in attendance, and one day for
final di.scussion and closing. The
proceedings of this meeting have been
published as a joint report of LANL
and SKN: LANL LA-12205-C, SKN
Report No. 54.

This meeting produced much discus-
sion and was a great success. Partici-
pants agreed that the ideas seemed
feasible and worthy of further investi-
gation. They also agreed to identify
corresponding work in other places and
to consider collaborations. Subse-
quently, a number of further interac-
tions have occurred, especially with
Japan, France, and Germany.

Accelerator Technology Division 11
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JAERI, OMEGA Project, and
Intense Neutron Source for Materials Testing

Bob Jameson, Technical Coordinator for
JAERI, OMEGA Project, and Intense
Neutron Source for Material Testing

JAERI, OMEGA Project

The Tokai Research Establishment of
the Japan Atomic Energy Research
Institute (JAERI) is a participant in the
world's only (so far) funded transmuta-
tion study, called OMEGA. One
activity of OMEGA is to build an
accelerator-driven actinide transmuta-
tion tesl facility. The accelerator will
be a 1600 MeV, 10-30 mA cw ma-
chine. JAERI funded a conceptual
design study by AT-Division to help
determine the optimum parameters for
this accelerator. This problem is
usually attacked by numerical simula-
tion of point designs in which the basic
parameters, modularization, and so on
are set from experience. The number
of parameters and the multitude of
design constraints make it difficult to
formulate a set of design rules. How-
ever, we have learned a great deal in
the past decade about the role of space-
charge forces in preserving beam
quality for low beam loss in the
accelerator and high-quality output

beams. Using this knowledge, we
proposed that a new design framework,
based on matched and energy-balanced
beams, could be developed to place the
design rules on a more analytic basis,
surrounded by a set of analytically
defined constraints. 'ITic first stage of
our study1 had six parts:

• Provision of an overall framework
for codification of linear accelerator
system design.

• Organization of the system descrip-
tion at several conceptual levels, with
more detail at each lower level.

• Improvement of the fundamental
analytic modeling of ion linac beam
dynamics involving space-charge
phenomena.

• Exploration of two basic rf system
questions: (1) the choice of pulsed or
fully cw operation and (2) the optimum
rf amplifier size.

• Definition of mechanical engineering
constraints on accelerator structure
design.

• Exploration of the design aspects of
the "stay-clear" or "aperture-ratio"
factors between the rms beam size, the
transverse physical aperture, and the
longitudinal acceptance phase width.
These aspects require the development
of the new design framework based on
matched and cquipartitioned beams.
Work will continue on this project in
1992.

Intense Neutron Source for
Materials Testing

We continued to work with the DO1£/
Office of Fusion Energy (OFK) during
FY9I to develop the technical specifi-
cations and approach for a fusion
materials testing facility. It is generally
agreed within the world community
that the D-I.i (deuteron bombarding a
lithium target) intense neutron source is
the best technology for a near-term
facility. Eventually, the necessary full-
sc;de facility would require a 35-40
MeV deuteron iinac of al least 250 inA
cw current. We have completed
conceptual design of a 250 in A module
that could be replicated to provide
currents of 1A or more. Such a facility
would be internationally funded;
discussions of such an International
Fusion Materials Irradiation Facility
(IFMIF) are proceeding.

In the meantime, JAERI is proposing a
Japanese project called ESNIT (Energy
Selective Neutron Irradiation Facility),
which will use a 50 mA deuierun linac
for fusion and basic materials research.
The USDOFJOI-Ti is exploring the
possibilities of collaboration in, and
possible joint funding of, this project.
We attended at workshop in August to
review (lie design specifications and
have begun personnel exchange
activities.

We also began interactions with the
Continuous-Wave Deuterium Demon-
strator (CWDD) project team at
Argonne National Laboratory to
explore design directions for such
facilities, including the possibilities for
applying superconducting technology
for some subsystems.
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Advanced Free-Electron
Laser Initiative (AFELI)

Rich Sheffield, Program Manager for XUV
FEL

Introduction

The Advanced Free-Electron Laser
Initiative (AFELI) is funded to support
high-quality basic and applied research
in the field of Advanced Free-Electron
Lasers (AFELs) and lo demonstrate
these advanced technologies. AFEL
research will provide an understanding
of the performance and engineering
limits of free-electron laser (FEL)
systems, thereby strengthening the
science and technology base for
existing and future laboratory and
national FEL initiatives. The goal is to
build a second-generation FEL system
to research and develop advanced
components. This system will incorpo-
rate state-of-the-art components and be
friendly and robust. Research and
developmental areas include the
various subsystems of the FEL: the
electron source, accelerator, wiggler
magnet array, optical system, diagnos-
tics, and control system. State-of-the-
art components include ultrabright,
high-gradient, low-loss accelerators;
electromagnetic microwigglers;
emittance-preserving magnetic
bunchcrs; and advanced optical
resonators. This second generation of

FELs, referred to as compact FELs
because of their size, has many
potential applications in industry,
medicine, and research.

Description

The present design of the compact FEL
consists of a high-brightness accelera-
tor and a microwiggler. The electron
source is a laser-driven photoermtter
that produces 2-nC and 10-ps-long

Two types of wigglers will be used: a
permanent magnet wiggler and a
pulsed-current wiggler. The permanent
magnet wiggler (Fig. 1.6) has 24 1-cm
periods. The peak magnetic field is
0.4T on-axis. The pulsed-current
microwiggler (Fig. 1.7) is 10 cm long
with a 3-mm period and has a slotted
tube design. It is driven by a pulsed dc
current of 10 kA to generate a magnetic
field up to 5T on-axis. The length of
the optical resonator is 1.4 in. Includ-
ing operation at higher harmonics, the
laser wavelength extends from 7 \isn
down to 0.4 (iin.

PERMANENT
MAGNET

Fig. 1.6. Permanent magnet wiggler.

micropulses at a rate of 108 MI Iz. The
macropulse is 20 \i& long and has a rate
of 10 Hz. The electron beam is
accelerated to 20 MeV by a 1.2 m on-
axis coupled structure operating at
1300 MHz with a field gradient of 22
MV/m. The accelerated beam has
excellent beam quality with a trans-
verse emittance of lOrc-mm-mrad and
an energy spread of 0.3%.

Fig. 1.7. Pulsed-currera microwiggler.

Accelerator Technology Division
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The experiment will use the control
system developed by AT-8 (Fig. 1.8).
This control system will initially be
used for monitoring system parameters.
Later in the program, the control
system will be used for active control.

The FEL facility is at Mason Physics
Facility, Technical Area 53, building
14. The accelerator and FEL are so
compact that they can be housed in a 12
ft x 25 ft vault.

The accelerator structure has been
fabricated (Fig. 1.9). The electron
beamline has been designed and is
being fabricated (Fig. 1.10). The
beamline consists of permanent magnet
quadrupolcs and dipoles. Permanent
magnet elements are used to improve
reliability and compactness. The
permanent magnet wigglcrhas been
constructed. The pulsed tube wiggler is
under construction. The first beam is
expected in the Spring of 1992.

Fig. l.S. AFEL control system in operation (Bill Wilson).

Fig. 1.9. Brazed copper linac structure for the advanced FEL Linac.

Fig. 1.10. AFEL electron beamline.
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Superconducting
Super Collider (SSC)

Bob Shafer, Technical Coordinator for
Superconducting Super Collider

During 1990, five groups in AT
Division were involved in providing
technical support to the Superconduct-
ing Super Collider (SSC) Laboratory.
These activities are summarized here
and covered in more detail in the
technical highlights for the specific
groups involved.

In the SSC linac area, AT-1 has
completed a detailed physics and
engineering design of a four-vane, 2.5
MeV, 428 MHz RFQ and is in the
process of fabricating it for delivery in
FY 92. AT-5 is fabricating the tetrode
amplifier system to power the RFQ,
a'so scheduled for delivery in FY 92.
AT-5 is also providing low-level rf
hardware support to the SSC RF
Engineering Group. AT-8 is providing
the control software for the low-level rf
control, which is based on the control

architecture originally designed for
GTA. AT-1 was actively involved in
providing both rf structures designs and
beam dynamics simulations for the 70
MeV drift-tube linac (DTL) and the
600 MeV side-coupled cavity linac
(CCL). During FY92, AT-1 will
complete a detailed engineering design
CAD package for the entire 72-tank
CCL and will begin fabrication of four
18-cell, 1284 MHz CCL tanks for
delivery in FY93.

In the SSC Low Energy Booster (LEB)
area, AT-5 is actively involved in the
physics and engineering design of the
perpendicular-biased ferrite accelerat-
ing cavities. The cavity, which devel-
ops as much as 120 kV of gap voltage,
must swing from 47.5 MHz to 60 MHz
in about 30 msec. The cavity design is
based on the design originally devel-
oped at Los Alamos for an advanced
hadron facility. In addition, AT-7 is
carrying out beam dynamics studies
related to the adiabatic capture of the
600 MeV beam in the LEB and the
effect of beam loading on the cavity
operation.

In the SSC Medium Energy Booster
(MEB) area, AT-4 is pursuing involve-
ment in the engineering design of the
fcrrite-biased accelerating cavities.

In the Collider rings, AT-3 is providing
consultation on the design of beam
diagnostics systems. Of particular
concern is detecting errant beam
conditions using beam position
monitors (BPMs) or beam loss moni-
tors (BLMs) to trigger single-turn beam
extraction (beam aborts) before lost
beam (400 MJ stored energy) could
cause damage to accelerator or physics
experiment components. Detection of
slow beam losses is also important
because a lew kW of beam loss into the
superconducting magnets will overload
the cryogenic system, as well as
contribute to cmitlance growth of the
stored beam. Also, AT-3 is providing
consultation on the design of the
superconducting magnet power supply
system to minimize the effect of power
supply ripple and transients on the
stored beam. This activity includes
developing an equivalent-circuit model
for the individual superconducting
magnets and a SPICE model for the
long magnet strings in the power
supply circuit.
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The High-Power Microwave
(HPM) Program

Larry Warner, High-Power Microwave
Program Manager

AT Division maintains a program
management and program development
effort in high-power microwaves
(HPM) coordinated with HPM program
management in the Conventional
Defense Technology office of the
Defense Research and Applications
Directorate. At present, the same
individual occupies both positions.
This section presents an overview of
that effort, which is described in detail
under AT-9 activity since virtually all
Division work in this area is conducted
in that Group.

It has been recognized from the earliest
days of radio that electromagnetic
radiation (EMR) at if wavelengths has
potential as a weapon. Although
technology did not effectively support
this application of EMR until recently
because of limitations on rf power at
appropriate wavelengths, it has now
become feasible to disrupt or destroy
military electronics at useful ranges.
Vulnerability considerations have

shown that the appropriate wavelengths
are in the microwave regime. Various
agencies of the Department of Defense
(DoD) have active programs to develop
HPM weapons. The Laboratory and
Division have participated for a number
of years because of the unique capabil-
ity here and because of potential
synergism with accelerator applications
within the Laboratory mission, as noted
below.

The DoD has long been concerned
about the accidental adverse effect of
HPM on military systems, such as that
aboard modern naval ships where
nearby systems can interfere with one
another. With the growing possibility
of intentional interference or destruc-
tion by a microwave weapon, this
concern has multiplied and has resulted
in extensive programs to understand the
vulnerability of U.S. military systems
to HPM. A related interest in HPM
effects resulted in funding by the DOE
and its predecessor agencies as well as
the DoD because of the importance of
the "electromagnetic pulse" from
nuclear weapons. Again because of the
availability of unique rf sources,
instrumentation, and facilities, the
Laboratory and Division have for many
years participated in these vulnerability
programs.

Future generations of high-performanc<
rf accelerators will require amounts of
rf power well beyond that available
through a reasonable number of curreni
technology sources. Thus, a strong
source-development effort is an
important part of the nation's rf
accelerator program. Work on ad-
vanced sources for this application has
also been an important part of the
Division's past HPM activity.

The main thrusts of HPM program
development have been to participate
actively in national HPM program
management and to detect and pursue
opportunities to apply the Division's
unique capabilities to HPM problems
of national importance. HPM program
management is intended to ensure
effective technical and financial
execution of programs, once funded,
and to conduct sponsor liaison. To
learn about the technical work per-
formed in this area, the reader is invited
to review the section of this report that
covers Group AT-9.
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0 Factory Collaboration

Dick Cooper, Technical Coordinator/or 0
Factor Collaboration

The Accelerator Technology (AT)
Division has entered into a collabora-
tion with UCLA to promote the design
and construction of a "<p factory" on the
UCLA campus. In this collaboration,
AT Division will provide organiza-
tional support, and in collaboration
with UCLA researchers, led by C.
Pellegrini and D. Cline, provide
technical input to the design of the
facility. The <p factory will consist of a
linac complex that will produce 510
MeV electron and positron beams, a
cooling ring for cooling the positron
beams, and a 510 MeV storage ring in
which the electrons and positrons are
stored, circulating in opposite direc-
tions, and collided at Ihe interaction
point. Around the interaction point is a
large detector for analyzing the results
of e+-e" collisions.

The goals of the UCLA research
program using the <j> factory are as
follows:

• particle beam physics
research,

• tp meson physics, CP and
CPT violation studies, and

• graduate student training.

The collider energy has been chosen to
coincide with the <p resonance energy,
i.e. 1020 MeV in the center-of-mass
coordinate system. The ultimate
luminosity goal of the facility is

L= -M = 1033 1

44KGxGy

(1)

where/ is the frequency of collisions,
N is the number of particles in each
bunch, and ox and a are the horizon-
tal and vertical dimensions of the
bunch, respectively. This luminosity is
an order of magnitude larger than any
yet achieved in an electron-positron
collider. It will be achieved through
the use of high frequency of collisions/
using a small (32 m circumference)
ring, combined with quasi-isochronous
operation. Operating Ihe ring in a
quasi-isochronous mode (one in which
the time for particles to circulate
around the ring is nearly independent of
their energy) allows for the production
of very short bunch lengths, which in
turn allows for the production of very
tightly-focused bunches at Ihe interac-
tion point (small Cy).

The collaboration includes industrial
partners and contributors from other
DOE laboratories, each partner having
responsibility for a particular piece of
the facility. These partners include
General Dynamics, Rocketdyne,
Maxwell/Beta, Science Application
International Corporation, Lawrence
Berkeley Laboratory, and Lawrence
Livcrmore National Laboratory.

As part of the initial phase of Ihe
collaboration, R. Cooper of AT
Division spent the Fall Quarter on the
UCLA campus, teaching a c o m e
entitled "Introduction to Acceleration
of Charged Particles," and working on
developing a proposal for Ihe <J> factory.
Funding for this collaboration has been
sought from internal Los Alamos
sources and from UC research funds.
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Neutral Particle Beam (NPB)
Power Systems Highlights

Don Reid, Technical Coordinator for rf
Power Systems

In January 1991, the Accelerator
Technology Division at Los Alamos
was asked by the Strategic Defense
Initiative Organization (SDIO) to
develop a scaled-down program to
replace the Power System Demonstra-
tor (PSD) project. The PSD project was
intended to demonstrate an end-to-end
power system for a space-based neutral
particle beam (NPB) weapon platform.
In addition, the Ground Protection
Against Limited Strike (GPALS)
configuration of SDIO, which has
evolved into the POP-UP concept for a
NPB weapon, has drastically changed
the power system requirements.

The resulting program was
DEWPOINT (Directed Energy Weapon
Power Integration). This new program
was designed to fit the new mission
requirements and to demonstrate an
end-to-end power module. The
program was to be jointly funded by
the directed energy and key technolo-
gies organizations within the SDIO.

The POP-UP mission puts severe
constraints on the power system.
Weight and volume must be reduced
even further than what was planned for
the space mission. To meet these
constraints and to eliminate other
potential problems such as transporting
high voltage along the platform,
eliminating rotating machinery,
eliminating water in the effluent, etc., a
baseline power system consisting of a
solid-state amplifier directly connected
to a battery pack was chosen. The
much shorter mission time of the POP-
UP concept makes die battery a
practical prime power source.

The basic rf amplifier module size will
be 500 kW at 850 MHz and will use
previously developed, cryogenically
cooled, transistor technology in the
solid-state amplifier. The demonstra-
tion module will be 25 kW at 850
MHz. Target specific weight for the
module is 0.5 kg/kW and the specific
volume is 1200 cc/kW.

An artist's concept of the module is
shown in Fig. 1.11. The solid-slate
amplifier is packaged on the inside will;
a combiner in the middle as shown. In
this initial concept, the entire module
would plug in to the accelerator
structure. The batteries will be arrayed
on the outside frame of the rf amplifier
as shown. Although a final decision
has not been made, the batteries will
probably be of a bipolar configuration
and be the Lilhium-Thionyl-Chloride
(LiSOCl2) type.

RF Output

r— Amplitude Control
Battery Packs

Controls

V
Output Combiner

Phase Control L
In/Out

RF Amplifier Power Modules

Fig. 1.11.
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A battery of this type, which generates
50 kW, is shown in Fig. 1.12. The
battery is about 4 inches thick and 11
inches in diameter. It weighs 10 kC
and will deliver 50 kW for about 180
seconds when cooled with liquid
hydrogen.

A backup power system is also being
developed that consists of a Klystrode
driven by a pair of counter-rotating,
hyperconducting turboalternators. The
backup system would probably be
somewhat lighter, but there is more risk
in developing the alternator. In
addition, this system docs not have as
much flexibility in the POP-UP mission
as the battery/solid-state amplifier
system.

The 25 kW battery/solid-state amplifier
is scheduled for a power module
demonstration in early FY95.

Fig. 1.12.
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Introduction

The AT-1 Group, Accelerator Physics
and Special Projects, provides accel-
erator design mid physics support for
various AT Division projects. The
stall at AT-1 also pursues advanced
topics in accelerator physics mid
technology. Additionally, AT-1 builds
small accelerators for special applica-
tions. What follows is a summary of
the various AT-1 projects for the 1991
physical year.

Accelerator Projects

Ground Test Accelerator (GTA)
Project Support

We completed the following tasks in
support of the GTA project:

• Drift-Tube Linac (DTL) rf Tuning:
Software was developed to operate a
fully automated cryogenic bead pull
apparatus and to acquire rf field
distribution bead perturbation mea-
surements. These data were utilized in
existing software that determined the rf
field distribution and predicted posi-
coupler adjustments to tune the first
tank of the GTA DTL. Use of these
programs will expedite the installation
of the remaining nine DTL tanks.

• DTL End Walls: The design of low-
and high-energy end walls for the ten

GTA DTL tanks was completed during
FY90. These end walls are cryogeni-
cally cooled, brazed copper units. The
end walls for tanks five through eight
were fabricated and tested during
FY91. The remaining units will be
completed during FY92.

Continuous Wave Deutrium
Demonstrator (CWDD)
Radio-Frequency Quadrupole (RFQ)
Power Model

We used our RFQTLJNE program to
tune the CWDD Power Model RFQ to
quadrupole field accuracy and to dipole
field levels less than 0.5 percent of the
quadrupole field. This work was
carried out under contract to Grumman
Aerospace Systems, which has de-
signed and fabricated the CWDD
accelerator under funding from the
Strategic Defense Initiative Organiza-
tion (SDIO). The 4 meter long, 352
MHz CWDD RFQ will be the electri-
cally longest (4.62 wavelengths) device
of this type constructed. The power
model RFQ consists of four one-meter
long segments each consisting of four
vane/cavity quadrants joined by
electroforming, following the style of
the Beam Experiment Aboard a Rocket
(BEAR) RFQ. A full-scale low-power
model of the CWDD RFQ was de-
signed and fabricated during FY89.
During FY90, AT-1 staff utilized (his
unit to determine sensitivity parameters

and to develop rf tuning techniques that
were utilized in the tuning of the power
model RFQ.

Photoinjector linac For The
Netherlands Center For Laser
Research (NCLR)

In conjunction with AT-5 and AT-7,
we completed the design and fabrica-
tion of a 1300-MHz, 6-MeV
photoinjeclor linac for the Netherlands
Center for Laser Research (NCLR) at
the University of Twente, Enschede,
the Netherlands. The linac and
photocathode preparation chamber
were shipped during the last month of
the FY 1991. The rf controls will be
shipped early in FY92. This injector is
a near duplicate of the 6 MeV
photoinjector linac that was completed
for the Los Alamos High Brightness
Accelerator Facility (HIBAF) during
FY89. This is a compact brazed-
copper on-axis coupled structure. The
high vacuum requirement (<lxlO"9

Torr) of the pholocathode necessitates a
high vacuum conductance structure
with an integral vacuum bakeout
system. A schematic of the system is
shown on Fig. 2.1 and a photograph of
the assembly is shown on Fig. 2.2.

The NCLR linac incorporates some
improvements that resulted from our
operational experience (over one year)
with the HIB AF accelerator. These
include revised solenoid magnets and
coupling slots to reduce the output
emittance.

Fig. 2.1. Schematic oflMK) MHz. 6 MeV Photoinjeclor Linac and
Photocathode Preparation Chamber for the Netherlands Center for
Laser Research.

Fig. 2.2. Assembly of 1 MX) MHz, 6 MeV Photoinjeclor Linac and
Pholocathode Preparation Chamber for the Netherlands Center for
Laser Research.
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Photoinjector Linac For
The Advanced FEL (A FEL)

Under Experimental Research and
Development Initiative funding and in
conjunction with AT-7, we completed
the design and began fabrication of a
1300 MHz, 20 MeV photoinjector linac
for the Advanced Free Electron Laser
(AFEL). In many ways, it is similar lo
both the FY89 6-MeV HIBAF (now
APEX) and the 6-McV NCLR (U. of
Twente) photoinjector electron linacs.
Like them, the AFEL Linac is a
compact, brazed-copper, on-axis
coupled ri' structure. It employs the
same photocathode hardware as APEX
so that they may eventually share
photocalhode production and transport
systems.

The AFEL linac differs from its two
predecessors primarily in length (11
accelerating cells versus 6) and in its
capability for cryogenic operation. The
system will operate with both liquid
nitrogen and water cooling. The
copper rf structure is thermally isolated
from its surrounding vacuum vessel
(see Fig. 2.3) and means in situ baking
with rf to achieve the high vacuum
required by the cesialed photocathode
(<lX10'JTorr)is employed. At
temperatures approaching 77K, the
electrical resistance of the copper is
expected to be significantly lower than
conventional operating temperatures,
producing a Q enhancement of about

two. In addition, the thermal expansion
coefficient is lower and the thermal
conductivity is higher at those tempera-
tures. These three factors contribute to
allow much higher duty factor than is
otherwise possible without direct nose
cooling. More subtle improvements
have been made in the form of larger
focusing and bucking solenoids and in
the number and orientation of (he
coupling slots that connect the acceler-
ating cavities to the an-axis coupling
cavities. These improvements are
expected to result in the brightest
electron beam source yet.

During FY91, AT-1 shops have
completed fabrication and tuning of the
copper half cells and brazed them to
form the rf structure shown in Fig. 2.4.

interfacing hardware, final rf tuning of
the structure, installation and alignment
of the copper structure .inside of its
vacuum vessel, and installation and
alignment of the solenoids. Delivery of
the completed linac to the AFEL vault
is scheduled for Jan. 1992.

Superconducting Super Collider
RFQ Linac

The beam dynamics, rf physics,
engineering, and detail design of a 2.5
MeV 428 MHz RFQ for the injector of
the Superconducting Super Collider
(SSC) facility were completed. The
RFQ, shown on Fig. 2.5, will be a two
segment continuous cavity structure,
2.2 meters in length. Each segment
will consist of four vane/cavity

Fig. 2.4. Brazed Copper On-Axis Coupled Linac for the Advanced FEL.

The insulating vacuum vessel has been
completed and received from an
outside vendor. The following remains
to be done: machining and attachment
of the rf structure mounting and other

Fig. 2.3. Schematic of 1300 MHz. 20 MeV Cryogenic Linac for the Advanced FEL.

quadrants joined by electroforming.
This is the technique developed for the
BEAR RFQ and was also utilized lor
the CWDD RFQ.

At the end of FY91, mechanical
fabrication of the vane/cavity quadrants
was nearly completed (see Fig. 2.6).
The electroforming and final rf tuning
will be completed during FY1992 with
delivery at the SSC Laboratory
scheduled for the summer of 1992.

Beam Dynamics

Airport RFQs

Two RFQ beam dynamics designs were
carried out for the Advanced Nuclear
Technology (N-2) group. These
designs were to be developed into
prototype proton accelerators that
would be used to produce neutrons for
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Fig. 2.5. Schematic of the 2.5 MeV, 428 MHz RFQ Linac for the Superconducting Super
Collider. (Alex Lopez)

Fig. 2.6. Machining of a Vane/Cavity Quadrant for the 2.5 MeV, 42S MHz RFQ Linac for
the Superconducting Super Collider.

an n-gamma resonance reaction that
could be used to detect plastic explo-
sives in airport luggage. The beam
requires a final beam energy equal to
1.75 MeV and a current of either 40
mA at a 20% duty factor or 8 mA cw,
The required output beam energy
dispersion was to be less than 1%. In
the first design, a novel bucket rotator
section (drift and kick) was designed as
the final section of the RFQ to give a
minimum energy dispersion. In the
second design, the beam was drifted
alter a shorter RFQ and then passed

through a rf cavity to rotate the beam
for minimal energy spread. The
required small energy spread was
achieved in both cases.

International Fusion Materials
Irradiation Facility (IFM1F) DTL

We performed a beam dynamics study
of a 10-3? MeV, 250 mA deuteron
DTL for the proposed International
Fusion Materials Irradiation Facility
(IFMIF). Designs were completed of
realistic cavity and magnet shapes, and

SUPERFISH simulations were run to
get accurate estimates of power
consumption in this DTL. Results of
these simulations were presented at a
meeting of an international panel on
intense neutron sources based on
accelerators for fusion material study.

Accelerator Transmutation of
Nuclear Waste (ATW) Accelerator

A new point design for the ATW
coupled-cavity linac (CCL) is under-
way. Analytic expressions, supported
by simulations, for estimating aperture-
to-rms beam size ratios are being
developed to minimize structure
activation from the beam halo. Initial
simulations for both singlet and doublet
structures have been run. Future
studies will include incorporating
scaling laws for rf power as a function
of accelerator geometric parameters,
equipartitioning, beam matching, and
establishing aperture-to-rms beam size
ratio limits into a new optimized point
design.

GTA Support

Calculations for placement of the
delivered permanent magnet quadru-
poles in drift tubes for proper beam
matching between GTA DTL tanks
have been carried out for the first five
DTL tanks, which are currently under
construction. This construction support
work will continue for the next five
DTL tanks. Similar work was con-
ducted for the now operational
intermediate matching section (IMS)
between the RFQ and DTL. Simula-
tions to estimate structure vibration
effects on the beam were carried out to
provide input to the engineering group.

Calculalions of beam match parameters
for the RFQ and DTL at various
currents was performed in support of
the beam commissioning experiments.
Simulations of the RFQ and IMS
experiments were carried out. Partici-
pation in commissioning experiments
and simulations of those experiments
will continue in the future.
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NPBSE

A collaboration between Grumman and
Los Alamos resulted in a high perfor-
mance RFQ design for the Neutral
Particle Beam Space Experiment
(NPBSE).

Pop-Up

A linear accelerator system was
simulated that met the requirements of
the short length and high performance
needed by the TOP-UP NPB application.

SSC RFQ

A Radio Frequency Quadrupole (RFQ)
was designed by Los Alamos for the
SSC injection linac and compared to an
SSC design. This RFQ is now under
construction at Los Alamos and should
be delivered lo the SSC in the summer
of 1092. The 427.617 MHz RFQ will
accelerate II" beam from 35 keV to 2.5
MeV. Output beam current is 5 to 50
mA with normal operational needs
expected to be at 25 inA. The low-
energy b(X).sler ring has a filling
requirement that requires the linac to
operate at 10 Hz with a 37 |i.S pulse
length. Voltage along the RFQ vanes is
ramped through the use of 32 tuning
slugs to maintain a peak rf field of -1.8
Ek (36 MV/m). The beam dynamics
design was simulated with computer
codes that include 3-dimensional space
charge, image charges, and rf field
multipoles. Transmission for the 25
mA output beam is 95%. The design
work is presented in the proceedings of
the Particle Accelerator Conference
(PAC) at San Francisco.'

SSC Consultation

A be;im dynmnics study of two
matching sections from the RFQ to (he
DTL, which was designed by the SSC
linac group, was performed. Perfor-
mances of both the sections, namely 60
degree and 90 degree lines, were
simulated with phase and radial motion
in linear accelerators (PARMILA)
using both 2- and 3-dimensional point
to point space charge algorithms.

The design of a DTI. structure for the
SSC Laboratory was completed, and a
detail design report was delivered to the
SSC Laboratory. A paper delineating
the essentials of the design was
presented at (he Albuquerque Linac
conference. Our design used a
FOFODODO focusing lattice as
opposed to the FODO lattice that was
adopted by the SSC linac group. A
study was done to ellucidate (he
possible advantages to be gained by
using a FOFODODO focusing scheme.
For (he same bore size, a FOFODODO
lattice provided some improvement in
power usage, peak electric field, peak
magnet pole-tip field, and magnet
volume in the drift tubes, which eases
engineering requirements.

An end-to-end beam dynamics simula-
tion of the SSC linac was completed.
Simulations were performed on both
the AT-l and (he SSC linac group's
designs.

Consultation regarding general beam
dynamics issues and simulation codes
for (heir CCL design were provided to
the SSC linac group. This kind of
interaction with the SSC is expected
until their linac is built.

SSC Commissioning Simulations

A study was undertaken to evaluate the
applicability of commonly used rf
amplitude and phase tuning methods
regarding the SSC, DTL, and CCL
structures. Two different methods, the
Delta-T and (he phase scan method,
were examined. For (he DTL, a design
which has three bela-lamda drift space
in between the tanks, was used as the
reference design. The CCL beam
dynamics study was .simulated on a
structure that approximated the SSC
linac group's design. Complete results
were presented at ihe San Francisco
Accelerator Conference.1

LAMPFRFQ

An RFQ beam dynamics design was
carried out for Ihe MP Division. The
design focused on accelerating an 11"

ion beam from 35/40 keV to 750 keV.
The proposed RFQ is to replace the
aging Cockcroft-Wallon dc accelerator
now in use at the Clinton P. Anderson
Meson Physics Facility (LAMPF).
Several design options were studied.

Beam Research

A study on the emittance growth in
mismatched beam was presented in a
detailed AT-division technical memo.

Code Development

A new method of calculating space-
chargc forces for an ellipsoids
bunched beam in three-dimensions was
developed with T. Wangler.' Computer
subroutines were written and adapted
for use in PARMILA to test this
method. A comparison study was done
between our older SCHEFF (2-D)
method of calculation and the new
code. The results were presented at the
Particle Accelerator Conference in San
Francisco. Since this method need not
be used only when the beam is round, it
can also be used lo do some general
studies on the effect of focusing
channels on emitlance growth and
equipartitioning .

Personnel were trained in the Cray
operating system to prepare for the
removal of the old system. Codes were
converted from the old Cray time-
sharing system (CTSS) to the new
UNICOS operating system.

Superconducting rf
Structures Development

Introduction

At ihe structures laboratory we concen-
trate on superconducting accelerator
cavity development. This eflbrt is
directed toward developing the data
base for a conceptual design of a pion
accelerator.

We anticipate that the accelerator will
consist of seven 805-MHz resonant
cells. Present testing is accomplished
with 3 GHz single cells. Improvements
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in the processing of our 3 GHz single
cells have resulted in substantially
increased performance; the peak
surface and accelerating electric field
has increased approximately by a factor
of two since the last annual report.
These are world class values, equaling
or exceeding reported results.

Questions raised at a 19<X) review
regarding coupling between cavities
have been successfully resolved. Next
fiscal year's programmatic emphasis
will shift to tests of larger 805 MHz
cells and to the design and testing of
components necessary for a complete
7-cell 805 MHz superconducting
cavity.

Background

The advantage of using superconduct-
ing technology for accelerator struc-
tures are amplified as the accelerating
electric fields and the rf Q's (Q=rf
energy /input energy per cycle) are
increased. Carefully controlled acid
etching and cleaning of the niobium
cells are essential to obtain high fields.
At Los Alamos, the cells ;ire acid
treated using facilities in the Materials
Science and Technology (MST)
division and then transported to AT-l's
clean room for processing with ultra-
clean water. It is essential that ultra-
clean techniques are followed in the
cleaning and handling of the cell. The
cavity assemblies are sealed before
removal from the clean room and
subsequent insertion into the liquid
helium cryostats. The electric fields
obtained with our acid etch and clean
room processing techniques are
comparable to those obtained at other
laboratories with high temperature
(1500 °C) vacuum oven processing of
the cells.

In other areas of cell processing, the
role of the oven is belter defined.
Vacuum oven treatment is required to
prevent the so-called "european Q
disease." The treatment removes
hydrogen from the niobium that can
form a hydride under certain conditions
of relatively long cool-down time. The

presence of hydride can result in a
degradation in the Q of the cell. The
disease has been cured by heal
treatment at 800 °C.

In order to obtain rf Q values consis-
tently greater than the design value of 5
x 10'', the residual resistance ratio
(RRR) of the niobium must be high.
RRR values of 250 are commercially
available, and we have obtained Q's as
large as 2 x 101" with this material.
RRR values can be improved by
removing oxygen that became en-
trapped in the niobium. This can be
accomplished by titanium gettering in a
vacuum oven at - 1500 °C. At the
present time, an oven that operates
with both high vacuum and high
temperature and is large enough for a
complete 7-cell structure is not
available. Cost effective options are
being explored.

Under certain conditions, high-pulse
power (I IPP) conditioning of a cell has
improved the achievable electric field
in a below-par cell. HPP is attractive
because it offers an opportunity to
recondition an accelerating structure
without removing it from the cryostal.
The reported testing was done at 1.2
GHz, it remains to verify the results at
805 MHz.

Achievements

We have obtained average surface
electric fields of 48 MV/m with peak
surface fields of 70 MV/m. These
averages have been subjected to over
twenty-eight 3-GHz tests since (he
beginning of the fiscal year. Last year,
we achieved approximately one-half
these values.

Our present experimental status can be
evaluated in terms of our design goal
lor the average electric field. The cells
used in our tests have a ratio of peak
surface electric field to average
accelerating Held of 3.64. Since
fabrication of our test cells, the
conceptual design for the accelerating
cavities has evolved, and the proposed
design ratio is now 2.03. Adopting a

value of 2.03 for the ratio of average
surface field to average accelerating
field, has allowed us to achieve an
equivalent value for the average
accelerating field of 24 MV/m. With
care, this value can be compared to the
design goal of 12.5 MV/m for the 7-cell
cavity. The proviso is raised because
there is an "area" factor that will
decrease the achievable electric field in
the larger 805-MHz 7-cell cavity by
approximately 2.4 (see Fig. 2.1). Based
on this area factor, our experimental
results for the average electric field
need to be increased by at least 25
percent to reach the design goal. Also,
the standard deviation of the electric
field about the mean is ± 30 percent.
To improve the operational capability
of the cavities the standard deviation
should be reduced.

We identified a factor that reduced
performance. It is caused by minuscule
particles of indium that escape through
the vacuum seals and get into the cell.
A remedy was developed at Los
Alamos by recognizing that the acid
mixture of HF, UNO,, and H,PO4 did
not attack the indiumin (he same way
as niobium. A second acid bath using
only HNO4 was required. The second
acid bath improved the average results
from 33 MV/m to the present 48 MV/
in.

A cavity stiffening design was devel-
oped to reduce cavity detuning effects
due to microphonics. A numerical
vibration analysis of the design is being
done in cooperation with AT-4. Initial
results predict that the resonant
frequencies will be 100 Hz or higher.
This work is proceeding.

A concern was raised at the 1990 pion
linac (PILAC) workshop that the
asymmetries in the beam lube (from
couplers, etc.) would increase the
electromagnetic coupling between
cavities beyond expected calculations
based on symmetric structures. We
initialed an experimental project to
measure the coupling. This project
proved difficult because we had to lake
measurements over a range of 120 db.
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The work was successfully carried out
and showed that the asymmetries did
not increase coupling or introduce new
modes in any detrimental way. The
coupling can be calculated from the
size of the beam tube with some
allowances for a local increase in the
size at perturbations.

Future Plans

Plans call for a quantitative evaluation
of our acid-treatment and clean-room
processing techniques. We intend to
decrease the standard deviation of the
accelerating electric field and Q values.

We will conduct tests to evaluate heal
treatment of 3 GHz half cells and single
cells at 800 °C and 1350 °C in a
relatively small oven. After heal
treatment, we will evaluate joining the
cells by e-beam welding. If the
technique works, a large oven would
not be needed for high-temperature
heat treatment.

A large capacity Roots pump is in the
process of being installed. When
installed, we will have the capability of
achieving 2 °K with our 805 MHz
cells. These tests are considered high
priority and we will start as soon as the
pump installation is complete.

The Structures Laboratory presently
has two 50 KW klystrons that operate
at 500 MHz. These units will be
modified to operate at 805 MHz and
used to test HPP processing of 805
MHz cells. Coupler and window
designs for the 7-cell vertical cryoslat
test and the PILAC concept will be
carried forward; initial fabrication and
testing will be done in test set-ups,
followed by vertical cryostat tests.

We are beginning the design, engineer-
ing, and procurement for the next major
programmatic step, testing of a 7-cell
805-MHz cavity in a vertical cryostat.

Superconducting RFQ

We are developing a niobium super-
conducting radio-frequency quadrupole
(RFQ) particle accelerator for high-

field operation. Progress during the
past year includes studies in RFQ beam
dynamics, cavity design, and basic
beam-physics.

Approach, Progress,
and Results To Date

Cavity design studies using the MAFIA
3-dimensional code have been carried
out to determine how to configure ihe
geometry at the ends of the 4-vane
RFQ-cavity structure to (1) minimize
the surface-magnelic-field enhance-
ment to prevent a magnetic quench and
(2) study the mode characteristics of an
asymmetric quadrant geometry for
improving the mode spacing to nearby
interfering dipole modes. The latter
approach is attractive for this applica-
tion because it is a nonintrusive way of
achieving the desired mode separation
and field quality. The best geometry so
far resulted in an end-field enhance-
ment of 2.8, but the work is not yet
completed. The studies have confirmed
that the asymmetric quadrant geometry
is effective for long cavities but not for
short cavities.

Some preliminary thought has been
given to mechanical-design issues for a
niobium cavity and for a low-power
copper model whose function will be to
confirm the mode spectrum of the real
cavity and to test alternative tuning
methods.

Because resonant electron multipacting
can be a problem for certain geometries
in superconducting cavities, we have
developed a code for analysis of this
phenomenon in an RFQ cavity. This
code will be used as a theoretical tool
for comparison with the experimental
results of the high-power prototype
cavity.

An extensive set of beam-dynamics
design studies has been performed to
determine how to design an RFQ to
simultaneously obtain high-intensity
beams with highest brightness and
minimize particle loss in the RFQ. This
study has resulted in a set of optimum
parameter choices; and in the process,

we have used a new modification of the
synchronous phase profile for signifi-
cantly improving the longitudinal
capture efficiency during bunching.
The numerical simulation code
indicates that this new method can
reduce the beam-particle loss by a
factor of 1000. This development
should solve a potential beam-loss
problem that could have prevented the
superconducting RFQ from ever being
a practical device for high-beam
intensities. The study has also revealed
the limitations on achieving brighter
beams from an RFQ that are a conse-
quence of the inherent beam quality
from today's ion-source technology.
We conclude that high current and high
brightness are indeed possible in a
superconducting RFQ with very low
beam losses. However, large gains in
brightness are difficult to achieve
without concurrent improvements in
the brightness from ion sources.

We have carried out numerical simula-
tion studies of halo formation and
emittance growth for intense space-
charge-dominated beams. In a study
done in collaboration with the Univer-
sity of Maryland, we have successfully
tested new formulas for emiitancc
growth in rms-mismatched beams. In
the course of this study, we observed
that rms-mismatched beams led to a
potential source of significant particle
loss because of the formation of large
halos surrounding the core of the beam.
These results suggest that most of the
halo in intense beams may be caused
by a failure to provide adequate rms
matching during injection to an
accelerator. Further studies of rms-
mismatched beams in the extreme
space-charge limit have allowed us to
begin to quantify these results. We also
explored the concept of beam entropy,
and have been able to show numeri-
cally that the collective space-charge
forces result in an entropy increase.
These studies have a more general
applicability than just for the RFQ. If
carried out systematically, they could
be used to provide some rules of thumb
for helping designers of high-intensity
linacs avoid unwanted beam losses.
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Technical Memoranda

The following AT-1 technical memoranda were written during the report period:

1. S. Nath and G. Neuschaefer, "SSC - DTL Tank 1 Design Options," Los
Alamos National Laboratory technical memorandum, AT-l:90-365, November 1,
1990.

2. D. Schrage and L. Young, "CWDD Cold Model RFQ - Perturbation Sensitiv-
ity," Los Alamos National Laboratory technical memorandum, AT-1:90-383,
November 15,1990.

3. W. Clark and F. Martinez, "Silcoro 60 and 80-20 Brazing Alloy Tests," Los
Alamos National Laboratory technical memorandum, AT-1:90-402, December 3,
1990.

4. D. Schrage, "SSC RFQ - Vacuum Manifold & Pumping System & Vacuum
Seals," Los Alamos National Laboratory technical memorandum, AT-l:90-413,
December 10, 1990.

5. E. Gray, "Example of a Coupler External Q," Los Alamos National Laboratory
technical memorandum, AT-1:90-423, December 13, 1990.

6. G. Neuschaefer, "SSC DTL Beam Bore Needed," Los Alamos National
Laboratory technical memorandum, AT-1:90-424, December 13, 1990.

7. R. Garnett, "IFMIF 3-10 MeV DTL Drift-Tube Shape, Magnet Requirements,
and Structure Power Requirements," Los Alamos National Laboratory technical
memorandum, AT-1:90-426, December 18, 1990.

8. G. Neuschaefer, "RFQ Design SSC-GN," Los Alamos National Laboratory
technical memorandum, AT-l:90-433, December 20,1990.

9. S. Nath, "Preliminary Look at the DTL RF Field Amplitude and Phase Tun-
ing," Los Alamos National Laboratory technical memorandum, AT-1:91-6, January
7,1991.
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10. R. Garnett, "IFMIF DTL Beam Dynamics Design," Los Alamos National
Laboratory technical memorandum, AT-1:91-7, January 7, 1991.

11. G. Neuschaefer, "SSC RFQ Beam Dynamics Design, 'SSC. 1.3.91'," Los
Alamos National Laboratory technical memorandum, AT-1:91-9, January 9, 1991.

12. G. Spalek, "A Quick Look at the Vaguine Structure with Large Apertures,"
Los Alamos National Laboratory technical memorandum, AT-1:91-11, January 10,
1991.

13. E. Gray, "Estimate of Bellows Power Loss," Los Alamos National Laboratory
technical memorandum, AT-1:91-12, January 18, 1991.

14. E. Gray, "Frequency Tuning By End Cells Only," Los Alamos National
Laboratory technical memorandum, AT-1-91-20, January 18,1991.

15. E. Gray, "External Q Variation with Probe Length," Los Alamos National
Laboratory technical memorandum, AT-1:91-21, January 18, 1991.

16. D. Schrage, "University of TWENTE Injector Linac: Bucking & Focussing
Solenoids," Los Alamos National Laboratory technical memorandum, AT-l:91-22,
January 23,1991.

17. S. Nath, "Simulation Results for the SSC RFQ DTL Matching Sections," Los
Alamos National Laboratory technical memorandum, AT-1:91-26, January 24,
1991.

18. E. Gray, "Mullicell Cavity Tuning," Los Alamos National Laboratory technical
memorandum, AT-1:91-30, January 30, 1991.

19. D. Schrage, "SSC RFQ Notation & Dimensions," Los Alamos National
Laboratory technical memorandum, AT-l:91-33, January 31, 1991.

20. E. Gray, "Effects of Stainless Pipe in Seven Cell Q," Los Alamos National
Laboratory technical memorandum, AT-1:91-63, February 13, 1991.

21. A. Cucchetti, "Beam Dynamics Error Study on the RFQ for the SSC," Los
Alamos National Laboratory technical memorandum, AT-1:91-68, February 11,
1991.

22. G. Neuschacfer, "PARMELA Emitlancc Increase From Quadrupole Roll," Los
Alamos National Laboratory technical memorandum, AT-1:91-72, February 20,
1991.

23. B. Rusnak, and A. Shapiro, "Cavity Frequency Shift," Los Alamos National
Laboratory technical memorandum, AT-l:91-80, March 1, 1991.

24. D. Schrage, '805 MHz Pilac Cavities," Los Alamos National Laboratory
technical memorandum, AT-l:91-86, March 4, 1991.

25. T. P. Wangler, "Compilation of High-Current Proton-Linac Beam Data,
Comparison with Numerical Simulation Codes, and Implications for the APT/ATW
Accelerator," Los Alamos National Laboratory technical memorandum, AT-1:91-
87, March 4, 1991.
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26. E. Gray, "Forward Power Required for Off Frequency Drive," Los Alamos
National Laboratory technical memorandum, AT-l:91-106, March 14,1991.

27. G. Spalek, "Cavity-Cavity Coupling for Pilac," Los Alamos National Labora-
tory technical memorandum, AT-1:91-124, March 26, 1991.

28. D. Schrage, "SSC RFQ L1NAC - Thermal & Structural Analysis Results," Los
Alamos National Laboratory technical memorandum, AT-1:91-123, March 27,
1991.

29. R. Wood, "AFEL LINAC Thermal Analysis Results and System Design," Los
Alamos National Laboratory technical memorandum, AT-1:91-157, May 16, 1991.

30. G. Neuschaefer, "SSC RFQ Beam Dynamics Design," Los Alamos National
Laboratory technical memorandum, AT-1:91-167, April 29,1991.

31. A. Cucchetti, "Emittance Growth in Mismatched Beams," Los Alamos
National Laboratory technical memorandum, AT-1:91-234, June 7, 1991.

32. A. Cucchctti, "Beam Dynamics Error Study on the RFQ for the SSC," Los
Alamos National Laboratory technical memorandum, AT-1:91-241, June 12, 1991.

33. R. Wood, "Mechanical Design of Thermal Stand-Off Supports for AFEL
LINAC," Los Alamos National Laboratory technical memorandum, AT-1:91-280,
July 2, 1991.

34. R. Wood, "Photocathode Insertion Stresses in AFEL LINAC," Los Alamos
National Laboratory technical memorandum, AT-1:91-304, July 16, 1991.

35. S. Nath, "RFQ for the II* Beam," Los Alamos National Laboratory technical
memorandum, AT-1:91-317, July 29, 1991.

36. G. Spalek, "RF Power Coupler Center Conductor Temperature," Los Alamos
National Laboratory technical memorandum, AT-1:91-336, August 13, 1991.

37. D. Schrage, W. Clark, F. Martinez, D. McMurry, and L. Young, "Q and QEF of
Hydrogen Furnace Brazing Alloys," Los Alamos National Laboratory technical
memorandum, AT-1:91-342, August 16, 1991.

38. D. Schrage, "Tensile Tests of High Purity Niobium," Los Alamos National
Laboratory technical memorandum, AT-1:91-383, September 13, 1991.

39. S. Nath, R. Garnett, and G. Neuschaefer, "End to End Simulation of the SSC
LINAC," Los Alamos National Laboratory technical memorandum, AT-1:91-386,
September 13, 1991.

40. D. Schrage, "Beryllium Cavity Tests - Status Report," Los Alamos National
Laboratory technical memorandum, AT-1:91-384, September 16, 1991.
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Introduction

AT-3 is responsible for the magnetic
optics and beam diagnostics in AT
division and also carries out projects in
cooperation with industry and other
divisions in the Laboratory. Our
charier is to apply beam-transport
theory, state-of-the-art diagnostic
instrumentation, and advanced magnet
technology to the design, construction,
and commissioning of accelerators and
magnetic-optics systems. To this end,
we have maintained expertise in high-
order optics theory and codes with an
emphasis on practical design. Sections
of the group are concerned with
innovative and conventional diagnos-
tics for controlling the high-intensity
beams associated with modem linacs.
As well as having a facility for magnet
design, we have developed a magnet
lab with equipment suitable for
measuring a large variety of magnets—
from small cryogenic devices to large-
bore pulsed magnets.

Our main efforts during FY91 have
been in support of the Neutral Particle
Beam (NPB) program. Activity here
has been mainly in two areas:

• T h e Ground Test Accelerator (GTA)
program (the largest program in AT
Division). Our most active roles have
been in providing both permanent and
commissioning diagnostics for the
initial commissioning stages of the
linac and participating in the commis-
sioning process. Additionally, we have
participating in the design and con-
struction of magnets for (he project and
have been entirely responsible for
measuring the many magnets used by
the project.

• The Neutral Particle Beam Space
Experiment (NPBSE). In collaboration
with Grumman Corporation, AT-3,
along with other Laboratory organiza-
tions, began preparations for an
experiment to test a neutral-particle
beam device in space.

• Additionally, the group supported
Grumman in its Continuous Wave

Deuterium Demonstrator (CWDD)
program, a part of NPB, by qualifying
the project magnets and constructing a
precision electronic magnet-alignment
system. We have also participated
strongly in the basic studies for the
Pop-Up program, an advanced NPB
system study headed by Los Alamos.

Other group activities included
participation in proposals and construc-
tion of equipment for the Division
Free-Electron Laser projects. Further
efforts were in magnet work for the US
Navy, for design studies of the MP
division pion linac (PILAC) project, for
construction of equipment for the
Superconducting Super Collider (SSC),
and for participation in proposal studies
for several potential future Division
projects.

A substantial part of our effort has been
directed toward the improvement of the
Environment, Safety, and Health
(ES&H) aspects of our operation,
particularly regarding preparation for
the Tiger Team visit, scheduled for
early FY92. An extensive self-assess-
ment was made and we became aware
of many needed improvements. In
particular, safety arrangements for
users of the group-managed staff shop
were greatly improved.

GTA Program

Optics

Early in FY91, we completed a design
for a linear system to transport the 24-
MeV beam from the GTA linac and
produced a low divergence beam by an
expanding telescope. This system is
now in the engineering and construc-
tion stage. The system features the
following components:

• A linear matching section that
transports beam to the telescope with
appropriate transverse and longitudinal
matching. The line contains a high-
bandwidth transverse-jitter control
system.

• A longitudinal focusing system for
momentum compaction and longitudi-
nal control that provides a beam with
low momentum spread to decrease
telescope chromatic aberrations.

• An expanding telescope that is
capable of producing a low-divergence
beam. The telescope contains a
provision for correcting geometric
aberrations and adjustable lenses for
focusing on a distant target.

• A steerer magnet for rapidly directing
the output beam onto a distant target
and precisely tracking the target. The
subtle effects of this magnet on the
beam were specified and correction
measures devised.

Magnet design and procurement were
proceeding adequately for the schedule.
The radio-frequency cavities needed for
the momentum compaction system
were designed and a control scheme for
regulating the beam momentum-
centroid to a high degree was devised
and simulated. The basic vacuum
system and interface with die linac and
neutral beam equipment was designed.
The large-bore telescope objective
magnets have been ordered and partial
delivery made.

At the beginning of the 1991 calendar
year, however, the direction of the
optics effort was changed to complete
absorption in the highly related NPBSE
program. Towards the end of the fiscal
year, efforts were again redirected to a
ground experiment with emphasis on a
small but high performance .system,
which was strongly influenced by the
Pop-Up studies with an 180° bend to
limit system length. Optics efforts are
now directed toward the definition and
design of the new system that is
oriented toward a space flight late in
the decade. However, this system must
also meet stringent budget and schedule
requirements. Although this has
delayed the GTA optics schedule, the
design experience gained in the NPBSE
program will prove valuable in specify-
ing a system that meets programmatic
needs.
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Magnets

Cryogenic Mapper
The final implementation of the
cryogenic magnet measurement system
was completed to provide a unique and
innovative facility. The system
requires high measurement accuracy
for qualification of the small-bore drift-
tube permanent-magnet linac quadru-
pole magnets at cryogenic (20K)
temperatures. Cooling is done by
vaporized liquid helium flowing
through the system. A cross-sectional
view of the device is shown in Fig 3.1.

The mapper rotates a coil in the 1 cm
bore of the small magnets. The coil is a
thin metallic film lithographed onto a
quartz plate. Current induced in the
spinning coil passes through the slip-
ring assembly for processing through
an intricate computer controlled system
that effectively Fourier analyzes the
signal to provide the harmonic coeffi-
cients oflhe magnets' field. An
important requirement of the system is
fast temperature cycling of the magnets
for production runs as the magnets are
delivered. An ordinary cryogenic
system requires about 12 hours to
recycle. With this specially designed
system, up to four magnets can be
mapped during an 8 hour shift.

Appreciable effort was expended in
calibrating the system and assuring
measurement accuracy. A room
temperature version of the system was
constructed at the magnet
manufacturer's (Field Effects Corpora-
tion) facility and was used to determine
the material removal required lo trim
the magnets' field. Several iterations
were required lo get the Los Alamos
and Field Effects systems to agree with
each other and with absolute .standards.
It was particularly difficult to deter-
mine (lie magnets' phase (azimulhal
alignment) within the required accu-
racy. After resolving this process, the
system worked flawlessly, performing
absolute quadrupole moment determi-
nations within 0.5%, harmonic specifi-

Motor/Encoder

Outer Dewar

Ultra-low Noise
Slip Ring Assembly

Drive Shaft

Liquid He Fill Tube

Magnet and
Mapping Coil Assembly

Cold Pot

He Vapor Transfer Tube

Fig .'. /. Cm« sectional drawing of the cryoge

cations to better than 10' of the
quadrupole moment, and angular
orientations to +0.25°.

The mapping process required several
separate mappings. First, a room
temperature confirmation of the
manufacturer's results was done with

me mapper for DTL magnet qualification.

establishment of the quadrupole
orientation. Alignment slots were made
in the magnet with subsequent cryo-
genic mapping to confirm the orienta-
tion. The magnets were then assembled
in the drift tubes and again checked for
installation accuracy and damage in a
separate fixturing apparatus. Some 80
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magnets were thus processed in pace
with the drill tube assembly schedule.

Additionally, the laboratory has
participated in the mapping of several
other magnets for the project, such as
the injector solenoid and the variable
field quads for the intermediate
matching section, each requiring
construction of a mapper system. The
magnet section has also designed
several magnets for the project includ-
ing completion of simplified variable-
field magnets for (he optics project.

Objective Quadrupoles
Delivery of the objective quadrupoles
for the GTA telescope was completed.
A photograph of a portion of the 16
melers of magnets is shown in Fig 3.2.

assembled lo provide an integral
magnet and covered with aluminum
sheeting and an insulating foam
material, evident in Fig. 3.2. The
insulation is vital in maintaining the
magnet temperature constant and
uniform during the course of an
experiment. Under the present
program, the magnet material will be
used to fabricate different objective
quadrupoles that meet the new mission
requirements.

Steerer Magnet
A prototype steerer magnet has been
fabricated and a mapping system
constructed. Since the magnet must be
swept rapidly, the substrale is an
insulator and the field-forming conduc-
tor is a braided copper consiruct used in

Fig 3.2. Objective quads for the GTA telescope. The bore diameter is 1.25 m.

The magnets consist of cast wheel-like
aluminum frames, with a unit length of
0.5 in, on which 16 rows of Samarium
Coball permanent magnet material is
azimuthally mounted. The radial
position of each row is shimmed to
provide an accurate quadrupole
strength and an octupole contribution to
aid in controlling system third-order
aberrations. Contributions of other
harmonics are very small. The units are

commercial generators to avoid eddy
current effects. Cooling is provided by
low electrical conductivity tubes in the
magnet body beneath the conductors.
The magnet specifications require an
extremely high degree of field purity
determined by the conductor location.
The conductor is constrained by
grooves, and the conductor dimensional
tolerances as well as the groove

machining tolerances are insufficient to
achieve such purity. A major purpose
of the prototype was to determine if a
shimming procedure (consisting of
small alterations of the conductor
position) could be practically imple-
mented and to what degree correction
windings would be needed. Such tests
are now underway.

The power supply for the sleerer also
has severe requirements, particularly as
regards its stability in driving an
inductive load during a target tracking
maneuver. The requirements were
considered to be beyond the state-of-
the-art capabilities. However, negotia-
tions with a private firm have indicated
that with some development specifica-
tions can be met. A contract was
placed and delivery is expected soon.
The firm reports that the settling lime
after slewing is not up to specifications
but may be adequate for the application
of the revised project.

Diagnostics

Linac commissioning
The diagnostics sector has actively
participated in the definition of the
GTA optics. However, its major role
has been in the provision of diagnostics
for the GTA RFQ and linac and their
commissioning. To this end, a diagnos-
tics system, known as a D-plale, has
been constructed. The system, housed
in a large vacuum chamber, measures
beam phase, current, position, and
energy, the latter by time of flight.
Additionally, a high-intensity laser
system, the laser-induced neutralization
diagnostic approach (LINDA) has been
implemented to measure the beam
phase space, both in the longitudinal
and transverse directions. The LINDA
system involved setup of a dusl-free
clean room that houses the lasers and a
long transport line to direct the laser
beam lo the D-plate. Additionally,
permanent diagnostics consisting of
curreiil-measuring loroids and thin
position monitors known as microstrip
probes were implemented.
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Commissioning of the RFQ took place
this year and the diagnostics systems,
after the usual initial shakedowns,
worked well. Some of the results are
shown in Fig 3.3.

RFQ Total Transmission
1001

065 090 095 100 105 1.10 115

Normalized Vane Voltage (1 O 62 kW)

RFQ Output Energy

Normalized Vane Voltage (1 @ 62 kW)

RFQ Output Phase

0.85 0.90 0.95 100 1.05 1.10

Normalized Vane Voltage (1 © 62 kW)

Fig 3.3 Results oj diagnostics measure-
ments on the beam produced b\ the GTA
RFQ known as transmission scans.

The total transmission as a function of
RFQ vane voltage is shown in the
upper plot as compared with a theoreti-
cal result that dues not take into
account the beam electrical image in
the vane structure. More recent
theoretical results show a belter
correspondence with measurements,
The center plot shows the energy of the
output beam versus vane voltage. The
experimental results show an oscilla-
tion about the theoretical curve that
may be explained by synchrotron
oscillations of the beam due to a slight
dimensional mismatch of the RFQ
period. The lower plot shows the output
phase again as a function of the vane
voltage. The agreement with theory is
quite good. The error bars show the

measurement precision, which is in
general determined by (he radio
frequency noise from the large rf
amplitude in the RFQ. The utility of
these plus, aside from confirming the
proper functioning of the RFQ, is to
establish an operating point in the rf
power supplied to the RFQ.

Other diagnostics advances include the
design and testing of a log-ratio
amplifier to be used on position
monitoring circuitry. Phase spread
measurement concepts were tested
during the RFQ commissioning and
calibrated against the LINDA measure-
ments. The method uses Fourier
analysis of the beam signal to deter-
mine its longitudinal extent. Initial
results indicate a 1 ° phase-width
resolution.

As the accelerator system is built up by
the addition of the intermediate
matching section and the first linac
tank, the D-plate along with the
LINDA line will be moved accordingly
to diagnose the final beam. Permanent
diagnostics will also be added to the
various sections. A further permanent
diagnostic will be added after the
matching section; the beam profile will
be measured by observing the fluores-
cence produced by the beam interaction
with a gas introduced by a puff valve.

High Energy
Experimental Diagnostics
At 24 MeV, the D-plate can no longer
dissipate the beam energy and longitu-
dinal LINDA is unable to lime resolve

Beam Dump

22.5° Bend

the beam. Instead, a cw laser longitudi
nal diagnostic is included in plans for
measuring the beam longitudinal phase
space. This measurement is important
since, unlike most linac applications,
the beam longitudinal linearity is a
determining factor in the telescope
output divergence. The laser would
have a two picosecond time resolution
and could be accurately synchronized
with the beam. Additionally, the laser
can run in continuous bursts and hence
scan the entire beam longitudinal
structure within one macropulse.

After neutralization of a short longitu-
dinal slice, the beam passes through a
dipole magnet that deflects the
unneutralized portion of the beam
micropul.se to a beam dump. The
neutral slice passes through a foil that
converts it to protons. The energy of
the slice is then analyzed by a spec-
trometer that images the beam onto a
fluorescent screen. With appropriate
fast deflection of the beam perpendicu-
lar to the bend plane, (he entire
longitudinal phase-plane projection can
be imaged on the screen in one LINDA
scan. A drawing of the planned
apparatus is shown in Fig 3.4.

The spectrometer has a momentum
resolving power of 10 000 and is
second-order compensated by a pair of
sextupoles. The two quadrupolcs
image a slit at the spectrometer
entrance onto the fluorescent screen

Fluorescent
Detector & —
Camera

Q
\

Imaging
Quad 1

Imaging
Quad 2

^45° Spectrometer
Dipole

Fig 3.4. The LJNDA-spcctrometer arrangement planned for longitudinal analysis of the 24
MeV beam.
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and the sextupole maintains the image
in the plane of the screen. The lens
settings are not critical and tuning is
readily accomplished.

NPBSE

AT-3 has participated in the Neutral
Particle Beam Space Experiment
(NPBSE) studies since their inception.
In January of 1991, the Optics effort
was redirected from the GTA large-
bore ground based optics to a compact
low-performance system designed to
test NPB space concepts. The
addressed optics issues included the
ability to integrate an orbiting system,
to track a free-flying target, and to
observe beam propagation over long
distances, the so-called "far field"
issue. The optics system, including a
180° bend and diagnostics, was to be
constructed at Los Alamos and tested
on GTA at 24 MeV. Grumman
Corporation was to construct the
accelerator and the assembled system
was to be tested in a vacuum at
Belhpage, NY. Space integration was
to be undertaken by McDonnell
Douglas working with NASA for a
1906 space flight. AT-3 would also
provide diagnostics for the accelerator
;ind would participate in the space
experiment. Other Los Alamos groups
were to participate in the project. AT-5
would provide the low-level rf control
for the accelerator and optics momen-
tum compaction. AT-8 would provide
the ground controls and control
algorithms for the flight. The neutral-
beam sector of GTA would manufac-
ture and test a wire-shadow direction-
sensing system to be included in the
Ilight and calibrated with the GTA
pinhole characterization system. The
cost of the project would approach 750-
million dollars. A drawing of the
planned linac-optics system is shown in
Fig 3.5.

One of the major project accomplish-
ments was the establishment of a bend
design that was achromatic and had low
sensitivity to current variation. Addi-
tionally, the fundamentals of longitudi-
iiiil- and transverse-jitter correction

OBJECTIVE !

EXPANSION DRIFT

GTA DTL MATCH POINT

GTA OPTICS SPOOL

NPBSE DTL MATCH POINT (QUAD QOBI

Fig. 3.5. NPBSE optics showing a portion of the space frame and interface with GTA linac.

1B0- BEND
ASSEMBLY

were established. Our sophistication in
telescope design increased and our
sensitivity to space issues were
heightened. The experience will serve
us well for future project iterations
involving space experiments.

Pop-Up

During the NPBSE iteration, studies
were conducted as a Los Alamos
initiative on an advanced NPB system
that would be launched on a ballistic
trajectory to meet an incoming threat.
The system emphasized low mass and
differed greatly from the large space-
based platform concept that influenced
the GTA design. Advanced materials
such as high-strength polymers and
high-remanance magnet materials were
assumed in the progressive design.

AT-3 contributed to the study by
providing an optics design, including
assessment of magnet-mass minimiza-
tion. The possible advantage of using
deuterium beams instead of protons
was explored and conclusions for the
proposed system reached. A study was
done on the possibility of material
development for high remanent Field.
This is an important topic for high-
brightness linac technology as well as

for space optics. From this we have
developed connections with workers at
Carnegie-Mellon who plan to develop a
material twice as strong as the Sama-
rium Cobalt we now use. They will
soon market material with 40% greater
strength. We plan to conduct radiation-
resistance tests on this
latter material.

Free-Electron Laser

Several small contributions were made
to the Division Free-Electron Laser
projects. These included the following:

• Development of a variable dipole
concept and design for AFEL to be
fabricated during the coming year. A
diagnostics plan for this project was
also developed and we plan to be
involved in its implementation.

• A tradeoff study for the APLE
proposal on the cost and performance
of bend systems was made. A diagnos-
tics assessment was also made.

• Several magnets were fabricated for
APEX. These included nine electro-
magnet quadrupoles, three dipoles, and
a spectrometer magnet coil.
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to PI LAC

Pion
Production
Target

I

Center Section

Fig 3.6. Beamline design for simultaneous delivery of both
positive and negative pions to the pion linac.

PILAC

The PILAC project requires transport
of positive and negative pions from a
target to a linac. The beam, with a
nominal energy of 920 MeV and 3.3%
momentum spread is to be well
matched to the linac and transmission
of 40% of the pions produced within an
emittance of 225 n cm mrad is to
captured. Since the pions decay in
liighl, the line has a length constraint.
The desired current is 109 positive
pions and a factor of 10 fewer negative
pions. The large divergence beam from
the target requires a focusing element
near the target and a bend to separate
the protons that penetrate the target
from the light pions. Added to these
manifold constraints, chromatic and
geometric abberations potentially limit
the transmission to the matched area of
the linac ;md must be appropriately
dealt with.

A reference design concentrated on the
delivery of posilive pions. It consisted
of a four-dipole achromat with exten-
sive aberration correction. Four pairs
of chromatic sextupoles, two chromatic
octupoles, and two geometric oclupoles
were used. The aberrations were thus
reduced to the point where the required
number of positive pions were deliv-
ered.

Two other moderately successful
designs attempt to deliver both species
to the accelerator. One, shown in
Fig. 3.6, employs the shortest possible

posilive pion line mid performs well
by accepting a larger divergence

than the reference design. The
negative pion delivery is

well below specifications
because of decay in the
necessarily longer line.
Additionally, the line
length precluded
adequate longitudinal

s\/ matching to the linac.
A M This design pointed out

that a dual transport
system is very difficult.

The remaining design makes use of the
fact that (he two species need only be
delivered to the linac on alternate
macropulses of the initiating proton
beam. One beamline is used, similar to
the short line in Fig. 3.6. The magnets
are sinusoidally driven to alternately
transport the two opposite charged
species. Practical difficulties remain in
designing the magnets for survival in
the enormously high radiation environ-
ment near the target. The pulsed nature
of the magnets also requires minimiza-
tion of apertures with subsequent
marginal transport of positive pions.
However, the negative-pion intensity is
increased nearly fivefold from the
illustrated design and both species are
longitudinally matched.

Other Efforts

ssc
A slit and collector assembly for
einittance measurement on the SSC
linac injector was constructed and
delivered. One member of the group
acts in a consulting role to the project
for collider diagnostics, superconduct-
ing-magnet protection circuitry, and
beam disposal.

CWDD
A taut-wire system for magnetic
alignment of the CWDD linac drift
tubes was delivered to Grumman
Corporation and their personnel were
instructed in its use. Diagnostic
construction for the CWDD injection
has begun.

Navy
A novel magnet system in support of a
US Navy project was delivered.
A concept for simplification of previ-
ously developed hardware was devel-
oped and construction efforts arc
underway.
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Technical Memoranda

The following AT-3 Technical Memos were written during the report period.

1. J. D. Gilpatrick, "Phase Stabilized Heliax Cable used for Beam Position, Output
Phase and Energy Measurement," Los Alamos National Technical Note, AT-3:91-6,
June 1991.

2. J. D. Gilpatrick, "Noise Measurements for 3-Port Beam Position Circuits," Los
Alamos National Technical Note, AT-3:91-7, July 1991.

3. R. E. Shafer, "Yoke Coil Design for the NPBSE Dipole Corrector Magnet," Los
Alamos National Technical Note, AT-3:91-8, June 1991.

4. C. Fortgang, L. Dauelsberg, and C. Vigil, "A Comparison of GL-Product
Measurements for GTA Tank 1 Magnets as Measured by Integrating Coil and Taut
Wire," Los Alamos National Technical Note, AT-3:91-9, June 1991.

5. C. Fortgang, "NPBSE Transverse Jitter Control System," Los Alamos National
Technical Note, AT-3:91-10, July 1991.

6. C. Forlgang, "NPBSE Energy Jitter Control and Momentum Compaction," Los
Alamos National Technical Note, AT-3:91-11, July 1991.

7. R. E. Shafer, "Magnetic Neutralization of Hydrogen and Deuterium Negative
Ion Beams in the 180 Degree NPB Bend," Los Alamos National Technical Note,
AT-3:91-12, August 1991.

8. P. L. Walstrom, "A New Type of Iron-Pole-Piece Multipole Electromagnet," Los
Alamos National Technical Note, AT-3:91-13, August 1991.

9. R. H. Kraus, Jr., "Segmented Pennanenl Magnet Design Specifications for
Dipoles and Quadrupoles as a Function of Aperture, O.D., and B r," Los Alamos
National Technical Note, AT-3:91-14, August 1991.

10. P. L. Walstrom, "An Iron-Pole-Piece Multipole Electromagnet with an Arbi-
trary Inner Bore Shape," Los Alamos National Technical Note, AT-3:91-15, August
1991.

11. R. E. Shafer, "Effect of Alignment Errors in the GTA-24 180 Degree Bend,"
Los Alamos National Technical Note, AT-3:91-16, October 1991.

12. B. Blind, "Beamline Configuration for Simulation Delivery of n* and K to
PILAC," Los Alamos National Technical Note, AT-3:91-17, October 1991.

13. B. Blind, "A Beam Delivery System for the ATWE," Los Alamos National
Technical Note, AT-3:91-18, October 1991.

14. R. Connolly, "The Optics Design for a Spectrometer to Measure the Energy
Distribution of 10-100-MeV Proton Beams," Los Alamos National Technical Note,
AT-3:91-19, November 1991.

15. C. R. Rose and D. Wells, "Owner's Manual, "Position Detector"," Los Alamos
National Technical Note, AT-3:91-20, November 1991.
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Introduction

AT-4 is responsible lor the mechanical
design, fabrication, and assembly of
accelerator structures and associated
hardware for AT Division. During
FY91, the group's primary objective
was to complete the design and to
continue the fabrication, assembly and
testing of the Ground Test Accelerator
(GTA). During the year, substantial
progress was made toward this goal.
Specific achievements are discussed in
the following summary.

Achievements

GTA Intertank Matching Section
(IMS)

The IMS is a cavity assembly that
resides between the radio-frequency
quadrupole (RFQ) and the drift-tube
linac (DTL) in the GTA beamline. The
function of the IMS is to match the
nominal RFQ beam with a divergence
error of up to 30 degrees and an
cinittancc error of up to 50%. The
transverse beam parameters are
matched using six quadrupole magnets,
and the longitudinal parameters are
matched using two buncher cavities.

o

Fig. 4.1. Tlw assembled GTA IMS.

All the quadrupoles use permanent
magnets, but since the RFQ beam
parameters are only an estimation and
may not be constant, four of the
quadrupolcs are adjustable in field
strength. The other two quadrupoles,
which are located at the entrance of ihe
two cavities, can be repositioned in the
transverse plane by the computer
control system to steer the beam. Gaps
between the eight elements mentioned
are filled with beam diagnostics:
microstrip probes, current torroids, and
a video beam profile monitor (see Fig.
4.1).

The IMS was successfully completed
and installed on the beamline during
FY91. This required a major effort
throughout Ihe year with activities in
taut-wire alignment, high-power
conditioning of the cavities at cryo-
genic temperatures, and a very rigorous
series of evaluation tests of the quadru-
pole magnets using the taut-wire
measuring system at cryogenic tem-
peratures. First, all magnet and
buncher components were assembled
onto the base mounting plate, and
rough optical alignment of the magnets
to the buncher cavity center-lines was
done. Then, an alignment technique,
using a current-carrying wire strung
through the magnet centers (laul-wire
alignment method), was used to
produce relative alignment of all
magnetic centers to less than 0.001 in.
error at room temperature. Proper
computer control of the steering
magnets was verified with mechanical
indicators to ensure that desired
prescribed movements could be
accomplished with reference only to
Ihe computer readouts available at the
control console. The adjustable field
quadrupoles were also exercised to
ensure that they were functioning
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properly and thai all limit switches
were working. Figure 4.2 shows the
IMS in the alignment laboratory with
the taut wire alignment system in place
and the control electronics Cor steering
magnet and variable-Held quadrupole
movement and control shown in the
background. The entire assembly,
including the taut wire system, was
then placed in a large vacuum test
vessel, and the entire process was
repeated at cryogenic temperatures.
High-power conditioning was also done
in the vacuum test vessel with the
cavities at a temperature of 20 K, to
verily proper operation of the rf
driveline and windows. Finally, the
assembly was removed from the lest
vessel, final beamline instrumentation
was installed, and the IMS assembly
was installed into the RFQ vacuum
vessel on the beamline. The IMS is
presently operating with beam as part
of experiment 2 A.

GTA DTL

The DTL comprises the major portion
of the 24-MeV GTA. It consists of ten
one-meler-long, 850 MHz cavities
containing a total of 130 drift-lubes.
Each drifl-tube houses a permanent-
inagnet quadrupole lens for transverse
beam focusing. The quadrupole lens is

Fig. 4.2. IMS in the alignment laboratory, with taut wire and electronics racks
(Michael Maloney).

embedded and sealed in the drift-tube
body. The drill tube is held in the DTL
cavity on the cavity center-line by its
support siem, which is designed to
provide adjustment and maintain drift-
tube alignment accuracy to 50 fxm. The
support stem also provides cooling
passages for circulation of cooling fluid
around the body of the drift-tube to
maintain accurate drill-lube tempera-
ture control.

The DTL acceptance testing to be
completed during FY92 includes a full

module test of each
of the ten DTL
modules at operat-
ing temperature

(20K), without high-power rf, to verify
mechanical and rf functionality. This
low-power testing will be done in the
Low Power Cryogenic Test Bed
(LPCTB) which is a large vacuum
vessel configured to cool an entire DTL
module, fully assembled, to 20 K.
Figure 4.3 shows DTL Module 1
mounted in the LPCTB before the first
cryogenic taut-wire tests. During the
past year, we completed final fabrica-
tion and assembly of the vessel and its
support equipment and the interface to
the cryogenic refrigerator (see Fig. 4.4).
In addition to low power testing, each
module will be high-power conditioned
in the HPCTB before installation onto
the beainline. Refitting of the HPCTB

Fig. 4.4. External view of the LPCTB with support equipment.

Fig. 4.3. DTL module #1 in the LPCTB for cryogenic testing.
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from IMS support to DTL support is in
process; all but the final instrumenta-
tion wiring has been completed.

During FY91, the first of ten DTL
modules was assembled and tuned at
low rf power in the laboratory. The
module was initially prepared by the
installation of the required stainless
steel inserts, which prevent fastener
pull-out in the fully annealed copper
material. Figure 4.5 shows a DTL
module after completion of phase 1 of
the assembly process, installation of the
stainless-steel inserts, and attachment
of the drift-tube holding brackets. The
drift tubes were then installed and
aligned using the taut-wire technique
discussed earlier (see Fig. 4.6). Low
power tuning includes achieving the
proper field distribution in combination

DTL
Module

with the proper resonant
frequency. The fully
assembled module will be
subjected to a series of
cryogenic tests in the LPCTB
to evaluate changes in the
drift-tube alignment and
resonant frequency at the
cryogenic operational
temperature.

A number of the ancillary components
for the DTL modules have undergone Threaded
design changes and/or test qualifica-
tion during the year. The design for
the DTL support positioners has been
modified to simplify and reduce
fabrication costs. The wishbone
design, as originally planned, has been
replaced by a much simpler straight-
column design (see Fig. 4.7). The

Adjustment £
Shaft £

Differential -
Screw S

Assembly

Fig. 4.5. DTL module with inserts and drift tube mounts in place.

Fig. 4.6. DTL module #1 during drift tube alignment with taut wire.

Fig. 4.7. Redesigned DTL support
positioner—front and side views.

support positioners are a key element in
the dynamic response of the DTL
system to mechanical vibrational input
from the accelerator vault floor; their
mechanical stiffness must be well
understood to address the overall
vibration isolation design problem.
Their required axial stiffness was
verified on a prototype with a tensile-
compression testing machine in (he
laboratory.' The new column-type
design will be less complicated and
provide the required mechanical
features at a fraction of the cost of the
original design. The heat transfer and
thermal contraction of the supports will
be verified in the LPCTB during the
full module lest sequence.

The rotary tuners for the DTL modules
have been tested on a cold head at the
designed operating temperature of the
DTL module (20K) to verify that
thermal isolation of the motor section
has been done properly and that the
mechanical drive section is running
freely at 20K. The tuners performed
well on the cold head and will be tested
further for accuracy and repeatability of
motion on the first module during its
test sequence in the LPCTB.
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The DTL drift lubes are actively cooled
with helium during operation. The
cooling line design requires that a joint
be made belween lines on the adjacent
drift tube so that the coolant Hows
through the drift tubes in series.
Originally, this joint was planned to be
a solder-type connection, between the
copper lines, using a stainless steel
spacer section. Recently, a process has
been qualified to fusion-weld the
copper lines directly, eliminating the
solder and stainless steel components
and greatly reducing the probability of
leaking joints. A fusion joint, such as
this, is usually not feasible with hand-
held welding equipment, but an
automatic tubing welder (see Fig. 4.8)
was adapted in the laboratory to weld
the copper material and produced
excellent results. Metalographic
inspection of the qualified welds shows
very low porosity in the weld zone aid
good dimensional integrity of the tube
cross-section.

efforts on the neutral particle beam
space experiment (NPBSE). Concep-
tual designs were undertaken along
with manpower and costing exercises.
When it was ultimately determined that
the space experiment, as conceived,
was loo expensive, our efforts were
directed to a ground based optics
design that would include in its design
as many space qualifiablc features as
possible. Because of the volatility of
the program, we have endeavored to
keep the design and analysis efforts
somewhat parametric so thai the results
we obtain would be applicable to any
final configuration. Work has been
focused in two primary areas of the
optics system: the high-energy beam
transport (HEBT) bend region and the
telescope.

The IIEBT and bend transmit the beam
from the exit of the DTL around a 180
degree arc to the entrance of the
telescope. Work on the HEBT bend

Fig. 4.8. Drift tube cooling line weld qualification.

GTA Optics Engineering Design

The GTA optics design has gone
through a number of changes during
1991.2 We were directed in March to
put the large bore optics design for
experiment 3 on hold and to focus our

region has concentrated on the mount-
ing philosophy for the numerous dipole
and quadrupole magnets. Trade-off
studies have been undertaken to
evaluate the relative merits of a
mechanically adjustable system versus
one that is fabricated with more

precision but without adjustability.
Thermal analysis has been performed
to assess the need for cooling Ihe
.steering corrector coils mounted inside
me dipoles.

The telescope enlarges the beam at the
end of the bend and transmits it first to
the steerer and then to the neulralizer.
Two primary tasks have been under-
taken this year. First, structural
analysis has been performed on the
large diameter objective magnets to
determine the sensitivity of this system
to vibrations. A parametric approach
was taken that has allowed us to begin
to quantify the interaction of the
telescope with support platforms of
varying stiffness. The remainder of the
effort has focused on thermal questions
for the objective lenses. Because of the
temperature dependance of the mag-
netic properties of <Jie samarium cobalt
magnet material, it has been specified
that the temperature of the objective
lens not change more than 0.1K over
the one hour experiment duration.
Various passive thermal isolation
techniques for achieving this goal are
being looked at and analyzed.

Pion Linear Accelerator (PILAC)

Structural /Resonant Frequency
Sensitivity Analyses
A series of structural analyses were
performed on representalive cells of the
proposed PILAC superconducting
accelerating cavities to determine both
the resonant frequency shift and the
dynamic structural response of the
niobium structure. Numerous cases
were run to determine the expected
frequency shifts under various me-
chanical loadings required for tuning
and to determine the various pressure
loadings (i.e., vacuum, radiation
pressure, and cryoslat pressure) that
will be encountered during testing and
accelerator operation. These results
will be used to select the required
cavity wall thickness and to support the
choice of the proposed tuning scheme.
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Finite element models of both the end
cell and mid cell cavities were con-
structed using axisyminetric shell
elements. Axisyminetric shell elements
were used because they reflect the
inherent symmetry of the cavities and
enable easy parameterization of cavity
wall thickness. The element density of
the model was chosen to coincide
exactly with the segments used in the
Superfish analysis. Nodal displace-
ments in the models corresponding to
the cavity shape under load are
multiplied by the respective frequency
shift sensitivities to displacement
(provided by Superfish) to determine
the new resonant frequency for the cell.

Vibration Analyses
The finite clement technique was also
used to investigate ihe fundamental
vibrational modes of the Pilsic acceler-
ating cavities. Due to an inherent
sensitivity to microphonics, the Pilac
cavity must be designed to resonate at
relatively high frequencies, despite Ihe
low cavity stiffness of the basic thin-
walled niobium structure. To raise the
fundiunental frequencies of the Pilac
accelerator, proposed stiffening
schemes must be analyzed to determine
if (lie required fundamental frequency
levels are achieved.

A three dimensional finite element
model (see Fig. 4.9) of Ihe Pilac cavity
was buill lo determine these fundamen-
lal resonant frequencies. The cavity
was analyzed both with and without
stiffeners using the eigenvalue extrac-
tion technique.

We performed a vibration analysis of a
four cell European Center for Nuclear
Research (CERN) electron linac, which
is similar in design to the proposed
seven cell PILAC cavity. The CERN
cavity was analyzed to validate the
finite element technique because
measured experimental frequency data
from the fabricated niobium cavity was
available from a HEPL test program. A
three-dimensional finite element model
was buill, which was similar to Ihe
Pilac finite element model, and
eigenvalues were extracted for both a
stiffened and unstiffened cavity. A
video of the animated mode shapes was
produced and the fundamental frequen-
cies extracted; these frequencies
compared quite favorably with the
IIIZPL lest data.

Further analysis is anticipated in FY-
1992 on improved Pilac cavity stiffen-
ing schemes. The analysis may be
expanded to include the integrated
resonant frequency tuning mechanism
as part of the dynamic model.

Fig. 4.9. Pilac shell model for model analysis.
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Introduction

AT-5 supports the Accelerator Tech-
nology Division in ail areas relating to
radio-frequency systems for accelera-
tors. These rf systems are complete in
the sense that both high-power systems
and low-level rf feedback systems are
included in our design and deliverables.

AT-5's goal is to design, fabricate, and
build rf systems for accelerators that
are installed worldwide. We believe in
delivering state-of-the-art systems of
the highest quality. This philosophy
has produced rf systems for projects
such as the Ground Test Accelerator,
the University of Twente FEL, and the
Boeing APLE project among others.

During FY91 AT-5 continued to be
strongly involved in the Ground Test
Accelerator (GTA) program. We
installed and tested a three-tetrode
system for Experiment 1C, we built a
two-socket modulator for the condition-
ing system for Experiment 2A, and we
received eleven 850-MHz klystrons
from Thomson. We also made produc-
tion-ready VXI cards that are used in
all the lower-level rf systems we have
built.

In support of the University of Twente
we have built and shipped a preamp for
their klystron, and we have designed
and fabricated the low-level rf system.

AT-5 is supporting the APLE project at
Boeing and we are delivering a low-

level rf system for their FEL.

We are now working with the super-
conducting supercollider (SSC) project
in Dallas, Texas, and are delivering to
them a low-level rf subsystem and a
tetrode package that will be used as a
prototype for future cavities in the SSC
Laboratory.

AT-5 extensively supports those
programs of interest to the Division.
We were involved in the NPBSE
progra'n, the APEX program, and FEL.
We have been working on the JAERI
program and the ATW program and
have supported system design for XUV
and AFEL. Our group continues to
support SSC in the ferrite tuned-cavity
work and we have made an extensive
proposal to the KAON factory.

In summary, AT-5 has developed (lie
expertise and capability for delivering
rf system technology for accelerators
worldwide. We continue to work with
various projects and refine our skills in
delivering hardware for these accelera-
tors.

Ground Test Accelerator
(GTA)

Overview and Goal

The GTA is a proton linear accelerator
that AT Division has been building for
the last several years. AT-5's responsi-
bility is to deliver the rf power systems,
both low-level and high-power, to this

accelerator. AT-5 has been responsible
for the initial design of the rf system
and for the fabrication and installation
of all the rf. In FY91 AT-5 finished the
installation of the systems for
Experiment 1C, as well as the begin-
ning of the 850-MHz if power for
Experiment 2A.

GTA rf Power Systems

MPF-18 rf Test Station
The engineering prototype dual-
klystron rf station, which shares most
of the design features of the production
prototype unit in MPF-365, has been in
operation in building MPF-18 for more
than a year (Fig. 5.1). It has been
completely instrumented to character-
ize klyslron rf and pulse behavior,
including the variable-mismatch,
variable-beam-impedance experiments
wilh both the Varian 850-MHz klystron
and both grounded- and isolated-
collector versions of the Thomson TH-
2138 klystron. The test station is also
easily convertible to operate a single
BMEWS-class UHF klystron, such as
the Litton L-5773 high-efficiency
klystron, at beam voltages up to 100
kV, but with duty factor at maximum
beam-power input limited to 2%.

GTA 850-MHz Klystron rf Station
The first production prototype 850-
MHz dual-klystron rf station has been
installed on the mezzanine in MPF-365,
complete with two Thomson TH-2138
klystron amplifiers (Fig. 5.2). Cabling
has been completed between the

Fig. 5.1. Paul Tallerico (I.) and Dave Keffeler at the klystron text
station in MPF-18.

Fig. 5.2. GTA 850-MHz klystron rf station. L to R.: Bill North, Bill
Reats, John Bancroft.
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klystron oil tank, its control and
support racks, the vault-mounted high-
voltage capacitor energy-storage bank
and crowbar system, and the outdoor
pad-mounted 100-kV, 1-Adcpower
supply, integration testing is under
way. Rf output from this station is
routed to the drift-tube linear-accelera-
tor (DTL) cavity test chamber and to
the first DTL section of the GTA.
Figure 5.3 shows the subsystems. The
actual rf station installation is shown in
Fig. 5.4. and the capacitor vault in Fig.
5.5. Figure 5.6 shows, in simplified
form, the location of subassemblies and
klystrons in the rf station oil tank and
Fig. 5.7 is a simplified schematic
diagram of the components. The
intrapulse modulating-anode voltage
from the pulse deck is diode-clamped
to an adjustable reference voltage,
which tracks the decrement of klystron
cathode voltage. As a result, klystron
beam current does not droop during the
pulse. The klystrons shown are of the
grounded-collector type. The most
recent TH-2138 klystrons have isolated
collectors, so that collector and body
current components can be segregated.
Two additional current monitor
transformers, not shown in Fig. 5.7,
have been added to permit monitoring
of individual klystron body currents.

GTA 425-MHz Tetrode Amplifiers
Three 425-MHz tetrode amplifiers,
located on the mezzanine in building
MPF-365 (Fig. 5.8), provide initial
beam acceleration at the front end of
the Ground Test Accelerator (GTA).
One tetrode supplies rf power to a
radio-frequency quadrupole (RFQ); the
other two supply power to intermediate
matching stages (IMSs). Each tetrode
provides a maximum of 300 kW of
power for a 2-ms pulse width at a pulse
repetition frequency of 10 pulses per
second (2% duty cycle).

All three tetrodes can be controlled
simultaneously from the OPI.

The RFQ tetrode has logged more than
800 hours without failure. The IMS
tetrodes have logged a combined total
of more than 400 hours without failure.
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Fig. 53. Block diagram of MPF-365 DTL conditioning 850-MHz dual-klystron rf system.

Fig. 5.4. Klystron if test station in MPF-I8.
L. to R.: Bill North. Bill Reass.

Fig. 5.5. GTA if power capacitor bank. Bill
North (I.) and Bill Reass.

Fig. 5.6. Arrangement of if substation suhassemhlies.
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Fig. 5.7. Simplified schematic diagram of if station oil tank.

Fig. 5.8. Donna Brittain and Pete Denney
at the 425-MHz tetrode amplifier control
rack.

Fig. 5.9. Paul Tallerko (I.) and Dave
Keffeler supervise unloading of an 850-
MHz klystron.

Unput Power (W)

Fig. 5.10. Power transfer cuires under mismatch conditions.

GTA 850-MHz Klystrons
The production and delivery of the
GTA 850-MHz klystrons is proceeding
on schedule (Fig. 5.9). By the end of
the calendar year, 11 of the 12 produc-
tion klystrons were delivered to Los
Alamos, and one was back in France
for repair after being damaged in
shipment. Early in the year it became
evident that the equipment protection
capabilities of the rf system would be
greatly enhanced if the klystrons had
isolated collectors, so the contract was
changed to require isolated collectors
on the last 5 klystrons. All of the
isolated-collector klystrons have been
tested at the factory and one is cur-
rently being tested here. They have all
worked well.

Tests into very high mismatches, up to
5:1, were also performed, and new
understanding of the mechanisms of
tube interaction at high mismatches
was gained. An example of the data
under mismatch conditions is shown in
Fig. 5.10, where the power transfer
curves are shown with output power
plotted vertically and drive power
horizontally. The first curve (on the
left) is for a matched load, and the next
four curves are 1.5:1 mismatches at
equally spaced angles on the Smith
chart. Each curve is displaced to the
right to minimize overlapping.

GTA rf Controls

Low Level rf Control
Over the past several years AT-5 has
been involved in developing a VXI-
based PC-board system for the low-
level rf control on the GTA. The goal
of this design is to have production-
ready boards that are modular and
adaptable to several different configu-
rations for GTA. During FY91, we
completed this task with great success
and have very professional multilayer
PC boards that are completely built,
fabricated, and les'.ed by our production
section.
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The VXI design uses the industry
standard VXI specifications and allows
a modular concept for putting a control
system on an accelerator. A modular
approach allows several different
features to be added to the systems,
such as line conditioning, predistortion,
or additional envelope detectors for
monitoring fields in the various
cavities. This allows the slysiem to be
adapted to various cavity needs on a
system like GTA (Fig. 5.11).

sion of a single point sampled within
the pulse. An EPROM look-up table
(module-specific and determined at the
time of calibration) is included to
linearize the output of the detection
circuitry and A/D converter before
passing it on to the backplane. Config-
uring the EDM for use at different
frequencies requires only changing a
bandpass filter before calibration.

Fig. 5.11. Amy Regan, Lou Schrank (front), and Tim Brooks (rear) at the GTA LLRF cavity
control racks.

8-Channel Envelope Detector
Module
One of the VXI modules developed by
AT-5 is the rf envelope detector
module (EDM). This module is used to
detect the amplitude, or envelope, of up
to eight different rf signals sent to it
through rf connectors located on the
module's front panel. Excellent
channcl-to-channcl isolation is
achieved by packaging each channel's
rf circuitry in a separate metal enclo-
sure.

Output from this module can come
from cither the test point connectors on
the front panel or the VXI backplane.
The front panel connectors allow
viewing the entire rf pulse envelope,
while the backplane data represents a
12-bit analog-to-digital (A/D) conver-

AT-5 Production Facility
The rf Controls section of group AT-5
has developed a number of electronic
modules that arc not available commer-
cially. Because performance and
reliability are critical in accelerator
applications, all components must be
thoroughly tested and documented. In
order to provide assurance that all in-
house developed modules meet the
performance and reliability specifica-
tions, AT-5 has established a produc-
tion facility for fabricating and testing
these modules.

Because the number of modules that
must be fabricated and tested is very
low—on the order of 100 per year—
and the number of different types of
modules is relatively high, most
automated fabrication processes would

not be appropriate for this application.
The production facility has been
tailored for this quantity of output.
Most of the fabrication is done by hand
by NASA-certified technicians (Figs.
5.12,5.13). Surface-mounted
components are applied by using solder
paste dispensing machines to place
solder on pc boards. An infrared solder
reflow machine completes the soldering
after the components have been placed
on the board by hand. After fabrication
all modules undergo a detailed inspec-
tion.

The modules are tested in the precision
test lab, which has equipment capable
of making very precise measurements
from dc to 3000 MHz. All the equip-
ment can be controlled from a com-
puter workstation over the GPIB

Fig. 5.12. Daril Gulscher watches as Irene
DeBaca works on a VXI module.

Fig. 5.13. Roy Przcklasa works in the AT-5
production support facility.
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controller network. The test lab
provides the capability to automate
almost all tests and to do sophisticated
analyses of test data. A data-archiving
capability is also available. All
modules are subjected to temperature
cycling and are burned in for 24 hours
before going through the detailed
performance test phase. Complete
documentation packages including
parts lists and test plans have been
assembled for every module that goes
through the production facility. When
quantities become large enough, these
documentation packages will provide
the means to go to outside fabrication
facilities to have the modules built.
Testing of all modules will always be
done in the precision test lab.

University of Twente

System Design

The rf system for the University of
Twente's FEL accelerator uses a
Thomson TH2022C cathode-modulated
klystron (Fig. 5.14). The primary areas
and components provided by Los
Alamos were the system design, the
low-level rf system and feedback
controls, the solid-state driver for the
klystron, the accelerator resonance
controller, the high-power rf transport
system and waveguide isolator for the
klystron output, and rf system integra-
tion. Los Alamos also provided a
computer control system for the
accelerator.

I | Los Alamos Furnished Items

| j U. of Twente Furnished Items

Low Level RF

Fig. 5.14. Block diagram of the University ofTwenle if system.

Monitor & interlocks
from Twente HV system

Controls & remote
pulse commands

to Twente HV system

External interlock
from Twente HV system

RF pulse timing
from LANL low-level

RF system

University of Twente Klystron Driver

The high-power radio-frequency
(HPRF) system for the University of
Twente was assembled, tested, and
shipped to the Netherlands, with
documentation (Fig. 5.15).

The system consists of a 1300-MHz
preamplifier providing drive power to
the klystron; a waveguide run between
the klystron and the accelerating
structure; a fast protect chassis; and a
control terminal to monitor and control
the high-voltage system.

The klystron driver is a four-stage
amplifier with three solid-state stages
and a final planar triode cavity siage
which is mechanically tunable from
1200 to 1800 MHz. The driver
provides in excess of 1000 W of drive
power (0.02% duty factor, 20-ms pulse
width, overall gain 55 dB, 3-dB
bandwidth 20 MHz) to the klystron.

The monitoring and control system
consists of an Allen-Bradley industrial
controller and a T30 terminal, which
provides the user interface.

The diagram in Fig. 5.16 shows the
interconnections between the HPRF
system, the low-level radio-frequency
(LLRF) system, and the University of
Twente system. The Allen-Bradley
controller receives status information
from the University of Twente high-
voltage system and provides control

HPRF CONTROL RACK

ALLEN-BRADLEY
PLC-5

INDUSTRIAL
CONTROLLER

T30
MONITOR

Status

FAST PROTECT
CHASSIS

Control

WAVEGUIDE
10 klystron

Fig. 5.15. Dan Rees (I.) and Steve Ruggles at the control station for
the University of Twente klystron driver.

Fig. 5.16. Block diagram of the University ofTwetuc klystron
driver.
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signals and pulse commands to the
high-voltage system. The klystron
driver receives pulse timing from the
LLRF system and is controlled by the
Allen-Bradley controller. The LLRF
system provides rf drive to the HPRF
preamplifier, which amplifies the low-
level signal and drives the klystron.
The klystron driver output is transmit-
ted to the accelerating structure through
a circulator and a WR-650 waveguide
run.

LLRF Subsystem

Our primary effort for the University of
Twente rf system was the low-level rf
system and feedback control design.
Successful lasing by the FEL depends
strongly on excellent control of the rt
fields in the accelerator, because small
variations in field level or phase lead
directly to variations in output beam
energy. Furthermore, the Twente
system uses a cathode-modulated
klystron with a very short output pulse,
which limits the time for operation of
the FEL. This requires very high gain
in the FEL. which in turn requires beam
energy stability. Beam energy variation
must be controlled to levels less than a
few tenths of one percent. In addition,
the pulse-forming network used to
pulse the klystron naturally leads to
high-frequency ripple and high-speed
switching transients on the high voltage

to the klystron. Since the output power
of the klystron varies as V5/2, any
variation in the supply voltage compli-
cates the operation of the control
system immensely, especially in the
case of high frequencies that may be
beyond the bandwidth of the controller.
Thus the low-level rt" feedback controls
are perhaps the most important part of
the rf system.

We proposed to add feed-forward
control to the Twente system to correct
beam-loading effects and the impact of
the pulse-forming network. The
forward circuitry was designed and
modeled extensively. It will be
fabricated and installed in FY92.

Superconducting
Supercollider

Introduction

AT-5 is now getting involved in
technology transfer in support of the
superconducting supercollider (SSC) in
Texas. We are working on a collabora-
tion with SSC to develop both high-
power and low-level rf subsystems in
support of the linac and the rings (Fig.
5.17). SSC is using a 425-MHz tetrode
developed by AT-5 for one of their test
stands. They are now evaluating the
low-level rf subsystem for possible use
on the linac and are looking at a

modification of such a system for the
ring cavities. AT-5 continues to
support them in the ferrite luned-cavity
design, with Carl Friedrichs spending
most of his time in Dallas on this
design.

427-MHz Tetrode Amplifier

AT-5 is designing a 427-MHz amplifier
for the SSC RFQ. The amplifier will
be based on the GTA 425-MHz tetrode
amplifier, with the following modifica-
tions: power will be increased from
3(X) kW to 600 kW; pulse wiuth will be
reduced from 2 milliseconds to 100
microseconds; and computer controls
will be updated to allow operator
control from an interactive terminal.

Low Level rf Subsystem—SSC

Figure 5.17 shows a block diagram of
the low-level rf system that was
delivered to SSC in FY91. Indicated in
the diagram is a simulation rack with a
low-power cavity. With these compo-
nents AT-5 was able to demonstrate
full operation of the low-level rf system
at low power, including the beam
loading. This became a very valuable
learning tool. The control people could
easily change beam loading, frequency
response, and pulse width, and see the
effect on the system performance (Fig.
5.18).

D003

D004

Fig. 5.17. SSC system interconnections.

Fin. 5.18. Steve Jachim and Chris Ziomek {standing, I. to r. I work
with Gary Woodruff (sealed at console) and Elmer Marsden of SSC
at the LLRF control system for SSC.
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The simulation rack included a klystron
simulator with actual cavities to
simulate the multiple cavities in a
klystron. This made the accelerator
simulation more complete for the
LLRF system. Also included in the
simulation package was a stepper
motor to control the resonance of the
cavity load, identical to that planned for
the accelerator.

The system was integrated with AT-X's
control software in a stand-alone
fashion, allowing the operator to adjust
and monitor the parameters of the
system.

We are collaborating with SSC in the
development of ATE capabilities for
the production testing of the VXI
boards. We are also collaborating with
SSC on modeling activities applied to
the SSC accelerator.

APLE

Introduction

The APL.E program is a FEL project at
Boeing in Seattle, Washington, in
collaboration with Los Alamos
National Laboratory. AT-5 is providing
a low-level rf system in support of this
accelerator.

APLE Low-level rf Subsystems

In FY9I AT-5 delivered a low-level rf
subsystem for the APLE program.
Using the modular VXI concept, we
were able to install four resonant
control loops, each with a six-port and
envelope detector. The software was
adapted to handle all four systems. The
rfconfiguration for APLE required a
resonant control package with four
loops to make the accelerator work.
The low-level rf system delivered was
the same design used on GTA, adapted
to the different frequency used by
Boeing.

Support of Others

Introduction

AT-5 continues to provide valuable
technical support for programs within
the Division and in the accelerator
community in general. We have
developed the state of the technology to
the point that our expertise is needed by
other accelerator people. This section
shows some examples of that support
by AT-5. With our continuing effort in
delivering hardware for these accelera-
tors and our modeling support, we are
able to make a valuable contribution to
the community.

NPBSE, Energy Jitter Control

AT-5 has collaborated with AT-3 to
design a system for beam jitter control
on the GTA. Fig. 5.19 is a block
diagram of the system, adapted from
Cliff Forigang's AT-3 Tech Note 91-
11.

The Energy Jitter Control System uses
one cavity called a bunch rotator, two
time-of-flight pickup probes, and a
feedback system to
maintain the energy
at a specified value.
Measuring the time
of flight in the
feedback loop
allows control of
the rf field and
adjustment of the
beam energy.

AT-5 supported the
rf feedback control
part of this system
by doing modeling
and using the I&Q
vector approach to
cavity field control.
The I&Q approach
lends itself well to
adjusting the beam
momentum and
energy.

Westinghouse NPBSE Support

During FY92. Westinghouse submitted
a proposal to SDI to provide solid-state
amplifiers for a potential space flight.
AT-5 collaborated with Westinghouse
in a proposal to reduce our low-level rf
design for GTA to a single PC board
that could be flight-qualified.

From a technical standpoint, this
system would have the same features as
the low-level rf system for GTA,
although reduced in size and weight. In
an enhancement of what is now done,
AT-5 could take the designs that are on
the various modules and redesign them
onto a single PC board. Our experience
with BEAR is important in the design
of space-qualified electronics and
understanding the requirements for
such an experiment.

We submitted a proposal to
Westinghouse. which they combined
with their solid-state amplifier proposal
and sent on to SDI for further evalua-
tion.

Bunch
Rotator

Fig. 5.19. Slock diagram of NPBSE energy jitter control system.
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APEX Upgrade Proposal

A significant effort was undertaken in
1991 lo develop various options for
upgrade of the high-power rf system at
the APEX facility (TA-46). Reliability
of the high-voltage system and the
klystrons was very poor, so AT-5
developed several proposals which
included everything from reworking the
existing system for reliable operation at
reduced output to completely replacing
the high-voltage system with a pulsed
"feedback-regulated" modulator for
reliable operation at full rated output.
Funding and scheduling restrictions on
the APEX facility precluded imple-
menting any of the proposed upgrades
for the present.

Power
Line Inpuls

Power
Substation

Power
Supply

• Power lo Buildings
• Power to Targets

Computer
Interface

Power
Conditioning

Cooling
System

Safety
and

Interlock
System

Fig. 5.20. Generic if power system block diagram.

JAERI/ATW Study

For the accelerator transmutation of
nuclear waste (ATW) the cost of an rf
linac as a function of all the indepen-
dent variables must be estimated. This
project was jointly funded by the
Japanese Atomic Energy Research
Institute (JAERI) and US sources. An
extensive study of if system costs as
functions of power per station, fre-
quency, and number of stations was
made for solid-state and klystron
amplifiers. However, since the
klystron remains the dominant rf source
for high-power accelerators, the
klystron section of the report is the
most detailed. The rf systems compo-
nents are shown in Fig. 5.20. Cost
estimates of all these components were
made primarily from vendor responses
and from past purchases by Los

Alamos and others.

The intent was to
provide cost
information for
both pulsed and cw
rf systems, but
there are so many
ways to build
pulsed power
systems that only a
few pulsed cases
were evaluated.
The results of the
study were that the
cost per watt of rf

power decreases with total power, and
with the size of the klystron, for
klystron sizes from 1 to 2 MW each.
These results were expected. In Fig.
5.21 we show the cost per watt fora 1-
MW klystron at three frequencies
(3.52. 704. and 850 MHz) versus total
rf power. Almost all the costs are
based on vendor estimates, and
building costs are included in the total
capital costs shown in the figure. The
rather important increase in unit cost as
a function of frequency was unex-
pected, and this may drive the operat-
ing frequency lower.

XUV PEL Proposal

Late in FY-1991, AT Division began
developing a proposal to develop a
free-electron laser (FEL) for use in the
extreme ultraviolet (XUV). This
proposal development encompasses
several groups in AT and CLS divi-
sions. AT-5 is working on the rf
system for the XUV-FEL. This system
requires very high peak power levels
(tens of megawatts at 1300 MHz) and
very tight control of the rf fields. A
block diagram of a typical high-power
system as envisioned for this applica-
tion is shown in Fig. 5.22. This system
will require a pulsed high-voltage
system rather than a continuous dc
voltage as is used on GTA. A pulse-
forming network (PFN) is the baseline
method proposed to do this, and a
conceptual design for this is given in
Fig. 5.23.

6

50 100 150

Total System Power (MW)

Fig. 5.21. Cost per watt for a 1-MW klystron at three discrete
frequencies.

200

Fig. 5.22. Typical high-power if system.
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Fig. 5.23. Typical PFN modulator conceptual design.
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in. 5.24. Cavity field phase, open loop, no feedforward.

One difficulty with the use of a PFN is
that output voltage is never perfectly
flat but has a low level of ripple due to
the use of discrete components for the
PFN sections. This ripple might only
be 1%. but it directly influences the
output rf power, particularly the phase.
Work done for the University of
Twente accelerator, which also suffers
from this problem, is directly appli-
cable to the XUV-FEL. Figure 5.24
shows a software model of the effect of
HV ripple on the output rf phase. The
swing is very large (>±2°) at certain
times in the pulse. Using adaptive
feedforward techniques, in which the
control system remembers coherent,
repetitive errors such as this ripple a
correction signal is produced to give
the result shown in Fig. 5.25. The
ripple effect on phase has been reduced
to <±O.25°.

KAON Factory Proposal

After the approval of funding for the
KAON factory at TRIUMF in
Vancouver, Los Alamos assembled a
proposal to provide various parts of the
hardware needed for this accelerator.
We assembled a proposal to provide rf
systems for the KAON factory. In this
document we proposed developing the
high-power cavity amplifiers as well as
the low-level rf control systems for all
five rings for the KAON factory. Each

A\
y 1

-4

-6
0 .000005 .00001 .000015 .00002

Time
Fig. 5.25. Cavity field phase, closed-loop with adaptive feedforward.

.000025
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ring would require a different amplifier
design because of the variations in
operating frequency, tuning range, and
required gap voltage. A summary of
the requirements for the five rings is
given in the following table.

For LLRF controls, AT-5 proposed a
generic control system which could
apply to all cavities. The LLRF system
would borrow heavily from existing
GTA designs thereby reducing the
development effort and minimizing
costs. Figures 5.26 and 5.27 show the
existing GTA design and the proposed
KAON design. The KAON diagram
also indicates which parts can be
borrowed from GTA and which will
need development.
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Vector
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Fig. 5.26. Present GTA LLRF control system design.
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Fig. 5.27. Proposed LLRF control system for KAON factory.

Dewpoint Program

For the DEWPOINT project, AT-5 has
investigated the primary power aspects
of the project in particular batteries and
the hyperconducting alternator system.
The batteries currently being investi-
gated for the primary power subsystem
are lithium-thionyl chloride (Li-SOCI,)
bipolar batteries. Yardney Corp.
appears to be the leader in lithium
battery technology. However, Yardney
has not made a lithium battery that has
the current densities that the

DEWPOINT project requires. Because
of the modular cell design, Yardney
believes the required current densities
can be obtained in a reasonable time
frame.

The alternator system has been modi-
fied to a low-voltage system. Thus, the
alternator can be used as a backup for
the primary power system. This year.
Westinghouse will investigate the
manufacturing technique for reducing
the wire diameter for the low-voltage
system.

Millstone Hill Radar

AT-5 has effected an interchange with
the UHF radar at Millstone Hill,
Massachusetts, used primarily in
incoherent-scatter observations of the
ionosphere. Six Litton L-5773 high-
efficiency UHF klystrons have been
consigned to the Millstone Hill
Observatory for evaluation. One of the
two dual-klystron transmitters was re-
tubed with the LANL klystrons. When
operated with the standard BMEWS L-
3403, each dual-tube transmitter is
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capable of 2.5 MW peak power, and
both must be used simultaneously to
obtain 5 MW. This requires that both
the high-voltage DC power supplies
and energy-storage capacitor banks be
dedicated to the UHF system and the
equally important L-baiul transmitter
must be shut down. With the LANL
klystrons in one of the UHF transmit-
ters, the transmitter lead engineer has
achieved 4.3 MW peak power by
operating the tubes al greater beam
current than the specification value and
taking full advantage of the greater
efficiency. A single transmitter on line
can do almost as much as what for-
merly took both. (One of the two
LANL tubes first installed, although
capable of high if power, exhibited
high gas pressure and intermittent high
body current and was replaced).

Word of this success traveled quickly
through the NSF ionospheric research
community and has since produced
interest on the part of the Arecibo
Observatory to achieve similar results
with their dual-klystron transmitter.

Documentation

In keeping with the Laboratory's policy
of formalizing and documenting
operations, AT-5 has begun creating
Conduct of Operations manuals.
Operator's Manuals, and Maintenance
Manuals for all working areas and
systems for which the group is respon-
sible. In April 1991, a writer/editor
from the Writing and Editing group
(IS-11) was assigned full time to AT-5,
working with engineers and managers
to develop these manuals. Two
contractor technical writers are also
assigned to AT-5.

The first manual, for the OTA 425-
MHz tetrode amplifiers, has been
completed in its first iteration. It
includes a conduct of ojx;ralions
manual, a tetrode operator's manual, a
standard operating procedure, and a
maintenance manual for the 425-MHz

Fig. 5.2M. Frank Vigil ami Alan Lay store liquid waste in satellite waste storage area.

tetrodes. In work arc conduct of
operations manuals for Buildings MPF-
401, -403, and -404; for the mezzanine
area of Building MPF-365: and for the
850-MHz klystrons.

AT-5's writer/editors have also
produced system description manuals
for the high-power rf system and the
low-level rf(LLRF) system fabricated
for the University of Twenle and the
control software manual for the LLRF
system. Several other manuals for
components of the LLRF system have
been written and are being checked for
technical accuracy before release.

Environment, Safety, and
Health (ES&H)

In the last year AT-5 has dramatically
increased its awareness of ES&H
issues. Although the impending D.O.E.
"Tiger Tc;"ii" visits were instrumental
in starling the process, the group from
the lop down is undergoing a "change
in culture." Producing good science
docs not preclude practicing good and

safe management. Personnel and
environmental health and safety arc of
primary importance.

Areas that have received increased
ES&H attention include waste manage-
ment, personnel training, and personal
safely. A satellite waste storage area
was established (Fig. 5.28) to properly
deal with the solid and liquid waste
generated by the development and
production or primed circuit boards. A
training data base was established to
maintain up-to-date training records.
AT-5 reduced its chemical inventor)' by
safely disposing of unnecessary, dated
or potentially carcinogenic products.
Current and general silc-spccific MSDS
books arc available in all locations thai
chemicals arc used. To further enhance
personal safety, all procedures involv-
ing potentially hazardous activities or
situations have been reviewed to assure
that safety is ihc primary consideration.
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Introduction

In October 1991, the former AT-6 and
AT-7 groups merged lo form the new
AT-7 group. This new AT-7 group is
formed to provide theoretical and
computational support for AT-Division
programs and has primary responsibil-
ity for free-electron-laser (FEL)
activities within the AT Division.
These FEL activities include managing
accelerator-based experiments, coordi-
nating work of other contributing
groups, and providing technical
guidance lo the FEL Program Office
for proposals, program directions, and
external collaborative arrangements.
AT-7 will engage in extensive research
mid development on accelerator
components and systems pertaining to
the enhancement of FEL performance.
These activities include the APLE
Prototype Experiment (APEX) and the
Advanced Free-Electron-Laser (AFEL)
Experiment. In addition, AT-7 will
carry out general theoretical analysis
and develop calculational tools
applicable to accelerator technology,
including activities by the Los Alamos
Accelerator Computer Code Group and
theoretical research in the accelerator
area.

Free-Electron-Laser
Developments

APEX

Al present the ongoing Los Alamos
FEL project al TA-46 is part of a
Boeing/Los-Alamos collaboration to
build a high-average power FEL called
the Average Power Laser Experiment
(APLE). One of the Los Alamos
contributions to this effort is the APLE
Prototype Experiment (APEX). The
APEX program involves many LANL
groups: AT-7 (accelerator physics and
project leadership), CLS-6 (optics and
drive laser), P-15 (electron beam
diagnostics), MST-7 (photocathodes),
and X-l (theory and compulation), with
additional assistance provided by AT-1
(photoinjeclor), AT-3 (magnets), AT-4
(mechanical engineering), AT-5 (RF),
and AT-8 (controls).

For a number of years AT Division has
been developing photocathode rf guns
(known as photoinjectors) for high-
brightness electron-beam applications
such as high-average power FELs.
This work came to fruition in 1991
with the successful commissioning of
our new 40-MeV rf electron linac with
an integrated photoinjector and
subsequently the first demonstration of
lasing using a high-quantum-efficiency
photoinjector. The lasing was in the
infrared at a wavelength of 3.6 mm. In
addition, electron-beam characteriza-
tion experiments and their associated
modeling at APEX have provided new
insights into emittance growth and
related beam transport issues. Details
of this experiment can be found in the
APLE/FEL section in this report.

A FEL Experiment

The Advanced Free-Electron Laser
(AFEL) experiment is a Special
Supporting Research Initiative funded
by Los Alamos to develop advanced
FEL technology in key technical areas.
These ;treas include: high-brightness
beam, high-efficiency microwiggler,
high-power optical system, and user
facility.

Presently, a compact FEL system is
being built with state-of-the-art
components. The goal is to develop
advanced components and to demon-
strate the feasibility of a FEL system
that is user-friendly and robust. The
system consists of a high-brightness
accelerator, an emittance-preserving
beamline, and a high-efficiency
oscillator with a microwiggler. A 20-
MeV electron beam with a normalized
90% emittance of 10 JI mm mr will
generate light down to 0.36 ujn with a
electromagnetic microwiggler operat-
ing at the fifth harmonics. The major
components of the system have been
designed and are being fabricated.
Assembly of the experiment will begin
in February of 1992. A more detail
description of the experiment can be
found in the AFEL section of this
report.

The AT-7 group has the leadership role
of the AFEL Experiment. It has the
primary organizational and design
responsibility with contributions from
other Los Alamos groups. These
contributions include the fabrication of
a linac structure by AT-1, the fabrica-
tion of beam transport elements by AT-
3, the design of a computer-based
control system by AT-8, and klystron
operations by AT-9.

Wigglers

The microwiggler program was
initiated two years ago to develop
pulsed electromagnetic microwigglers
because of their potential to greatly
reduce the e-beam energy required to
reach short wavelengths. These
wigglers (Fig. 7.1) are iron free and

Fig. 7.1. Microwiggler ami its experimen-
tal apparatus.

have a high undulating field driven by a
high pulsed current to achieve high
FEL gain. We have completed the
physics design by exploring various
design approaches and identifying
critical design characteristics. We
chose a slotted lube as the geometry to
realize the cross-helix configuration of
current How. We are now preparing for
an engineering design of a wiggler
system. We have developed various
integrated designs and are actively
investigating their engineering
problems.
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There are (wo engineering requirements
that are r.ost difficult to satisfy. First,
the wigglcr system should generate the
field on the wiggler's axis within a few
microseconds. Developing a field
rapidly depends upon reducing the
inductance of the wiggler system and
controlling the shape and width of the
slots. Secondly, the wiggler system
should be tolerant of manufacturing
errors and be suited to some simple
way of correcting the field errors. The
field errors that are most likely to occur
are (hose associated with a dc compo-
nent and a quadrupole component of
the near-sinusoidal dipole field. These
components will, respectively, provide
unwanted deflection and focusing to
the beam. Field errors me caused by
poorly fabricated tubing and by errors
made in cutting the slots. We are
testing error-correction techniques that
either distort the current paths in the
return conductor, which is coaxial with
Ihe wigglcr tube, or distort the field
pattern within (his tube by inserting
conducting stubs al various places.

Other engineering problems that an
integrated design must solve include
the following: to carry a current of
about 30 kA for about 100 ins, to heat
up without geometric distortion, to
convey Ihe heat to a sink so that
subsequent macropulses can be
generated with a high repetition rate, to
minimize wakelields, to produce little
outgasing into die vacuum, or better
yet, to actively pump the inner-wiggler
space, and to provide convenient
arrangements to allow for field-error
corrections.

XUV-FEL

The United States' microelectronics
industry requires an advanced set of
lithography tools by the late 1990s that
will enhance its competitiveness and
support a position of leadership and
sufficiency in defense and consumer
electronics. Rather than jump into a
new lithographic technology to pnxluce
gigabit integrated circuits with features
of 0.15 mm and less, Los Alamos is
proposing to extend the traditiohal

optical lithography process through the
use of FIiLs as powerful and tunable
light sources of extreme ultraviolet
(XUV) radiation to drive the lithogra-
phy. A conceptual design is being
prepared. It consists of a 100-MeV
high-brightness accelerator and a high-
efficiency microwiggler.

The APFX facility will be used to carry
out a proof-of-principle (POP) experi-
ment. The oscillator will be modified
to operate at a wavelength of 250 nm
and be coupled to a reflective projec-
tion lithographic camera to produce
feature sizes of 0.3 mm in sensitive
photoresists coated on silicon wafers.
The goal of the experiment is to
validate the XUV-FEL approach by (1)
assembling a system that has all of the
basic elements required for projection
lithography (FFL, reflecting masks,
be;un uniformer, reflecting imaging
optics, photoresist, and silicon wafer)
and by (2) proving that this system can
produce lithographic features on a chip
with dimensions predicted with
numerical simulations.

Theory and Simulation

Theory

A very broad class of rigorously stable
symplectic maps was discovered.
These maps are sufficiently realistic so
that it might be possible to build high-
intensity linacs or large colliding beam
storage rings very close to them by
including appropriate nonlinear
magnets, thus insuring nonlinear
stability for infinite time. Results in
one dimension demonstrated that it is
possible to add correctors to real
systems, putting them in this class of
map. Work in two dimensions is
underway.

It was discovered that beam-beam
interaction for colliders falls into the
category of Lie-Poisson dynamical
systems. This allows us to use previ-
ously developed techniques to develop
simulation codes for the beam-beam
interaction in the strong-strong regime.
These codes include higher-order

collective effects and run significantly
faster than any other code. Hamilto-
nian integrators for Lie-Poisson
dynamical systems (which include the
Vlasov-Poisson equations for nonrela-
tivistic charged particle beams) were
developed and shown to produce the
same remarkable stability previously
found for sympleclic integrators. In
addition, truncation schemes for off-
axis beams, which are fully self-
consistent and preserve the Hamillo-
nian character of the dynamics, were
discovered and shown to be very stable
and to agree with benchmarks very
well.

It was discovered thai particle maps
that are only symplectic to some order
in the phase space variables and thus
have significant dissipation can
nonetheless be used to induce fully
Hamiltonian maps of truncated
moments of Ihe distribution function.
Hie implication of this result is that a
number of existing tools such as
TRANSPORT and MARYLIE can be
used to produce ring maps for studies
of the beam-beam interaction.

A new method using the Hennite
polynomial expansion was developed
to calculate the wake potential of a
bunched be;un of arbitrary charge
distribulion from a known wake
potential of a short bunch of Gaussian
distribution. This method is similar to
Green's function method. For any
specific geometry, one needs only to
compute the wake potential of a short
Gaussian bunch once. The wake
potentials of each term in Ihe expansion
can then be obtained by numerical
integrations. One may construct tables
from the results and use Ihe "table-
hx)k-up" technique to increase the
computation speed. However, this
method is limited to cases where the
known wake potential is due to a
Gaussian distribulion and the rcsull was
derived by utilizing some special
properties of Gaussian functions and
1 lennite polynomials. It was not clear
if a general formalism is available or if
the method could be extended to
distributions other than ihe Gaussian
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distribution. Recently, a generalization
was found to exist, and a systematic
method based on Fourier transforma-
tions can now be formulated.

Simulation

Simulations were performed to support
various FEL programs. These simula-
tions have led to several enhancements
of the computer code PARMELA.
PARMELA is the major code used to
simulate the electron injector of FEL
systems. First, PARMELA has been
extended to incorporate the 3-dimen-

Fig. 7.2a. Coupled-cavity structure modelled using MAFIA codes.

sional fields calculated using the
MAFIA codes (Fig. 7.2). This capabil-
ity allows us to study the focusing
effects due to the coupling slots of a
coupled-cavity structure. We con-
cluded that four coupling slots sym-
metrically located around the axis can
eliminate the focusing effects, and if
two coupling slots are used, (hey
should be oriented the same way on the
two ends of an accelerating cell.
Second, PARMELA has been extended
to include the thermal distribution of
electrons emitted from the cathode.
This capability allows us to study the

emiltance increase
due to thermal effect
at the cathode. We
conclude that the
thermal emittance
adds in quadrature
with our usually
calculated emittance
and low thermal
energy can cause
potential depression
at the cathode. Third,
PARMELA has been
extended to model
magnetic fields of a
current loop with
arbitrary orientation.
This capability helps
us to explain the
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discrepancy between the experimental
data and simulation in APLE. We
conclude that the effects of the mis-
aligned solenoid can be corrected by
magnetic loops.

We have simulated the Relativistic
Klystron Amplifier (RKA) that AT-9 is
designing (Fig. 7.3). We worked in
two areas. First, we learned how to
maximize the amount of harmonic
beam current produced. Although
some argument can be made that the
space-charge depression increases the
harmonic current in the electron beam
in reflex klystrons, we were able to
show that in an amplifier the space
charge reduces the harmonic current
content and thus the beam, typically
annular, should be placed as close to
the beam pipe wall as feasible. We
also were able to show that we could
increase the harmonic current content
by 50% by inductively tuning the last
idler cavity, as is done in conventional
klystrons. Second, we studied how to
extract the maximum amount of beam
rf power to microwave power. We
found out that unless the output cavity
has a sufficiently high Q, it is not
resonantly excited and the power
extracted is primarily in higher un-
wanted modes. Because the beam
harmonic current drive is as high as
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Fig. 7.2b. Quadrupole components of the
cavity electric field in the middle cavity of
Fig. 7.2a.
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Fig. 7.3. Simulation of relativistic klystron
using the ISIS Code.
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kiloainperes, careful tailoring of (he
cavity R/Q is required. We also
discovered llmt the maximum power
extracted does not occur at the most
harmonic current. As the beam
bunches, and as bunches are deceler-
ated in ihe output cavity, the beam's
potential energy is increased. The
beam's kinetic energy is reduced in
order to increase the potential energy.
The potential depression is nonlinear; a
little more current can lead to much
more potential depression. Because
power is extracted only from the
beam's kinetic motion, this power is
lost mid auinot be extracted resonantly.
The Coulomb fields are rich in har-
monic content and cannot be striped off
usefully.

Simulations using Ihe MAFIA codes
were performed for the Superconduct-
ing RFQ (SRFQ) project (Fig. 7.4a and
7.4b). They were used to specify the
undercut of the RFQ vane at the end
regions and to investigate the use of
asymmetric quadrants. A well-
designed undercut of the vane can
reduce the cooling requirement. The
use of asymmetry quadrant can split the
orthogonal frequencies of the dipole
modes in a long RFQ and reduce the
chance of dipole-mode excitations.

Los Alamos Accelerator
Code Group

The first version of a general
postprocessor was released. This
postprocessor is useful for data
calculated using any 3-dimensional
electromagnetic solver. It has the
capability of producing arrow plots,
contour plots, 2-dimensional plots, 3-
dimensional plots with and without
hidden-line removal, and perform 1-,
2-, and 3-dimensional integrals of
electromagnetic quantities. Although
the code can be used at the present time
only to process data produced by the
AMOS code, it can easily be modified
to process data from any other 3-di-
mensional codes like the MAFIA 2.0
and ARGUS. The code was also
written to be easily transportable
among computer systems.

Work on POISSON/SUPERFISII (P/S)
Release 3.0 initiated last year was
completed. This release of P/S
includes inmiy corrections and im-
provements. A correct stored-energy
atlcuialion is used. A realistic perme-
ability table with improved interpola-
tion algorithm is included. The code is
now transportable among the following
operating systems: CTSS, VMS,
UNIX, and UNICOS. Graphic mod-
ules included are PostScript, GKS,
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DISSPLA, and PLOT10. A document
detailing the modifications has been
written and is ready to be sent to the
user receiving this new release. We are
planning for an official release in early
1992.

The code group has began supporting
the ARGUS code developed by the
Science Application International
Corporation (SAIC). ARGUS is a 3-
dimcnsional electromagnetic solver
similar to MAFIA. Its development
has been funded by the Department of
Energy (DOE). In return, SAIC will
allow the Los Alamos Accelerator
Code Group (LAACG) to distribute the
code to the accelerator community free
of charge. An ARGUS class was held
at Los Alamos in September to
familiarize the code-group members
with the code. The official release date
of the code through Ihe LAACG will be
early 1992.

S YCHN is a computer code used to
design beam transport. For example,
the Superconducting Super Collider
(SSC) lattice was designed with this
code. During a meeting at Los Alamos
in June, the authors of the code decided
to distribute the code through the
LAACG. A version existing at the SSC
facility will be distributed with a user's
guide in late 1991.

All the CRAY computers in Los
Alamos and the National Energy
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Fig. 7.4a. Model of the superconducting RFQ using MAFIA code. Fig. 7.4b. Model ofone -quarter ofthe RFQ.
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Research Supercomputer Center
(NERSC) are scheduled to change their
operating system from CTSS to
IJNICOS. We prepared our codes for
this change. Changes in the axles
involving system calls have been made.
The codes were compiled and loaded.
They were tested using test examples.

A User's Guide for the computer code
TRACE3D has been published. It has
become a popular item for our users.

The database used for our distribution
has been improved to handle more
codes and documentations. Now the
database also contains the date when
the materials are sent out. The letter
sent with the materials is also im-
proved.

'ITie LAACG has attended and pre-
sented displays during the 1991 Particle
Accelerator Conference and the
Thirteenth Free-Electron Laser Confer-
ence. Conference participants showed
great interest to the services that the
LAACG offered.

Other Activities

SSC Collaboration

The collaboration with SSC concen-
trated on the beam-loading effects and
the control of rf systems in the boosters
and the main collider. Our study
focused on the rf transient effects and
beam-loading compensations during
injections. Because the tuning rate of
the planned cavities in all the boosters
and the main collider are slow com-
pared with the injection rate of the
beam current, fast local feedback
controls on the phase and the amplitude
of the cavity voltage are necessary for
all boosters, particularly in the Low
Energy Booster (LEB). When the Test-
Beam mode is in operation in LEB,
because of the heavy beam-loading and
the required low caviiy voltage, feed
forward beam current compensation is

considered for stability. We have
provided the preliminary estimations of
the control requirements and suggested
the control strategies for minimizing
the disturbance. Because of the low
revolution frequency in the main
collider, the single turn transient due to
the large beam abortion gap may
induce significant bunch oscillations.
Feed forward control has been sug-
gested to reduce this kind of single-turn
transient effect. Currently, we are
studying the single turn transient
effects in the medium-energy and the
high-energy boosters. We are also
studying the counter-phasing strategy
in the LEB and helping SSC in devel-
oping a control simulation program for
more detailed studies.

Japan Atomic Energy Research
Institute (JAERI) Collaboration

Members of AT-7 attended the Work-
shop on Reviewing ESNIT (Energy
Selective Neutron Irradiation Test
Facility). At the Workshop, knowl-
edgeable accelerator designers gathered
and proposed the reasonable and
achievable machine parameters for a
Deuterium RFQ. Besides attendants
from the US, most of the participants
were from Japanese institutions and
industries. We offered the experience
from FMIT and guidelines for success-
ful design.

Using parameters derived during (he
workshop, we helped JAERI to design
a 2-McV RFQ that can accelerate
Deuterium with better than 95%
transmission. The beam current near
100 raA was targeted for the optimiza-
tion. Scaling study performed was
dependent on current for the beam
transmission at several of optimized
designs.

As a result of the recent collaboration,
our collaborator has accelerated and
induced a definite and favorable
decision for establishing ESNIT as a
funded project at JAERI. JAERI has
communicated that a reorganization
will create a funded ESNIT group in
their Tokai Research Establishment.
The project funding at JAERI will
increase by one order of magnitude.
Collaboration between LANL and
Japan will continue with future
personnel exchange.

Positron Production Using
Proton Beams

A scheme for the production of high
fluxes of positrons using isotope
production by proton beams was
proposed. Techniques for efficiently
trapping, cooling, extracting, and
accelerating these high fluxes were
considered in some detail and found to
be feasible. It appears that it might be
possible to use the GTA beam to
produce fluxes of positrons several
orders of magnitude higher than
available from other sources and with
efficiencies comparable to or greater
than that of electroproduction sources.

Heavy Ion Fusion (HIF)

Previous work on the use of GTA as a
scaled experiment for HIF optics
continued and resulted in proposals on
beam funnelling and final optics
correction schemes. A successful
outcome to the proposed experiments
could have a substantial impact on (he
national HIF Program.
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Accelerator Theory Notes

The following AT-7 Accelerator Theory Notes were distributed during the report
period:

1. R. L. Gluckslern, "Surface Current Distribution and Wiggler Fields for a Slotted
Cylindrical Shell," AT-7-91:ATN-l, January 1991.

2. D. V. Neuffer, "A Barrier Bucket and Bunch Confinement in the PSR," AT-
7:91-ATN-2, February 1991.

3. R. L. Gluckstern, "Elfecis of Errors on Wiggler Fields for a Slotted Cylindrical
Shell," AT-7-91-ATN-3, February 1991.

4. T. S. Wang, "A Note on the Expansion of Wake Potentials," AT-7:91-ATN-4,
May 1991.

Technical Memoranda

1. .1. L. Merson and T. Wangler, "Dimensions Used for Initial Superconducting
RFQ Mafia Study," AT-7:91-TM-1, February 15, 1991.

2. J. L. Merson, "Initial Mafia Results for Superconducting RFQ," AT-7:91-TM-2,
February 21. 1991.

3. J. L. Merson, "Approximate Fields in Initial SCRFQ Tuned to 425 MHz," AT-
7:91-TM-3. March 12,1991.

4. J. L. Merson, "Supplement to AT-7:91-TM-3, Side View of Magnetic Fields,"
AT-7:91-TM-4, March 18, 1991.

5. Richard Sheffield, "Sensitivity Study of AFliL Accelerator," AT-7:91-TM-5,
March 18, 1991.

6. J. L. Merson, "Effect of Sloping Undercut on Peak Magnetic Field," AT-7:91-
TM-6, March 20, 1991.

7. Bruce Carlstcn, "Preliminary ISIS Simulations of the Relalivistic Klystron
Amplifier (RKA)," AT-7:91-77, March 21, 1991.

8. Harunori Takeda, "The Beam Quality of MCTD Accelerator with Correction
Magnets." AT-7:91-TM-7, April 1, 1991.

9. J. L. Merson, "MAFIA Examination of LY2 SCRFQ Geometry with Various
End Region Configurations," AT-7:91-TM-8, April 17, 1991.

10. J. L. Merson and G. P. Boicourt, "Use of Reane with Simulated RFQ Beams,"
AT-7:91-TM-9, April 22, 1991.

11. J. L. Merson, "Flatness of Field as a Function of End Region Tuning," AT-
7:91-TM-10, April 23, 1991.

12. J. L. Merson, "ATS RFQ Input Files," AT-7:91-TM-11, May 1, 1991.

13. Harunori Takcda, "APLE Injector Design: Minimizing the Emii lance by
Slacking the Correction Magnels," AT-7:91-TM-I2. May 16, 1991.
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14. J. L. Merson, "Dimensions of Superconducting RFQ with Rounded End
Yielding Good Mafia Results," AT-7:91-TM-13, May 30, 1991.

15. J. L. Merson, "Dipole and Quadrupole Modes in Asymmetric Quadrant RFQ,"
AT-7:91-TM-14, June 10, 1991.

16. Harunori Tiikeda, "M<xlel of Helical Coil using the Biot-Savart Law," AT-7:91-
TM-15,June 11, 1991.

17. A. Lombardi, "Preliminary Study of the Mullipactoring in the 425 MHz
Superconducting RFQ," AT-7:91-TM-16, June 25, 1991.

18. M. Jean Browman, "Parmela Input—Side-Coupled Cavities, Clocked Coupling
Cavities," AT-7:91-TM-17, July 16, 1991.

19. M. Jean Browman and Alessandra Lombardi, "Program Plotit," AT-7:91-TM-
18, July 16, 1991.

20. J. L. Merson, "Converting SFData for AT-6 Version of Pannila," AT-7:91-TM-
19, July 22, 1991.

21. J. L. Merson, "Pannila Data Array Size Requirement," AT-7:91-TM-20, July
23, 1991.

22. J. L. Merson, "Automatic Generation of an Hisiorian Update Deck," AT-7:91-
TM-22, August 21, 1991.

23. M. J. Browman and R. K. Cooper, "Approximate Location of 40 DB Value of
E in the AFTEL Cavity," AT-7-91:TM-23, August 22, 1991.

24. J. L. Merson, "Fields for Superconducting RFQ Geometry Ly5-AJ," AT-7.91-
TM-24, September 25, 1991.

25. J. L. Merson, "Summary of Superconducting RFQ Mafia Calculations," AT-
7:91-114-25, September 24. 1991.

26. M. Jean Browman, "Comparison Between Previously-Used Side-Coupled
Geometry and APEX Cavity," AT-7:91-TM-26, September 27, 1991.

27. M. Jean Browman and Gary Rodenz, "Proposed Change to Mafia Mesh
Generator, M3, Release 2," AT-7:91-TM-27, September 27, 1991.
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Introduction

AT-8's chillier is to support controls,
automation, electronic design, and
computing lor AT-Division. It is our
goal to provide these services with high
quality engineering. We contribute to
the expansion of controls technology in
the physics community.

We have developed a set of control
system tools mimed the Experimental
Physics and Industrial Control System
(EPICS). They provide the basis for
performing data acquisition and
controls for many experimental physics
programs. These tools have provided
us with a platform to support GTA,
EEL, XUVFEL, SSC, Boeing, APS,
APLE, DTS, the magnet mapping
laboratory, and the mechanical labora-
tory.

Since 1989, the EPICS development
effort has been funded through multiple
sources. Our major project and source
of support is GTA. In EY91, EPICS
development was also supported by a
collaboration with the Argonne
National Laboratory for use on the
Advanced Photon Source and by the
Superconductor Super Collider
Laboratory for use on rf controls.

Accelerator Control
Applications

Over the past year, the ground lest
accelerator (GTA) control system was
interfaced to accelerator components
and subsystems necessary to operate
GTA experiments IB and 1C, which
are geared toward commissioning of
the Radio-Frequency Quadrupole
(RFQ) and Intertank Matching Section
(IMS). A few of the more notable
implementations are described in the
following paragraphs.

Interfaces to the User

Through the use of graphic software
tools commissioned this past year by
the EPICS developers, project engi-
neers can interactively draw a color
graphic representation of the desired

accelerator system to monitor and
control. Graphic objects are automati-
cally associated with hardware signals
known to the control system. These
objects, whether text, bar-graphs, or
meters are updated in real-lime to
relied the actual state of the accelera-
tor. Fig. 8.i shows an example of such
a display.

RFQ Positioning

Since the GTA accelerating structures
are cryogenically cooled, accurate
mechanical alignment from room
temperature to 25 K is difficult to
achieve. To allow for alignment
adjustments and acceptance measure-
ments, the RFQ is mounted on a set of
mechanical actuators that can move the
structure in an x and y direction, at
either its upstream or downstream end
through a range of approximately ±40
thousandths of an inch. The mechani-
cal positioning system is composed of
five positioners operated by stepper
motors.

To know precisely where the RFQ is
located relative to a benchmarked
beam-centerline, inductive proximity
probes are employed in six locations to

provide positive feedback of ihe
proximity of the RFQ to the probes.
These probes are accurate to better than
0.5 thousandths of an inch.

With these devices, Ihe control system
can accurately position the RFQ as
required to achieve optimal transmis-
sion of the particle beam from the
injector to ihe next structure. The user
may enter x and y coordinates in
thousandths from beam-centerline for
the upstream and downstream ends of
Ihe RFQ. The control system software
commands the appropriate stepper
motors to move (he structure accord-
ingly. Simultaneous with the move, the
proximity probes are monitored to
show when the proper position has
been achieved.

This positioning facility has been
successfully used to determine correla-
tions between RFQ position and angle
and beam transmission. It may now be
used to further automate studies of
acceptance based on RFQ position.
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Fig. S. 1. The GTA status display for experiment IB is an example of the capabilities of the
new EPICS screen editor tool. Color on the display indicates the status of the system: Pipes
at the lop of the screen change color when ciyogen is flowing, colored dots change from red
to green when systems are operating correctly, and the indicator on the blue box to the right
changes to red to indicate high voltage.
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RF Power Systems

In addition to refinement of the
automatic resonance control algorithm,
phase and amplitude control were
developed mid operated successfully
for the RFQ. The use of control system
software in conjunction with sophisti-
cated low-level rf electronics has
achieved GTA specifications for rf
power control.

Control system software and operator
screens are being developed for control
of multiple rf systems. This software
will provide the operator with a relative
phase control of the rf power between
the RFQ and two IMS cavities. Timing
parameters can be set to apply globally
to rf systems and can automatically
adjust to injector timing parameters.

Beam Steering and Focusing

The control system is capable of
providing steering and focusing of the
beam through several methods.
Whether the method is (lie adjustment
of electromagnets or mechanical
movement of permanent magnets, the
control system provides a uniform
interface so the user need only specify
a desired beam movement in an x/y
coordinate system. The goal here is to
provide automatic tuning codes wiLh an
appropriate interlace for be;un steering.

Beam steering in the low-energy beam
transport (LEBT) section is accom-
plished by adjusting currents through
electromagnets. The control system
hosts a computer model of the transport
that is invoked to calculate appropriate
magnet currents from a specified
change in beam position. This is
reported in detail in (lie section on
commissioning support.

Beam steering in the IMS section is
accomplished by moving permanent
magnets with stepper motors. Here the
control system translates a desired
beam position into appropriate move-
ments of motor-driven actuators.
Additionally, the control system
algorithm will compensate for

mechanical anomalies such as mechani-
cal hysteresis and temperature-caused
dimension changes.

Beam Diagnostics

In conjunction with the beam diagnos-
tics group, several measurement
systems have been commissioned on
the beamline: beam current
measurements via loroids, beam
position and intensity measurements
from micro-strip probes, and phase
measurements using a capacilive probe.
The control system digitizes
measurement signals alter processing
by front-end electronics and presents
them to the operator or performs
subsequent calculations such as
transmission. By archiving this data
along witli parameters like magnet
positions, correlations can be studied
and compared with models.

Run-Permit Protection System

As an aid lo sale and proper operation
of the accelerator, a Run-Permit system
has been designed and i.s being com-
missioned. The purpose of the system
is to ensure that proper operation of the
accelerator i.s maintained, e.g., check-
ing that the vacuum is proper, that rf
systems are operating, and that magnets
are in (heir proper stale.

Since the control system i.s cognizant of
the suite of all devices and systems
necessary to make this determination,
Run-Permit is implemented primarily
in software. However, to ensure the
integrity of Run-Permit's decision,
hardware is utilized lo guarantee a fail-
safe design (e.g., a failure of any part of
the Run-Permit software causes
operation to be inhibited). The
extracted be;un and individual rf
systems may be shut off within one-
half second of an abnormal condition.
Some of the benefits of a software-
based system are flexibility for expan-
sion, possibility of automatic testing,
less reliance on mechanical relays, and
less hardware to maintain.

Commissioning
and Automation

The Commissioning and Automation
Section of AT-8 provided support for
the commissioning efforts of GTA. In
addition, we developed a major new
beam diagnostic and accomplished a
breakthrough in the automation of an
ion source.

Commissioning Support

As the commissioning of the GTA
accelerator proceeds, the various
operator control panels (screens)
sometimes encounter conditions for
which they were not designed. To
address these issues, the Commission-
ing Support Section contributes to the
AT-8 effort in the control room while
commissioning takes place. Having
people close at hand during the
experimental runs to correct these
problems as they arise prevents time
loss.

The commissioning team has responsi-
bility for bringing each new piece of
the GTA on line and for exercising it to
determine its operating characteristics.
This effort can be greatly facilitated if
proper tools are available to automate
these procedures to some degree.
Several of these value added tools were
built for the commissioning team.
Among them is an operator screen that
provides for easily activating/deactivat-
ing archiving of operating data; a tool
that provides for steering the beam into
the RFQ in user coordinates; and a tool
lo both control and display data while
scanning the rf phase into one of the
many rf cavities.

Archiving Operating Data
The operator screen that provides for
activating and deactivating the
archiving of operating data provides
several buttons. Each of these buttons
is labeled with a time that indicates
how often a set of data that i.s lied lo the
button i.s fetched for archiving. There
is a separate button for each of follow-
ing intervals: every 10 seconds, every
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30 seconds, every minute, every 10
minutes, every 30 minutes, and every
hour. There sire two other buttons.
One provides for the archiving of a one
shot 'snapshot' of a data set. The other
provides for the snapshot archiving of a
synchronous set (all of the set is forced
to come from the same beam pulse).
The elements of the sets that are saved
are determined by a list of device
names that are fed to the archiver.

Beam Steering into the RFQ
The tool that provides for beam
steering is based upon an operator's
view of the accelerator x/y axis. Upon
positioning a cursor in an x/y frame, the
t(K)l provides (lie proper steering
magnet current to put the beam where
the operator wants it. A tool is required
because after the steering magnets have
moved the beam in space, the beam
passes through a solenoid that rotates
the beam. The steering tool uikes this
rotation into account, providing enough
current in both x and y steerers to put
the beam where indicated. A steering
panel is provided for both the x/y plane
and the xi/yi plane. On initialization,
the tool, from measurements taken at
an intermediate emittance .station, puts
the beam on center in both planes. A
paper describing this tool was pre-
sented at the 1991 Neutral Particle
Beam (NPB) Symposium in Boulder,
Colorado.

Phase Scan
To bunch or accelerate a beam in an rf
cavity, the rf power used must have the
proper phase when the beam enters the
cavity. If the phase of the power is not
correct, an accelerating cavity can be
turned into a bunching cavity or even
into a decelerating cavity. When the
cavity is designed, it is designed with a
particular job in mind, and conse-
quently, a proper phase and amplitude
for its operation. In fact, the design
codes provide a set of curves Uiat
should be duplicated if one measures,
for example, the beam current out of
ihe cavity as the phase is swept through
an appropriate range. By stepping
through a range of phase values in the
real cavity and collecting data from

certain diagnostic devices, one can
compare the shape of resultant curves
with what the theory says they should
lcx)k like. We refer to this process as
performing a phase sc;ui. A ux>l was
designed and implemented to automate
this process. It will be used for the first
tune in the commissioning of the two
buncher cavities in the IMS.

Video Seam Profiles

According to theory, there is enough
residual nitrogen gas in the beam path
to be excited to emit enough light so a
beam profile can be measured. If it
turns out that there is not enough gas
present to do this, a small amount of
nitrogen can be added to provide
enough light for profile determination.
Images can be captured with video
cameras, provided that the cameras are
synchronized with the presence of the
beam and are properly adjusted as to
focus, exposure, and view size.

A set of hardware and software was put
together to accomplish the imaging of
Ihe beam in motion. This application

was out of the realm of the EPICS
control software in that unique software
was required to drive the cameras,
intensifiers, calibrators, lenses, digitiz-
ers for video frames, and monitors to
view what is happening in real time.
This software was set up, however, to
kx)k much like the EPICS software
from the user's viewpoint. It is menu
driven and can provide pseudo-color
beam images as well as the moments of
stripped-out image lines. Fig. 8.2 is an
example of an image tool display. This
system will be used for the first time on
experiment 1C. A poster describing
this work was presented at the 1991
Annual NPB Symposium in Boulder,
Colorado. A paper on this work was
presented at the Society of Photo-
Optical Instrumentation Engineers
(SPIE) conference in San Diego,
California.

Ion Source Automation

The Commissioning Support Section
has also been assigned to study the
automation issues of GTA. One
particularly difficult problem has been

VERTICAL AXIS CAMERA

Fig. 8.2. The "linage tool" (lower left corner) depicts apiece of software that varies with
EPICS and extracts density from video image. This is a "cat scan " of the beam and shows
the intensity of the beam with red in the center being the most intense and purple on the
outside being the least intense.
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the automation of a GTA-like ion
source. There are several reasons why
this particular issue has been difficult to
solve. First, very little is known about
tiie physics that lake place inside a
surface plasma IT ion source. This
means that one cannot build a theoreti-
cal model and study it for control
purposes. Second, since ion sources
are expensive, it has been particularly
difficult to get enough experimental
time on ;in ion source to learn about its
operation when viewed as a black box.
This year, because of the availability of
the discharge test stand (DTS), we were
able to get enough experimental time to
solve some control problems as well as
introduce adaptive neural network
based control.

When DTS ion source data from the
anode temperatures, cathode tempera-
tures, and hydrogen gas How are
viewed with respect to time, large
correlations are observed. These
correlations were removed by adding
closed loop control to force these
variables to be independent. The
closed loop control compensated for
the influence each variable had on the
oilier variables. The control model
used was a proportional integral
differential (PID) loop. A PID hxip
compensates the control variable by a
combination of gains that depend on an
error that is proportional lo the desired
output, another dial is ;ui integral of (he
error since startup, and another thai
lix)ks at the differential (rate of change)
of the error; hence, the name PID
control. PID control made the vari-
ables independent of each other, and
because the variables were held at a set
point, the source was made stable
enough to run without periodic operator
input.

To address the issue of automatic
tuning of the ion source by optimizing
beam characteristics, an adaptive
controller was built using artificial
neural-net technology. The operating
hyper-surface was coarsely scanned to

provide the neural net with training
information. Once trained, it was dien
allowed to seek out an operating point
that would provide an optimum beam;
optimum is based on a figure of merit
that is composed of low beam noise,
high beam current, and pulse lo pulse
stability. The controller was able to
tune and optimize to a high quality
beam on six different occasions.
Future work will focus on user friendli-
ness, speed, and robustness of neural-
net adaptive controllers.

Control System Hardware

Operational Support

As the number of beamline components
and functional requirements for GTA
has increased, the amount of control
hardware has increased proportionately.
During the past year, extensive
enhancements have been made to six
existing input/output controllers (IOCs)
lo support intermediate matching
section (IMS) component control,
additional diagnostics for IMS monitor-
ing, new vacuum system controls,
improved injector and discharge-test-
sland reliability, and additional timing
system functionality. New IOCs have
been commissioned for video beam
profile characterization, control room
timing, cryogenic IMS component
testing, low-power cryogenic DTL
module testing, and an additional
magnet field mapper. There are now a
total of 23 IOCs associated with GTA
operations and a significant number of
lest IOCs.

The IMS contains 2 pairs of motorized
steering magnet positioning assemblies,
4 variable-field quadrupole control
motors, 2 cavity resonance tuning
motors, 28 temperature monitors, and 7
healers that are all under direct control
of the GTA control system. Additional
electronics for these devices were
added to the existing RFQ equipment
racks and the RFQ IOC control system
database was expanded lo incorporate
the additional channels. Rack wiring

was completed and test devices were
used at the beamline to verify proper
operation of the control system.
Display screens were constructed to
facilitate checkout of all IMS hardware.
In order lo support off-line testing of
the IMS before installation on the
beamline, an IOC was constructed to
control these same devices at the High-
Power Cryogenic Test Bed (HPCTB).
This IOC will also be used lo support
future high-power rf conditioning of
drift-tube linac (DTL) modules.

Control of GTA experiments was
moved from the temporary control area
near the equipment racks to Ihe control
room on the second floor of the GTA
building. A timing IOC was installed
there to provide 30 timing signals that
mimic the delays and widths of various
accelerator timing signals for diagnos-
tic purposes within the control room. A
sequence program was written that
monitors the actual accelerator timing
signals and automatically adjusts the
corresponding control room signals lo
match those signals. In addition, a
significant portion of the wiring, patch-
panel fabrication, and equipment
installation in support of the move to
the control room was provided.

Hardware Development

Technology Development
A major effort has been made over the
past year to integrate advanced pro-
grammable logic array devices into
new designs. The investment in
soflware tools and lime has resulted in
Ihe ability to use high density EEPAL
(electrically erasable programmable
array logic) and FPGA (field program-
mable gale array) devices. Each of Ihe
developments described below utilized
programmable logic devices to imple-
ment complex functions in just a few
integrated circuits. This increase in
functional density was not accompa-
nied by increased circuit board com-
plexity; therefore, designs of greater
capability were produced at a reduced
cost.
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Flying Wire Scanner
The flying wire beam profile diagnostic
requires that a wire pass through the
be;un at a constant velocity of 20 m/s.
To accomplish this, a servo motor is
programmed to accelerate from 0 to 30
rps beginning 20 ms before the start of
a beam pulse, to pass through the beam
at a constant velocity of 30 rps for
10 ms, and to decelerate to a stop in
20 ms. The allowed time jitter for
having the wire intercept the beam is a
few microseconds. All known com-
mercial motor indexers could not meet
these stringent requirements. A versa
module europemi (VME) module was
designed to control the motor through
the required velocity profile upon
receipt of a trigger pulse. Software was
written for (he module to translate the
experimenter's velocity profile param-
eters into a bit pattern for a local
memory to produce the required motor
motion.

Distributed Timing System Upgrade
GTA incorporates a distributed timing
system that provides for synchroniza-
tion of accelerator events, and also
generates system-wide time stamps that
are tagged to accelerator data for
correlating data taken al various
portions of the accelerator on coinci-
dent beam macro-pulses. The VMEbus
hardware thai performs this function
has been redesigned for enh;uiced
functionality and reliability.

VMEbus System Controller
A tiny VME system bus controller was
designed to attach to the VMIZbus from
the rear side without taking up a normal
VME slot. This new module, which
costs $150, replaces a $1000 commer-
cial unit and leaves a VME slot open to
support more accelerator control.

Run-Permit Watchdog Timer
Each critical IOC having control
functions on GTA has a self-test task
that monitors memory usage and the
status of critical tasks. In order to
verily proper operation of the entire
GTA control system, a

CONTROL_SYSTEM_STATUS task,
which runs in the Master Timing IOC,
communicates with the self-test tasks
on other critical IOCs. If all IOCs are
functioning correctly, this task periodi-
cally toggles a bit in a watchdog timer
module, which in turn provides four
software accessible outputs, one of
which activates a contact closure,
CONTROL_SYSTEM_OK. If
periodic pulses are not supplied to this
module, the contact closure will drop
out after a programmable delay (-200
ms), disabling accelerator operations.
A Run-Permit Watchdog Timer
Module was designed specifically for
this purpose.

Drive Loop Window Heater Control
The two rf drive-loop windows on the
IMS are vacuum feed-throughs that
transport rf energy to the cryogenic
IMS cavities. The O-rings on these
fixtures will only provide positive seals
when operated between 280 to 350 K.
Failure of a seal during cryogenic
operations would result in damaging
ice deposits all along the length of the
accelerator. Consequently, it was
necessary to provide a high-reliability
temperature control system to ensure
that the seals be maintained within their
operating temperature range, even in
the event of a power failure. The
system designed employs dual-
redundant hardware that is monitored
by the control system but can operate
independent of it. The system provides
an output to an auto-dial-out device that
can summon an operator when prob-
lems are detected.

Local Inputs Local Inputs

Master

(Carrier
Generator)

Module
#1

* Module
#2

Fast-Protect
To protect accelerator components at
higher beam energies, a fast-reacting
hardware fault detection system (fast
protect) that can truncate a beam pulse
within microseconds of a fault is
needed. The GTA design is composed
of a series of identical VME modules
scattered throughout the accelerator.
The modules are connected together
sequentially in daisy-chain fashion such
that a 10-MHz carrier signal may pass
from the first module to the last as
shown in Fig. 8.3. The last module
only provides the signals to enable the
injector and low-level rf pulses while it
is receiving the carrier. If any module
detects a fault, it will interrupt the
carrier, thereby truncating the beam
pulse.

The Fast-Protect design is significant
because it is our first application of
FPGA technology, and because it
includes redundant logic for high-
reliability operation. The FPGA
allowed the VME interface, interrupter,
device registers, and Fast-Prolect logic
to be implemented in a single IC.
Redundant Fast-Prolect logic is
provided by a high-density EEPAL and
two carrier detectors. Different
technologies with distinctly different
failure modes were chosen for the two
Fast-Prolect logic blocks to ensure
immunity from single point failures.
The FPGA, which is based on comple-
mentary metal oxide semiconductor
(CMOS) static random access memory
(SRAM) technology, is resistant to
thermal (the most probable failure
mode) and radiation stress failures but
vulnerable to supply voltage dropouts.

Local Inputs

"Optionally Coax or Fiber Optic
RF Enable

*• Extractor Gate Enable

Fig. 8.3. Fast-Protect modules are located in various sub-systems ami daisy-chained
together. Propagation of the carrier will be halted by any module detecting a fault, thereljy
truncating the rf-Gate and the Injector Extractor Pulse.
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The EEPAL, which is based on CMOS
PROM technology, recovers well from
supply voltage dropouls but is vulner-
able to extreme temperature or radia-
tion. The carrier detector checks lor
presence of carrier and frequency
accuracy. Local fault detection inputs
are via dual redundant optoisolators,
and the carrier can be either optically or
electrically coupled. Optical coupling
is preferable between different IOCs,
while electrical coupling is used
between modules in the same IOC. A
block diagram of a Fast-Protect module
is shown in Fig. 8.4.

The ECAD section was increased in
size to accommodate this increased
level of design activity. The increased
activity was primarily in the mechani-
cal design and support of the
high-power rf requirements.

Section support was extended to
include mechanical packaging design
and documentation. This effort
included the layout and design of low-
level VME Extended Interface, VXI,
printed circuit board module and
submodule assemblies. VXI module
templates were developed in Autocad
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Fig. 8.4. The Fast Protect module features dual redundant fault detection logic utilizing
different technologies to enhance reliability. The use of an FPGA results in the highest level
of functional integration to date in an ATS design.

Electronic Computer Aided
Design (ECAD) Support

The Electronic Computer Aided Design
(ECAD) support effort this past year
included supporting the diagnostics
section requirements of AT-3, the low-
level and high-power rf requirements of
AT-5, and the controls hardware
development section requirements of
AT-8. The bulk of this support effort
was to design printed circuit boards and
associated hardware for these sections.

to aid in (he documentation of each
module design.

The section developed an extensive
customized parts library for printed
circuit board design and documenta-
tion. This library was designed to
ensure consistency among the many
designers in the section. It was also
designed to build in as much useful and
relevant information as possible for the
parts list extraction process. Parts lists
extracted from each design includes a
description of the part, its refererence
designation, manufacturers part
number, and the name of the manufac-
turer.

Ninety-six printed circuit board
fabrication orders, amounting to more
than 1,500 delivered boards, were
placed using a blanket purchase order
agreement during FY91. Quotations
were solicited for each order by section
personnel, and awards were based on
cost and performance considerations.
ECAD successfully disqualified a
vendor under our blanket order for
quality performance reasons.

Computing Services
and Networks

The reliability and dependability of the
AT's networked computers has steadily
improved while more computers have
been supported with fewer resources.

The computing support section's
responsibility has been extended to
include network support for PC users.
Support is now available for Sun,
Digital VMS and Unix machines,
Silicon Graphics Unix machines, IBM
PCs, and Macintosh computers. Major
upgrades were completed on the Unix
and VMS operating systems and the
control system server. Also, Multinet
was installed on the VMS systems to
facilitate ease of data transfer.

The classified network tripled in size
(his year. The physical aspect of the
classified network (the protected wiring
distribution system) in building MPF-
365 was completed. This included
installation of the network in the
mezzanine area, the experimental area,
and the control room.

The Division computing system
became more flexible with the integra-
tion of electronic mail and network
information services. An effort was
undertaken to standardize the network
wiring throughout the site. Appletalk,
thinwire etiierael, and terminal servers
are now available to the majority of AT
computer services users.
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Introduction

AT-9 was formed in August 1988 to
research, develop, and test very high-
power microwave systems. These
systems include microwave generators
which utilize novel microwave tubes
and EMP simulators that have output
powers in the 0.1 - to 10-GW region.
The primary goal of AT-9 is to develop
the microwave sources and systems
required to meet future DOE and DoD
requirements. For example, the DOE
requires innovative microwave sources
to power advanced accelerators such as
the tera-electron volt (TeV) electron-
positron collider. This next-generation
accelerator will follow the Supercon-
ducting Super Collider (SSC) that is
presently under construction. Many
thousands of gigawatts of microwave
power will be required by these
accelerators to produce an ultra-
relalivistic particle beam. The DoD is
concerned about the effects of micro-
wave and EMP weaponry on future
tactical battlefields. Important issues
are the vulnerability of military
hardware to microwave radiation and
the United States' ability to field a
microwave weapon. In this age of
microelectronics, conventional weap-
ons have become much smarter and
more accurate because of their in-
creased computing power. However,
the electronics in these weapons are
much more sensitive to damage and
burnout when irradiated with micro-
wave energy. This situation has
encouraged us to develop a compreher
sive testing program to determine the
applicability of microwave technology
in DOE and DoD missions.

AT-9 scientists and technicians work
closely as a inultidisciplinary team with
wide-ranging skills and interests that
include the following:

•researching plasma physics that is
associated with the transport of very
intense, relativistic, multi-kiloampere-
electron beams at megavolt energies;

• using these beams to produce intense
microwave bursts by employing highly
nonlinear physical processes that are
associated with intense space-charge
effects and beam instabilities;

•investigating the interaction of these
intense, highly space-charged domi-
nated electron beams with resonant
cavity structures;

• generating these beams by advancing
high-voltage (megavolt) pulsed-power
modulator technology;

•engineering of extremely powerful
microwave systems, including new
ground penetrating radars;

• advancing microwave diagnostic
capabilities and diagnosing very fast
pulses with sub-nanosecond-rise times;

• designing antenna systems for
radiating high-power pulses;

• testing of military systems to
evaluate their vulnerability and
susceptibility to electromagnetic
environments.

On any given day our researchers may
deal with microwave power levels that
vary from milliwatt to gigawatt levels
and with frequencies that vary from a
few hundred megahertz to 10 GHz. As
design tools, we have modelling codes,
which are available on Laboratory
computers, to simulate the behavior of
intense beams and to calculate electro-
magnetic fields in complicated three-
dimensional resonant cavity structures.

High Current 1.3-GHz
Relativistic Klystron
Amplifier (RKA)

Overview

This project, which began in October
1989, is an interdivisional effort
between AT-9 (Very High Power
Microwave Sources and Effects), AT-7
(Free-Electron Laser Technology), M-
6 (Shock Wave Physics), and X-10

(Pulsed Energy Applications). The
experimental work is a collaborative
effort between AT-9 and M-6 , with
AT-7 and X-10 doing theory and
computer code simulations in support
of the experiment. AT-9 has project
responsibility for leading the overall
effort. The work has been supported by
Ihe Joint DoD/DOE Munitions Tech-
nology Program and the Army Labora-
tory Command.

Our interest in high-power microwaves
and intense bunched electron beams is
stimulated by the need for advanced rf
sources for future accelerators and by
high-power microwave weapon
applications that demand very high-
power microwave amplifiers that can
be phase locked in some applications.
The relativistic klystron amplifier
(RKA) is a suitable microwave source
for either a single-shot, or modest
multiple-shot, deliverable weapon
powered by an explosive magnetic flux
compression generator. The RKA can
also be used as a continuously pulsed
microwave source driven by a conven-
tional pulsed power system. The goal
of the research described here is to
obtain kilojoule microwave pulses
(0.5- to 1.0-GW for 1 ms) at 1.3 GHz
from the RKA. Achieving kilojoule
microwave pulses requires extending
the duration of the electron beam pulse
from the field emission diode electron
gun and maximizing the microwave
extraction efficiency at the fundamental
frequency. An electron beam diode has
been constructed that delivers peak
currents in excess of 5 kA in a mono-
tonically increasing current pulse
exceeding durations of 1 ms at beam
kinetic energies of .4 Jo .5 MeV. Close
attention has been given to minimize
the current losses from the diode
electron gun. Maximum microwave
extraction efficiency at the fundamental
frequency has been related to the beam
bunching amplitude and output cavily
shunt impedance in terms of a simple
circuit theory. The circuit theory
predictions have been tested by
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particle-in-cell code calculations of the
electron beam interactions with the
various cavity structures. The success-
ful cavity structures have been con-
structed and are awaiting testing.

Introduction

During the past few years, a number of
publications have reported ever-
increasing-energy outputs from the
relativistic klystron amplifier (RKA)
that was first investigated by Friedman,
et al., at the Naval Research Labora-
tory.' This device uses an annular
electron beam from a foilless diode
injected into a cylindrical, klystron-
type cavity structure to convert beam
kinetic energy into electromagnetic
energy. Recently, microwave output
powers from 10- to 15-GW have been
produced by a 1.3-GHz RKA for pulse
durations on the order of 100 ns.'
Stimulated by these results, we have
been pursuing an RKA design at Los
Alamos to extend the amplified radio-
frequency pulse duration to more than I
(is at power levels of 0.5-1.0 GW.
Success in this endeavor could quickly
lead to single-pulse microwave
energies far in excess of 1 kJ.

Three aspects of the RKA design need
to be modified to realize this goal: (1)
extend the time before plasma closure
(shorting) of the anode-cathode gap to
greater than I (is, (2) design the
bunching cavities with the best prac-
tices available to inhibit breakdown at
the cavity gaps, and (3) design an
output cavity/rf extraction system that
resists breakdown and maintain
efficient conversion of beam kinetic
energy into electromagnetic energy in
the fundamental mode. Unlike a
classical klystron, the physics of the
high-current relativistic klystron is
dominated by the effect of high space
charge.

In our previous work.1 we produced a
modulated beam for 1 (is with a peak rf
current of 1 kA and a voltage of 350
kV. The dc beam current was about 3
kA, giving approximately a 30% beam
modulation. The component of beam

power at the microwave drive fre-
quency (1.3 GHz) was approximately
350 MW. Up to 50 MW were coupled
into a rectangular waveguide, and gains
of 20 to 40 dB were measured with an
input drive of 5 kW to the RKA input
cavity.

We have just finished a series of
experiments that resulted in electron
beam pulse durations in excess of 1 (is
with peak voltages of 500 kV and
currents of 5 kA at the onset of diode
closure. A set of rf cavities has been
designed and built with the first cavity
coupled to a waveguide that will allow
a drive power of 500 kW. With
electromagnetic field codes
(SUPERFISH) and particle-in-cell
(PIC) codes, an output cavity configu-
ration is nearing completion. A scaled
drawing of the RKA system can be
seen in Fig 9.1.

Diode Electron Gun Development

Overview of Electron Beam Diode
We have developed a field emission
electron beam diode that enables us to
obtain a microsecond annular electron
beam pulse from an explosive emission
cathode. An important design consid-
eration was the limitation of back-
streaming electrons from the cathode.
The 100-ohm driving impedance of the
high-voltage pulser made it necessary
to limit extraneous current losses to
achieve our beam power requirements.
Controlling the electron back-streaming
initially led ;o poor electron beam

transmission; however, this was solved
by shaping the cathode and placing it in
a diverging magnetic field. Achieving
long-pulse electron beams requires a
tradeoff between increasing the A-K
gap to extend the time before plasma
closure, and maintaining a sufficiently
low diode impedance to obtain '.he
required beam power. We arrived at a
compromise that yields a 1 (is long
pulse with a peak-beam power of 2 GW
at the time of diode voltage collapse.

Diode Construction
The electron beam must have a thin
annular cross section and be held in
close proximity to the beam drift pipe
wall. Peak currents are to be in excess
of 5 kA at a beam voltage of 500 kV.
A beam diameter of 6.35 cm was
selected for the 7.4-cm inside diameter
of the beam pipe. This ratio of diam-
eters yields a space charge limiting
current in the beam pipe of 23 kA and
gives a safe margin of separation
between the beam and the beam pipe
wall.

Guiding of the electron beam is
accomplished by a strong uniform
magnetic field (0.5 to 1.0 T) along the
electron beam axis. Because a iarge
bore dc magnet system with field
intensities in the tesla range is quite
expensive, we elected to use a pulsed
magnet. The magnet bore is 1 m in
length with a 25.4-cm bore diameter
and stores 18 kJ of magnetic energy. A
stack of eight individual coils makes up
the magnet.

Anode
- RF Drive Power

Input
Cavity

Buncher
Cavity Output Cavity

Fig. 9.1. The RKA diode and cavity structure. The anode shown is the version of the anode in
use when the data in this paper were acquired. This anode has been replaced by the anode
shape used for the simulations in this wort. The next series of experiments will use the
cuned anode.
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Computer Simulations
and Diode Performance
Early results from our diode tests
indicated that a large fraction of the
cathode current was back-streaining
along the magnetic field lines from the
downstre;un end of the cathode. These
field emitled electrons from the cathode
shank would follow the diverging
magnetic field lines in the upstream
direction. We inusi control back-
streaming because we need to convert
all the output energy of the high-
voltage modulator into useful be;un
energy to achieve the desired power
levels.

To understand !he emission problems
and to identify an appropriate geometry
for the cathode, computer simulations
of the diode were performed using the
Los Alamos 2-1/2 dimensional PIC
code, MERLIN. The external magnetic
field in the simulation was calculated
from the experimental field coil
configuration, thereby allowing us to
place the cathode in a converging
magnetic field. The anode-cathode
poteniial was set at 5(X) kV.

A simulation with the cathode placed in
the diverging magnetic field region of
the magnet and shaped so that the
cathode surface approximately fol-
lowed (he curvature of the magnetic

BKO DIODE DESIGN.
10 6

field lines resulted in much improved
transmission characteristics. This
simulation is shown in Fig. 9.2. For
this .siinulaI ion the anode was designed
to have a smooth transition from the
hollow beam pipe (radius = 3.65 cm) to
the outer wall of the coaxial anode
(radius = 10.6 cm). In the simulation,
the cathode tip was located inside the
coil so that the magnetic field was
nearly uniform in the axial direction
with a magnitude of 0.5 T. Electron
emission occurs over the entire cathode
surface and is radially confined by the
external magnetic field. The field-
emitted electrons adhere to the cathode
surface and execute cycloidal trajecto-
ries, causing back-streaming electrons
to be mostly reabsorbed by the cathode,
especially when the magnetic field
intercepts the upstream portion of the
cathode. Our computer simulation
confirmed the extraction of an electron
beam with more than 5-kA current
from such a diode geometry. The
thickness of the electron beam is
basically determined by the Larmor
radius of the electrons. Electrons
emitted at radial positions larger than
the drift lube radius converge to a small
radius as they are guided into the drift
lube by the converging magnetic field.

Consequently, one can avoid the
electron beam current interception by
the anode by placing the external field
at appropriate positions.

A simulation of the cathtKic in a
uniform magnetic field is seen in Fig.
9.3. There is no convergence of the
electron beam; and a significant portion
of the beam collides with the anode,
while the back-streaming component is
limited to a small amount of emission
from the apex of the cathode. There-
fore, by adjusting the magnet position
between the two extremes shown in the
simulations, we should arrive at a
compromise between back-streaming
current and acceptable transmitted
beam quality.

RtfO DIODE DESIGN
10. 6

B-FIELD CALCULATED FROM CO ILS

S 5.3-

-24.8

Fig. 9.2. MERUN electron beam simulations with the cathode in a
diverging magnetic field. The cathode shape diverges slightly less
than the magnetic field lines for this simulation. The hack-streaming
current is ~3 kA, while the forward current is -5 kA for a steady-
stale diode voltage of5(H) kV.

Fig. <>..?. MERUN simulation with the cathode in a uniform
magnetic field. The back-streaming current is -1 kA, while l)>e
forward current is ~(> kA.
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This cathode design was implemented
into the experiment, and a study of
performance versus anode-cathode (A-
K) gap and magnetic field position was
undertaken. Figs. 9.4 through 9.6 show
the best results to date using this
approach. The A-K gap was set to 5
cm with the cathode tip 10 cm inside of
the magnet bore. The anode was the
same as shown in Fig. 9.1. All the
emitted current was transmitted down
the beam pipe for the first 0.5 jxs. After

§ 250 0 -

Fig. 9.4. I'ulser high-voltage waveform for
the optimally positioned curved cathode.
The first inflection at 1.4 p.v indicates onset
of electron emission. The voltage begins
collapsing when the diode impedance
decreases below the high-voltage pulser
impedance.
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Fig. 9.5. Current waveforms at three
locations in the diode system. Total current
is the high-voltage pulser output current to
the diode. The diode current is all the
electron current that intercepts the
downstream anode plane at the drift pipe
entrance. The beam current is measured in
the beam pipe, 7 cm downstream from the
anode. The difference between the total
current and the anode current is due to
back-streaming electrons that are eventu-
ally collected on the vacuum chamber
walls.

this lime, back-streaming electrons
account for approximately 30% to 40%
of the to'al current. However, all the
downstream current is transmitted into
the beam pipe. The diode impedance
plot (Fig. 9.6) shows an increase in
electron emission throughout the
machine pulse. This situation is
interpreted as a plasma growing
forward from the cathode surface
toward the beam pipe into a region of
increasing electric field strength.
Eventually, this plasma collides with
the front anode surface, leading to
diode closure as indicated by the abrupt
decrease in beam current to 3.8 JIS
(Fig. 9.5). An average forward velocity
for the plasma would be approximately
3 cm/|is.

Fig. 9.6. The impedance plot for the diode
determined by dividing pulser voltage by
the total current.

Fig. 9.7. Photograph of a sequence of beam
images during one beam pulse. The beam
image is created by fluorescence of a glass
plate because of Ihe impinging electron
beam. The images are 1(X) ns apart and
each image is a 37-ns exposure. The
images proceed in lime from left to right
and from bottom to top. The first frame is
at 2 /Js relative to the scale on Figs. 9.4
through 9.6.

Beam Quality
Fast-framing photographs were taken
of the electron beam 50 cm down-
stream of (he cathode. The cathode for
these pictures was the shaped cathode
in a diverging magnetic field. The
interframe time of the photographs was
100 ns with a 37 ns shutter open time.
A sequence of these pictures is shown
in Fig. 9.7. During the buildup of the
current pulse, the diocotron instability
is apparent but vanishes as the beam
voltage and current increase. The beam
thickness surprisingly does not increase
before diode impedance collapse,
suggesting that if there is a radially
expanding cathode plasma, it is very
thin.

Intense Beam Klystron Theory
and Simulation

There are two important aspects to the
RKA microwave design. First, the
electron beam must be bunched in a
manner that allows maximum conver-
sion of beam power to extracted
electromagnetic power. Also, the
output cavity must be matched for the
specific beam. Because of Ihe nonlinear
space-charge depression of the beam, a
trade-off occurs between more tightly
bunching the beam current, which
reduces the available kinetic energy,
and less bunching, which leaves more
available kinetic energy for extraction.
For the beam conditions studied (5 kA
and 500 kV) with a beam radius of 3.4
cm, Ihe largest extraction efficiency in
terms of the dc beam power is 30% to
35%. Furthermore, to extract Ihe beam
power primarily in one mode, the
microwave extractor must be a resonant
cavity with a Q of at least four. The
cavity impedance must be matched to
the drive beam so thai the gap voltage
induced is correct to extract the
remaining kinetic energy from the
beam. Neither problem can be treated
analytically and must be analyzed with
a particle in the cell (PlC)-type
computer code. For our simulations, we
use the Los Alamos code ISIS.4
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Beam Bunching
The instantaneous power extracted by
the microwave fields in the output
cavity from the beam is given by
Ramo's Theorem

= JvJ(f,t).E(?,t)dV, ( i )

where the volume integral extends over
all the cavity rf fields. We see from Eq.
(1) that only the power associated with
the beam kinetic energy can be
extracted. Also, because

J must have a nonzero Fourier compo-
nent at that frequency to extract
nonzero average power. If we expand
the be;un current in a Fourier series

I(t, z) = Idc + I,(z) cos (cot + cp,) + I2 (z)
cos (2cot + cp,) + . . .

(2)

we call I, the fundamental harmonic of
the beam current and define I,/Idc as the
current modulation. Delta function
current pulses have I,/I, = 2, and

1 I dc

conventional klystrons typically bunch
to I/I, >1.4.

1 tic

Intense current RKAs, unlike classical
klystrons, have a significant potential
depression of die electron beam
because they operate with currents
approaching the space-charge limiting

where rw is the beam pipe radius and rh

is the beam radius (the beam is consid-
ered thin).

53
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Fig. 9.S. Partitioning of injection energy
into kinetic and potential components for
different injection energies and beam
current. Conversion efficiency of beam
energy into electromagnetic energy is
directly proportional to the ratio of kinetic
energy to total energy.

Ymin

1.47
1.80
1.67
1.28
1.18

Table 9.1.

AKE avail
(kV)
260
90

165
350
410

Ipeak
(kA)

10
10
10
5
5

rb
(cm)
3.2
3.2
3.4
3.2
3.4

rw
(cm)
3.5
4.2
4.2
3.65
3.65

In Fig. 9.8 we see the partitioning of
the total energy into kinetic and
potential energy parts as a function of
the injected y, ymj, and Id/IniM, where
ImM is the space-charge limiting current.
However, as kinetic energy is ex-
tracted, more potential energy is
required. The maximum amount of
kinetic energy we can extract can be
calculated by solving for the minimum
potential and kinetic energy. For a
given peak current, I , the difference
between YiMJ and yinin is the available
kinetic energy for conversion to
microwaves. The maximum power
extraction is

Pout, max = 2 I l ( 5 1 1 k V ) ( Y i n j - Y m i n )

In Table 9.1 we list the yimii and the
available kinetic voltage as a function
of beam , urrcnt and radius. When the
beam is at the center of the cavity gap,
the effective wall radius is 4.25 cm.
Although these formulas are strictly for
dc beams, they do give us qualitative
criteria for how much beam bunching
we can tolerate before we minimize the
available kinetic

energy. To extract '•' ' '"' ' "'*'
significant power,
we should not over- " '
bunch the beam. In
addition, increasing ~—..
the beam radius as
much as possible is _r , -
important. We will , b.
see later that I, = 3
kA is approximately
the desired optimal
dc beam current for
beam bunching.

Bunching and
Extraction Simulations
By inductively tuning the idler cavity,
we can bunch the beam to harmonic
contents of around 1.0. The bunch
before extraction has yji2 ~ 1.0, or only
about 200 kV of available kinetic
energy for conversion, resulting in the
lowPou,of0.4GW.

The optimum current modulation for rb

= 3.2 cm is about 0.65, resulting in a
power output of 0.55 GW. For a beam
radius of 3.2 cm, a harmonic content of
0.65 is the maximum possible without
inductive tuning of the idler cavity. In
Fig. 9.9 we see a good bunch formation
with very little potential depression.
The maximum theoretical extraction
possible is about 24%, close to the 22%
calculated.

With a beam radius, rb = 3.4 cm, the
optimum bunching is 0.75. We see
good bunch formation corresponding to
a power output of Poui = 0.70 GW (=
28%). We expect a maximum
extraction of 30%.

Fig. 9.9. ISIS PIC code simulation ofRKA geometty and axial
momentum gb^ at a snapshot in time with bunch b-jfore oulpul cavity,
for 65% harmonic current and beam radius of 3.2 cm. Electron
beam parameters are 5 kA and 500 kV.
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The final yfiz after the extraction cavity
is about 0.60, orY=1.17, which is very
close to the minimum y allowed from
Table 0.1. We see in the last two cases
thai the available kinetic energy
corresponds to the beam pipe radius
and dc current (see Table 0.1) because
the final extraction is caused by the
fringe fields beyond the cavity gap in
the beam pipe. For cases with larger
bunching, too much depression appears
in the gap, and the fringe fields cannot
squeeze out the remaining available
kinetic energy.

Output Cavity Design
The modelling has resulted in a new
output cavity design that optimizes the
efficiency of the coupling of micro-
wave energy from the modulated beam
to the output cavity and transmission
line. Because efficient be;un to cavity
coupling depends sensitively on
matching the cavity shunt impedance
lo the beam impedance, the output
cavity is designed with frequency
tuning, output loading, and output gap
length that are all adjustable. The
cylindrical output cavity is an iris
coupled to a low impedance coaxial
transmission line. A tapered imped-
ance transformer changes to standard
50 ohm, 6 in.-diameter coaxial line
dimensions. In (his section of line is a
calibrated directional coupler for
accurate power measurement of the
microwave energy travelling in the
transverse electromagnetic (TGM)
mode. The line is terminated with a
matched coaxial dummy load. After
the output cavity and transmission line
assembly has been tested and luned up
for high power operation, the dummy
load will be replaced with a yet to be
designed coaxial line to rectangular
waveguide mode converter that will be
designed lo present a 50 ohm imped-
ance lo the mating 6 in. coax line
section. Ultimately, we want the power
in rectangular waveguide operating in
the dominant mode. The modularity of
the design allows us lo swap the
dummy load with a waveguide load
without changing the tuning and
loading of the output cavity.

Klystron Microwave
Design Summary
We have seer that a tradeoff exists
between maximum bunching, which
limits the available kinetic energy for
extraction, and lesser bunching, which
frees up more kinetic energy from the
potential depression. The optimal
beam harmonic current for beam radii
of 3.2 to 3.4 cm is 65% to 75%, which
leads to a maximum conversion
efficiency from the dc beam power of
less than 35%. Higher extraction is
possible if the beam is brought even
closer to the beam pipe wall mid is
made ihiEiiier.

In addition, we have seen thai the
output cavity must be made resonant
c'ind matched to the beam to provide the
gap voltage thai extracts all Ihe
available kinetic energy. The design of
such an output cavity is straightfor-
ward.

Large-Orbit Gyrotron
High Power Microwave
Amplifier Development

Research Objectives

The purpose of this research is to
develop a large-orbit gyrotron (LOG)
high-power microwave amplifier that
will operate at 1.3 GHz for 70 ns.
Achieving power outputs of 10 to 50
MW is Ihe goal for our initial phase.
After further development, we expect
an ultimate power of 100 lo 500 MW.
We are designing (lie amplifier so that
changing to a different operating
frequency (as high as 35 GHz) will be
readily possible.

Importance to IANL Programs
and National Needs

In the last several years, interest in
high-power microwave source technol-
ogy, microwave effects, and the
application of high-power microwave
technology for defense and high energy
physics research has grown dramati-
cally. This interest has generated a
demand for a new generation of very
high-power microwave sources with

performance requirements that extend
far beyond what is currently available
with commercial, off-the-shelf technol-
ogy. For example, the next generation
of linear colliding beam accelerators
will have microwave power require-
ments as high as several thousand
gigawatts at frequencies of 10 to 30
GHz. Baseline designs for microwave
weapon systems involve microwave
sources with output capabilities of 1 to
10 GW al frequencies of a few giga-
hertz. At best, the current klystron
technology has only achieved 100 MW
after over 40 years of development. A
number of concepts for high-power
microwave sources are at various
stages of development at Los Alamos
and at other Laboratories in the U. S.
While several of these sources have
promise, none have emerged as Ihe
clear choice for all the frequencies,
power levels, and pulse widths.

For the past several years, AT-9 has
conducted a low-level effort to develop
a LOG to be used as a high-power
oscillator (not as an amplifier). This
effort involved a collaboration between
AT-9 and W. W. Destlerof the
University of Maryland, who did most
of the original work.5 The oscillator
effort al Los Alamos, which was
funded by the Navy, sought lo develop
a 50 lo 100 MW LOG oscillator that
would operate at about 2 GHz with a 70
us pulse length and be capable of
subsequent adaptation, when needed,
for 10 Hz rep-rate operation. As a
result of this work, AT-9 has developed
experience in understanding the physics
and engineering issues associated with
the LOG.

LOG is a microwave device that
converts Ihe kinetic energy of an axis-
encircling, rotating electron ring into
high-power microwaves by a resonant
interaction between a magnetron-like
resonator and the negative mass
instability on the be;im. The axis
encircling beam is produced by
injecting the hollow linear beam, which
is accelerated from a circular knife-
edge or polymer liber field-emission
cathode, through a magnetic cusp. This
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rotating beam is then injected into the
microwave resonator, which has a dc
solenoidal magnetic field imposed
along the longitudinal axis. The
electron beam executes cyclotron
motion around these magnetic Held
lines as it propagates downstream,
Conns bunches, aiuf interacts with the
resonant microwr.ve structme. The
resonator is designed io operate at a
harmonic of the fundamental cyclotron
frequency of lh^ rotating beam.
Although the LOG is presently not as
efficient as small-orbit gyrotrons
operating at the fundamental of the
cyclotron frequency, the ability of LOG
devices to operate in a single mode at a
high hiirmonic number with reasonable
efficiency is unmatched. The LOG, as
a result, has a much more modest
magnetic field requirement by one to
two orders of magnitude than the
conventional (small-orbit) gyrotron.
For example, a LOG only requires
about 600 gauss whether operating at 2
GHz or 8 GHz. In fact, the beam size
and magnetic field strength can stay
nominally the same, so that to change
the frequency from 2 to 8 GHz, one
only has to change to a different
resonator of the same inner diameter
featuring more slots (11 instead of 3)
around the circumference.

From the standpoint of national
relevance, LOG is a microwave source
well suited for driving future linear
colliding beam accelerators because of
its high-power output and narrow
bandwidth. Although no one has
operated the LOG as an amplifier, this
possibility was proposed by individuals
at the Naval Surface Weapons Center
several years ago.fi

For accelerator applications, including
those of interest to the Accelerator
Technology Division at Los Alamos,
operation of the source as an amplifier
is essential to maintain the tight
frequency, phase, and amplitude
tolerances that are necessary to

properly accelerate a particle beam. In
the microwave weapon and effects
area, where Los Alamos has active
prognuns, the availability of LOG
amplifiers make possible the construc-
tion of phased arrays to project
extremely high-power densities on
targets at a distance. These arrays
would be driven by a number of LOG
amplifiers all operating in parallel at
the same frequency with a controlled
phase relationship. The LOG has also
demonstrated the capacity (to date at
the kilowatt level) for repetitively
pulsed operation at pulse lengths of 5

In experiments done at die University
of Maryland, by W. W. Desller, et al.,
this source has demonstrated a micro-
wave output as high as 500 MW for 15
to 20 ns with a very narrow bandwidth
and has operated at frequencies in the 7
to 15 Gl Iz range with an overall
electronic efficiency of 10%.' During
these experiments, Destler used an
electron beam having a pulse width of
30 ns FWIIM. The electron energy
was 2 to 3 MeV and the current 20 to
30 kA. The 15 GHz experiment
demonstrated an output of 500 MW. A
9-GI Iz device was also tested that
achieved an output of 250 MW. In
these cases, the microwave radiation
was extracted axially through a large-
diameter vacuum window located in a
plane perpendicular to the longitudinal
axis of the cylindrical resonant struc-
ture. Another experiment has been
done at the other extreme of electron
energies and currents (25 to 30 k.V, 1 to
2 A, 5 us FWHM, and 60 ' ,z) using
conventional thermionic t.iihode
technology instead of field emission
cathodes6. This device demonstrated
efficiencies as high as 42% at 7 GHz.

An initial experiment was done at Los
Alamos on a 2 GHz LOG device with a
70 ns FWHM electron beam al a much
lower energy (550 keV instead of the 2
to 3 MeV used in the Maryland
experiments). Microwave power was
estimated at 35 to 50 MW with the

power extraction done in a manner
similar to the one used in the Univer-
sity of Maryland experiments. Efforts
are currently underway to develop
techniques for coupling microwave
power from the device into rectangular
waveguide. This is essential if the
LOG source is to be used for any
realistic application.

Scientific Approach
and Progress to Date

Summary
We have completed the design of an
amplifier proof-ol-principle experiment
and experimental execution will begin
in early winter, 1991. This experiment
will be aimed at demonstrating ampli-
fier operation at a power level of 10 to
50 MW. To help achieve this goal, the
design of an advanced electron beam
formation assembly has been under-
taken experimentally and theoretically.
The aim of this work is to improve the
beam current injection efficiency and
beam trajectory from the diode into the
gyrotron structure. The experiments,
completed during FY91, were guided
by computational studies performed
during FY'JO with the particle-in-cell
code ISIS. Subsequently, the design of
amplifier resonators was studied with a
simple analytic modei, computationally
with MAFIA code, and experimentally
with existing 2 GHz structures.
Subsequently, a design for the 1.3 GHz
amplifier was completed, and key
portions of the hardware were fabri-
cated.

Background
A large-orbit gyrotron oscillator has a
single magnetron-like resonator. The
interaction of the rotating electron ring
with ill is structure causes the beam to
bunch and then to radiate at the
resonant frequency of the structure. For
operation as an amplifier, the large-
orbit gyrotron can be operated with
either one or two of these resonators.
In a single resonator amplifier, electron
beam bunching is developed by the
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magnitude of the rf power provided by
an external source into the cavity. A
two resonator amplifier separates the
bunching process into three discrete
stages. Bunching begins in the first
stage cavity by the interaction of a
rotating beam with an rf standing wave
established in the cavity by rf injected
from an outside source. In the second
stage, the bunching grows by the
negative mass instability in a smooth
walled drift section. Finally, in a
second resonator section, the third
stage, the kinetic energy of the bunched
beam couples to the periodic structure
of the cavity as it rotates past sections
of the wall. These wall sections
alternate from a radius slightly larger
than the beam to a radius significantly
larger than the beam.

Each of the wedge-shaped sections
with a radius considerably larger than
that of the beam forms a vane structure
which acts as a quarter-wave resonant
section tuned to the desired operating
frequency. These vanes oscillate with
an alternating electric field across the
open ends. The rf field pattern of each
of these vanes has components that
extend into the interior of the cylinder
around which the vanes are situated.
These fringing rf fields couple to the
bulk resonance of the cylindrical cavity
as a TE011 mode, allowing the energy
coupled from the beam to each vane to
be transferred to fields in the interior
section of the cavity as a whole. The
TEO11 mode can be coupled to a
cylindrical waveguide at the down-
stream end of the cavity, propagated
away from the device in the TE01
mode. If needed, the power can be
converted into other propagating
modes, such as TE10 in rectangular
waveguide by well known techniques.
The technique of using two resonant
cavities, one for bunching and one for
power extraction, is very similar to the
design of a cavity klystron.

This klystron-like character suggests
another name for this device: the large-
orbit gyroklystron amplifier. A cousin
of this device, the small-orbit
gyroklystron amplifier, is now being

developed at the University of Mary-
land as a candidate rf power source for
the next generation linear colliders
sponsored by DOE.

FY91 Progress
Efforts during this past year were on
several fronts: experiments to improve
electron beam control and beam
quality, theoretical and experimental
measurements of both existing LOG
cavities and the proposed cavities for
our amplifier, and the submission of a
final amplifier design for fabrication.

Control of the electron beam trajectory
and velocity are much more important
in an amplifier than in an oscillator
because propagation distances are
greater and coherent electron bunching
must be evoked as the beam transits the
device. Therefore, we have empha-
sized a study of electron beam control
during the first half of this current year
of the program. During the prior year,
computer simulations were performed
that specified the design of new
electron beam formation hardware to
accomplish our goals for amplifier
operation. We completed this hardware
at the end of FY90. Assembly of this
hardware in oui experiment was
condoned in early FY91, and experi-
ments were undertaken from January
through April, 1991. During this
period, 569 electron beam shots were
performed, allowing us to make
substantial progress in generating an
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electron beam that is much improved
over that of our previous oscillator
experiments. These improvements
were in three categories: (1) The
fraction of the current formed in the
electron beam gun that enters the rf
source with high quality has been
increased from about 10% to as much
as 30%; (2) The fraction of beam
energy converted to rotational energy
(the form required for conversion into
rf) has been increased from earlier
values of 70 to 80% to as high as 86%.
and (3) The tendency of the beam to
oscillate radially as it travels axially
down the device. Such oscillations are
undesirable because they cause the
beam to move away from the cylindri-
cal wall of the device where the
interaction space is located. Our study
has yielded electron beam formation
and launching conditions that depend
on initial beam radius and anode
cathode spacing, which prevent the
oscillating condition from being
established. These improvements
extend the range of possible operation
at our disposal and give us more
flexibility to find a desirable operating
regime for the LOG amplifier.

Typical voltage and current waveforms
for these experiments are shown in Fig.
9.10. The diode current can be seen to
start about 20 ns before the currents in
the gyrotron drift region. This early
diode current has low energy and
cannot pass through the magnetic cusp

10.0

Id o.o
200 400

Time (ns)

I
3.0

rofiprB* ;
-CuijwHt-4- --,

2C0 400

Time (ns)

Fig. 9.10. Voltage and current waveforms for a representative shot in the electron beam
optimization studies. Currents are: diode current, current injected into the gyrotron
housing, and current exiting the housing after transit through it.
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into the drill region. Instead, this
current is mirrored back into the diode
where it is lost. The current injected
into the gyrotron is about 30% of the
total diode current. This efficiency is a
significant improvement over past
performance. This efficiency can be
improved still more with further effort
but is fully satisfactory for the scope of
this program. The exit current wave-
form is seen to have a somewhat
different shape than the input wave-
form because of velocity dispersion in
the electron beam. This dispersion in
the exit current wavefonn, caused by
the temporal variation in the voltage
during (he pulse, arises as faster
electrons from the middle of the
voltage pulse arrive nearer the start of
the exit current waveform than in the
input current.

During the remainder of 1991, we
underl(x>k theoretical and experimental
investigations of LOG resonators with
different operating frequencies from the
1.3 GHz we intend to use in our
amplifier. This work included com-
puter simulations with (he MAFIA
code, which is normally used to design
cavities for particle accelerators. We
benchmarked MAFIA predictions by
using them to model existing LoG
cavities operated at 2 GHz. In addition,
we compared MAFIA to analytical
solutions of an equivalent right circular
cylinder having no vane structure. The
analytic solution is found in standard
graduate classical electrodynamics
texts, such as Jackson.7 The solution is
best solved by computer, since it
involves finding solutions to a Bessel
function expression. This solution was
programmed using the mathematics
package Scinwlh* for IBM PC-like
machines. In studying the analytic
solution, we used (he Scimath program
to scan a wide range of values for the
radius of the cylindrical cavity to
examine the mode frequencies pre-
dicted. We found a value for the radius
of an equivalent right circular cylinder
that agrees closely to the mode struc-
ture predicted by MAFIA of (he vaned
cavities we intend to use in our
amplifier experiments. Not surpris-

ingly, the correct radius to simulate the
LOG vaned resonator lies between the
two radii values of the LOG structure.
Using this intermediate value of radius,
the normal modes of the two cavities
(vaned and cylindrical) agree quite
closely. As a final check on the
trustworthiness of MAFIA predictions,
we performed experimental measure-
ments on the 2 GHz cavity (hat we
modeled wilh MAFIA. The mode
frequencies we found experimentally
agreed quite well with both MAFIA
and the analytic solution. Table 9.2
shows the results of the Experimental,
MAFIA, and Scimath determinations
for the pattern of modes in the cavity
operated nominally at 2 GHz.

Based upon the confidence we gained
in MAFIA's ability to guide the 1.3
GHz amplifier design, we decided to
use MAFIA to determine the length,
radius, vane depth, and desired operat-

ing mode for our amplifier cavities.
The final dimensions for the 1.3 GHz
cavities of the upcoming experiments
are as follows: a length of 31.3 cm, an
outer wall radius of 28.4 cm, and a
vane depth of 2.44 cm.

The amplifier concept, shown in Fig.
•J.l 1, is described in the next few
paragraphs. The amplifier is designed
to be modular and operable using only
the first module or, in a more sophisti-
cated form, with the full complement of
stages. The first stage module is an rf
input cavity of the type described in the
previous paragraph with low Q,
approximately 50. This cavity is used
to initiate an azimuthally periodic
density perturbation in Ihe rotating
beam. This perturbation is generated
by rf fields extending from the three
vanes positioned azimuthally around
the cavity wall. The vanes are designed
to operated as quarter-wave resonant

Experimental
Measurement(GHz)

1.32
1.79

2.19

2.34

MAFIA(GHz)
1.08
1.30
1.76
1.77
2.13
2.24
2.34

Scimath(GHi)
1.09
1.32
1.73
1.88
2.14
2.26
2.34

Mode
TE111
TE112
TE211
TE212
TE011
TE012
TE311

Table 9.2. The modes and corresponding frequencies, in GHz, of a LOG cavity operated
nominally at 2 GHz measured with a network analyzer and calculated by MAFIA and
Scimath. Not all the modes were found in the network analyzer measurement because of the
probe orientation and position with respect to good locations for coupling (magnetic field
antinodes).

RF Input Loop
Electron Beam

RF Propagates to Output Coupler

RF Output Cavity

RF Input Cavity

Drift Section

Transition to Circular Waveguide

Spent Electron Beam Follows
Diverging Magnetic Field to the Wall

Fig. 9.11 Diagram oj the two stage amplifier for 1.3 GHz operation. Power will be
extracted axially at the downstream end in cylindrical waveguide operated in the TEt mode.
A mode converter can be attached at this location to transform the mode to TEIO in
rectangular waveguide.
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structures for 1.3 GI Iz within the larger
cylindrical cavity. RF fields are
supplied to the vanes by an external rf
source. This rf is fed into the resonator
by a magnetic loop coupler situated at
the base of one or each of the vanes.
When (he vanes operate in phase with
each oilier (the two-pi mode), they
work together to pump the TE011
mode in the cylindrical center region of
the caviiy. The azimulhally periodic
field structure near the vane openings
will alternately accelerate or decelerate
adjacent portions of the electron be;un
as ii rotates p;ist the vanes.

The be;un propagates from die first
resonator into a subsequent beam
transport section of variable length.
This smooth walled tubular section will
provide a distance for axiid travel by
the beam in which the negative mass
instability will cause the periodic
bunching to grow to a maximum value.
A second cavity for output will be
downstream of the electron beam drift
section. It is excited by a transfer of
energy from the rotating be;un bunches
that enter the cavity after they have
been optimally bunched. We initially
will extract the rf power from the
output cavity by broadcasting it axially
downstream from the output cavity into
an anechoic, free space volume (a
technique we have used in the past and
understand well). Subsequently, we
will address the issue of extracting the
rf power into waveguide using mode
conversion techniques we have
identified from the published literature.

Plans for FY92

Our goal for ] 992 is to assemble and
test a LOG amplifier with an output-
power of 10 to 50 MW. This effort will
establish a basis for future research to
increase the output toward a goal of
100 to 500 MW and will institute
extraction into rectangular waveguide.

During FY92, we expect to demon-
strate amplifier operation in the first
caviiy. Identifying amplifier behavior
will be performed in three steps. First,
rf will be fed into the resonator without

an electron beam injected into the
amplifier. The rf power radiated into
free space downstream of the open end
of the cavity will be measured. The
second step in monitoring amplifier
operation will be to inject the rotating
electron beam inio the caviiy without
feeding in rf. This will show us how
much bunching is developed by the
periodic wall boum':iry of the resonator
alone. (This wall periodicity is the only
source of bunch initiation in LOG
oscillators.) The rf produced by this
bunching will be measured in the same
manner as in step one. In step three,
both rf and the electron beam will be
injected into the cavity. The rf radiated
into the free field downstream will
again be measured. The increase in rf
power over the sum of the powers
measured in steps one and two will be
identified as evidence of amplifier
operation.

To optimize amplifier operation, we
will use this three step process repeat-
edly as we vary the operating param-
eters of the device. These operating
parameters include the beam voltage,
the anode cathode gap (which adjusts
the beam current), and the magnetic
fields in the electron gun and in the
cavity. Upon optimizing amplification
in the first cavity, we will be prepared
to add the electron beam drift section
and the second caviiy. These sleps are
not likely to be attempted during FY92
because of limited resources. These
stages are not necessary for amplifier
operation. Rather, they represent
enhancements to the device that
improve the degree of control over
device gain and final power output.
Future outside funding is being sought
to perform these enhancements.

To complement the experimental
program, computer simulations will be
done by divisions X-10, AT-6, and AT-
7. Several important issues need to be
resolved thai influence the LOG design.
One of these is the influence of space-
charge effects on the beam dynamics.
The other is the design of a thennionic
electron gun for rep-rate operation.

The progressive steps in the develop-
ment of (he LOG amplifier are provid-
ing us with new capabilities in the
design of higher power microwave
sources in general. This effort is
enhancing our abilities in high-current
and high-voltage electron gun design
that will transfer to the design of many
other high-power microwave devices as
well. In addition, knowledge we gain of
high rf-power handling and transport-
ing of electron beams through the
device will enhance the technology
base for a variety of charged particle
accelerator applications. Hence, the
spin-offs from this work will provide
valuable enhancements to our accelera-
tor design capabilities over and above
the value of the new LOG amplifier.

Programs Received as a
Result of this Work

Los Alamos* visibility in the national
high-power microwave community has
been substantially enhanced by this
LOG amplifier project. This visibility
has enabled us to qualify for funding in
numerous related national microwave
programs. During this past year we
have been funded by the Office of the
Secreiary of Defense (White Sands) lo
develop a millimeter wavelength
diagnostic capability. In addition, other
Army agencies, including Picatinny
Arsenal (ARDEC) and Ft. Monmoulh
(HTDL) have recently approached us to
submit proposals for ground breaking
work in non-conventional high-power
microwave generation and ibr develop-
ment of new, repetitive pulse power
sources to drive high-power microwave
weapons of the future.

Prospects for Direct Funding

The prospects for follow-on funding to
optimize the performance of the LOG
amplifier are good. The DOE is
currently funding work on other high-
power microwave source concepts for
future accelerator applications. These
other investigations have not yet
achieved DOE program goals. The
DoD has become very interested in the
effect of microwave radiation on
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weapon sysiem electronics. Success in
this institutional supported research
project could place Los Alamos in a
very good position to compete for
1'unding from these sources.

Pulsed Power
Research and Development

BANSHEE Modulator

BANSIIIili is a high voltage pulser
designed for use as an electron beam
driver for microwave source develop-
ment. The goal is to achieve an output
pulse in the neighborhood of 1 MV
with a 1 (is pulsewidlh driving a load of
-100S2. The pulse repetition rale (prr)
is a few 1 Iz.

Two test periods have been set aside
I he past year to enable BANSIIHIi to
operate in a repetitive pulse mode. It
has operated in a single shot mode for
most of the year driving microwave
sources.

The design utilizes two 1(X) kV, hollow
anode Ihyratrons to discharge four
paralled lumped-constant Blumleins.
each composed of two ~ 1 Mil, 6 stage,
type li pulse-forming networks.
Presently, the Blumleins are command-
resonantly charged from an ~37.5(iF
capacilive energy storage bank.
Another Ihyralron functions as the
command resonant switch tube. The
Blumleins output drives a 10:1 step up
transformer thai provides the desired
pulse amplitude for the load.

To approach 1 MV output, each
Blumlein must be charged (o 100 kV
and each switch lube must conduct
currents in the nmge of 1(X) kA.

During this year, the system has been
tested in (wo configurations to attain
Blumlein charge voltages in the range
of 65-75 kV. These levels are expected
to be adequate for driving some
microwave sources now being consid-
ered.

The first configuration consisted of the
high-voltage power supply, capacilive
energy storage bank, CRC tube and
circuitry, two Blumleins switched by
one thyratron, and associated circuitry.
During this period, -10,000 shots were
fired at 1 I Iz prr at Blumlein charge
voltages between 65 kV - 75 kV with
only 16 faults. Also Blumlein charge
voltages were achieved between 57 kV
and 59 kV at 4-5 prr. The number of
shots were 20,000 with only 20 faults.
The output load connected to die step
up transformer secondary was -2(K)O
resistive.

The second configuration consisted of
the complete system including four
Blumleins switched by two thyralrons.
In this mode reliability has been poor.
Switching faults have deterioration in
the CRC tube. After several faults, the
lube had to be removed and recondi-
tioned. The course of B ANSI IKE
unreliability is still being addressed.
Even so, there have been short periods
where the system has operated at
Blumlein charge voltages of 65-70 kV
at ~1 IlzpiT.

1300 Megahertz Klystron

We used the AT-9 20-MW klystron
station to conduct a comprehensive
vulnerability test in the first quarter of
1991. We then Ux>k the system off-line
to make changes that would bring it
into compliance with improved AT-
division standards. The system is
currently in a shakedown test prior to
driving the AFEL compact linear
accelerator in January 1992. Modifica-
tions were made during the past year to
improve performance in tin's particular
application.

Wideband Electromagnetic Pulse
Environment (WEMl'E)

WEMPE IV. a portable pulsed power
source capable of generating 10 kV
peak, -150 ps riselime, 5 nS wide
video pulses, has been used extensively
this past ye;ir for a variety of uses such
as EMI testing and ground penetrating
radiir studies. The unit can operate

continuously with a pulse repetition
rate of 5 Kl Iz and up to 15 KHz in
controlled bursts. During this past year
it has been operated in conjunction with
a modified ridged guide antenna. The
system is capable of radiating video
pulses with a lield strength in excess of
I kV/M at a distance of 10 meters with
a riselime of -250 pS.

A WEMPII-4 broadband pulse lest
system was supplied to another
government agency. This was a
complete system consisting of a high
rep-rate, high-voltage pulse generator,
;ui AT-9 developed pulse antenna, and
a high-voltage power supply and
electronic controls. This system was
used extensively for test range calibra-
tion and testing. Several proposals for
field portable high-power microwave
tesi sources were developed during the
year as well.

Future activities include plans to
increase the WEMPE IV reliability
when il is operating at its maximum
voltage and prr. We also plan to
develop a ruggedized version of the
system to improve the overall pulser
reliability when operated in the field or
in other non-laboratory environments.

High Performance
Ground Penetrating Radar
(HIPERGPR)

The HIP1IRGPR will be a significant
upgrade to (lie existing ground pen-
etrating radar (GPR). HIPERGPR can
provide improved subsurface target
information for several important
applications. The existing capability,
which recognizes buried hazardous
material, mineral bearing strata, oil,
water, and archaeological remains, has
been seriously limited by the equip-
ment used in commercial GPR. The
primary advantage of GPR is that il
provides a non-destructive technique
for mapping areas of interest and
identifying buried targets. This is
particularly important for environmen-
tal remediation activities that must
avoid cleanup problems such as
container breaching and soil disruption.
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GPR is limited to approximately two
meters in depth penetration in typical
soils with poor (lm) resolution. In
more 1'iivorablc media, e.g. polar ice
caps, GPR is able (o penetrate to depths
of one kilometer and has been em-
ployed by the Soviets to measure ice
thicknesses to identity aircraft landing
areas. GPR has been very successful in
surveying shallow-buried fuel-storage
tanks and identifying leaks. Locating
electrical power lines buried near the
surface and steel bars used for rein-
forcement in concrete structures has
also been demonstrated. Most GPR
e;irth explorations, including a recent
search for Noah's ark, have been
limited by ihe transmitting power of
GPR. A recent TA-40 survey using
commercial equipment was able to
effectively penetrate 0.6m.

Our primary objective is to use the
existing technology developed by AT-'J
to support Laboratory 1ZMP effects
testing thai demonstrate a radically
belter and more cost effective GPR
system. This new system, HIPRRGPR,
can open new, more demanding areas
for subsurface exploration and mapping
that are now being served by more
costly methods. The commercial
payoff is exponentially proportional to
the improvement in penetration depth.
We have entered into a cooperative
research and development agreement
with private industry to accomplish
technology transfer.

We have been able lo assemble our
existing antennas, receivers, and pulser
into an operating system al TA-4(J, our
antenna lest and calibration range. We
have operaled the unit in a rad;ir mode.
The initial set of field measurements
occurred in August and we were able to
locale a buried lest object al a depth of
0.8m. The retuni signal strengths were
very large (up lo 50 volts). Because Ihe
return signal channel has a detection
sensitivity down to a few millivolts,
much greater depths are possible.

In September l'JOl, engineering
approvid tor deeper burial of GPR
targets was obtained. The lest range is

now under construction and, once
finished, we will be able to bury 55
gallon drums and smaller flask-size
objects al TA-49. This will provide
known targets lhal we can use to gather
data for our target recognition effort.
We used the first set of field measure-
ments lo define the primary antenna
issues that must be resolved to achieve
better antenna to earth coupling. We
modified the antenna code, GI:M ACS,
to correctly treat launching of the low
frequency regime wavelengths and lo
check for accuracy of the numerical
technique.

The results from these initial tests
encouraged us to develop a pl;ui lo
inoiini the whole assembly to ;ui
instrumentation van. The main reason
for developing a rigid mounting
structure is to have a fixed experimen-
tal geometry. The reflections from the
instrumentation van can then be
digitally subtracted from ihe return
signal. The new mounting structure
has been assembled lo the instrumenta-
tion van and will be used in upcoming
field tests which will feature buried
targets.

Millimeter Wave Radar
Diagnostics Development

AT-(J received a program for FY91
from (he Office of Ihe Secretary of
Defense to help them prepare for a new
thrust in Ihe testing of millimeter
wavelength precision-guided weapons.
Our role has been to advise them on the
direction they should take lo become
ready lo test these weapons for effec-
tiveness and lo develop experimental
methodologies for evaluating stealthy
materials and techniques for the
millimeter wavelength regime.

As we began lo explore tin's field, we
discovered that surprisingly little has
been done in the United Stales on
millimeter wave weapon countennea-
sures. Given the dearth of information
in this field, we determined that the
first step in developing a capability lo
evaluate mm-wave devices and
materials was lo establish a strong mm-

wave measurement capability for both
indoor and outdoor laboratory measure-
ments.

To this end, we defined our sponsor's
need for a measurement laboratory and
procured equipment for measuring mm-
wave systems. In the course of estab-
lishing (lie scope and capabilities
needed for such a facility, we discov-
ered that little work has been done at
other laboratories to determine the
requirements of a mm-wave measure-
ment lab for counlermeasures and
stealth applications. This condition is
attributable to the relative immaturity
of the mm-wave field as compared to
the microwave field. Thus, the capabil-
ity we established is breaking new
ground in characterizing mm-wave
syslems for weapons applications.

MM-wave characterization facilities of
this type also have great potential in
oilier disciplines as well for measuring
dielectric loss tangent properties of
materials. These measurements are
relevant to several fields of research,
such as materials analysis and process-
ing and measurement of organic and
biological materials in biophysics and
bio-engineering. Few, if any other
laboratories in the country have the
capability to perform these measure-
ments.

The diagnostic equipment we procured
lor performing these measurements
includes a Hewlett-Packard network
analyzer to cover Ihe range from below
1 GHz to 110 GHz and several pairs of
45 dB gain cassegrain antennas lo
cover the frequency range from 33 to
110 Gl Iz. Each matched pair of
antennas is configured as a bistatic
radar, consisting of separate transmit
and receive channels placed close
together. This arrangement enabled the
network mialyzer to maintain optimum
isolation between Ihe transmitted signal
and the signal received from a radar
target under study. Since we wanted to
have the flexibility within the system to
monitor the strength of retuni signals as
far away as 100 meters or perhaps
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more, signal to noise ratios between the
transmitted signal and the received
signal noise floor were mandated to be
as high as possible, ideally 80 dB or
better. This system has been able to
achieve these requirements.

A typical arrangement for characteriz-
ing the return signal from a target under
test is shown in Fig. 9.12. We have
performed measurements of targets
situated at a variety of distances from
the antenna-network analyzer system
(from as close as 3 meters to as far
away as 35 meters). Fig. 9.13a illus-
trates a sample measurement of the

Mirror
Absorber

transmit
horn i y receive

[ hom

HP8517A
S Parameter
Test Set

RF Output

HP 83651A
Synthesized Sweeper
45 MHz-50 GHz

1

HP 8510C Receiver
and Controller

Fig. 9.12. Our indoor measurement
technique is a scaled version of our outdoor
method.

return loss from a target consisting of
radar absorbing foam mounted in front
of a flat aluminum mirror. The 0 dB
reference is the signal level from the
mirror with no if absorber mounted in
front of the mirror. The frequency
scanned by the analyzer in this test
ranged from 75 to 90 GHz. Fig. 9.13b
shows the magnitude of the return noise
signal from the location of the target
with the target mirror and absorber
absent. The noise floor can be seen to
vary over a range of 60 to 110 dB
below the transmitted signal power
level. Similar measurements have been

-33.0
75.0

Fig. 9.13a. FJA-918 absorber.

80.0 85.0

Frequency (GigaHertz)

90.0

-115.0
75.0 80.0 85.0

Frequency (GigaHertz)
Fig. 9.13b. The range with no mirror.

90.0

performed on four absorbing materials
within this frequency range. Other rf
absorber measurements are scheduled
to be performed in a similar fashion
over the frequency range of 33 to 110
GHz.

AMI Project

AT-9 built the automated microwave
instrumentation (AMI) package to
supply a versatile and easy to use
diagnostics package for high-power
microwave field tests. This project is a
combination of hardware and software

that was designed on the basis of AT-
9's experience with microwave source
development and microwave testing.

This system was constructed for the
Army Vulnerability and Assessment
Laboratory (AVAL) at White Sands
and delivered to them in late 1990. It
was used extensively in 1991 on
programs of mutual interest for rf
signal analysis. Because the existing
AMI system is fully committed at this
point, AVAL has expressed interest in
acquiring a similar, less extensive
system in 1992.
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Vulnerability, Lethality,
and Effects (VL&E)

Introduction

The Vulnerability, Lethality, and
Effects (VL&E) section was created
last year in response to the growing
amount of effects testing work that has
come to AT-9. VL&E is responsible
for planning, executing, and document-
ing electromagnetic coupling tests for
v;irious government sponsors. Data
processing and analysis is an additional
chitrter shared with X-10. The electro-
magnetic coupling tests provide AT-9
with the opportunity to continue
developing ultra-wideb;uid video pulse
source and contributing critical
coupling data to national committees
such as the System Effects Assessment
Team, the Foreign Asset Assessment
Team, and the DOE Tri-Lab IIPM
Vulnerability Committee. During the
course of FY91, the VL&E section
within AT-9 conducted two testing
programs. The first program investi-
gated the coupling of electromagnetic
pulses to an airborne radar altimeter.
The second was a high-level electro-
magnetic pulse lest of a mobile military
command post.

Upset Testing of an
Airborne Radar Altimeter

In December 1990, Los Alamos, in
conjunction will) the Phillips Labora-
tory and Kaman Sciences Corporation,
conducted an electromagnetic (HM)
upset lesi on an airborne radar altim-
eter. The goal of this test was to
evaluate (he altimeter's susceptibility to
a repetitive EM environment and to
characterize the effect of that upset
when it occurred. The test utili/.ed the
10 kilovolt Wideband ElectroMagnelic
Pulse Environment (WEMPE IV)
source developed at Los Ahunos. The
WEMPE iV created a 1.5 kilovoll per
meter (kV/m) impluse-likfi environ-
ment that was varied in its repetition
rate from KM) to 15,000 Hz.

High-ljivel Testing of a Mobile
Military Command Post

During FY90, AT-9 conducted a low-
level continuous wave (cw) and low-
level pulse test of a mobile command
post to build a baseline data set. Using
this baseline data would allow us to
predict the response of the command
post to high-level environments. We
compared the data acquired during the
high-level electromagnetic coupling
lest to the predicted values, which were
based on the low-level data, to evaluate
the accuracy of numerical techniques
that were used to generate the pre-test
prediction values. Once the data was
gathered, we saw that the numerical
techniques used to create the predicted
values were valid and that both the
high- and low-level data could be
incorporated into a transfer function
database. This database is available to
weapons designers to help them
evaluate the output of their weapon in
(he context of the electromagnetic
frequency coupling windows that exist
on that particular system. The test was
conducted at the Defense Nuclear
Agency's Advmiced Research Electro-
magnetic Simulator (ARES) facility.
The ARES facility was originally built
to test ICBM systems such as the
MINI ITEM AN and the PEACE-
KEEPER. Recent modifications have
given the facility the capability to
conduct both low-level cw testing and
low-, medium-, and high-level pulse
testing.

When testing the mobile command post
system at the ARIZS facility, we first
gathered low-level cw data to compare
with the data acquired on the system
during FY90 at !he AT-9 Antenna Test
and Calibration Range located at TA-
49. The data compared extremely well
and we felt the lest could continue with
few surprises. At this point, the low-
level transfer functions were used to
predict the amount of energy thai
would be delivered to the test point by
the low-, medium-, or high-level
electromagnetic pulse environment
generated by the ARES pulser. With
the predictions made, we began pulsing

the command posl with 5-kV/m pulses
and worked our way up to 65 kV/m. At
each level, we evaluated Hie time-
domain response of every test point lo
ensure the quality of the data, and we
calculated through integration of the
tune domain response the actual energy
delivered. Table 1 shows that the
predicted and expected values for the
energy were within a factor of two and
that the values followed the trend of
each test point very well. We feel that
the high-level testing of the mobile
military command post was very
successful and has become a stepping
stone to an even greater test program.
For FY92, we plan lo conduct three
more similar test efforts.

Future Plans

Three more systems will be tested in
FY92 with (lie first test scheduled to
begin in January 1992. All three
systems will be tested at the ARES
facility to lake advantage of the
complete cw and pulse capabilities.
The data acquired in FY92 will provide
the dala necessary lo validate and
improve current extrapolation tech-
niques used to scale low-level re-
sponses lo high-level environments and
will become the backbone of the
system vulnerability analysis currently
under way at Los Alamos. Stall"
members will use this data as an
important cross-check for ongoing EM
modeling efforts to calculate the
coupling efficiency of an incident plane
wave lo a complex, lossy cavity.
Additional smaller effects tests will be
done in conjunction with the Ground
Penetrating Radar program to continue
the development of ultra-wideband
video pulsers and appropriate antennas
to propagate the new waveforms.
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Introduction

Much of the work done by AT-10 is
focused on support of the ground test
accelerator (GTA) project (approxi-
mately 70%). Project-wide results are
summarized in the GTA section of this
report. The primary GTA emphasis in
AT-10 is to provide and operate an ion
injector for the GTA and to conduct the
beam commissioning and accelerator
operations and experiments.

Other neutral particle beam (NPB)
work includes development of a cw H"
ion source. This work is based on the
surface plasma source (SPS) develop-
ment performed by members of the
injector section over the past fifteen
years. Tests with a fully cooled version
of this 8X source under cw conditions
should start in FY92.

The Tiger Team visit was a major
challenge for AT-10 because of our
heavy involvement. Three of our group
members serve as building managers
for two of the larger laboratory
buildings and the GTA office building.
Another major impact was in the
operations area, where we have
formalized our functions. Required
documentation has been increased
dramatically.

Background

AT-10 has responsbility for the setup
mid operation of the cryogenic cooling
systems needed for accelerator beam
operation. The accelerator is run at
cryo-temperatures (approximately 20K)
to reduce ohmic power losses in the
copper walls. For the early tests,
cooling is provided by a 750 W
gaseous helium refrigerator, identical to
a second one we use in MPF-19 in
support of off-line cryo testing.

For later tests, when the 750 W
capacity of the refrigerator is
inadequate, a 40 kW liquid-hydrogen,
gaseous-helium system will be used to
provide cryo-cooling to the entire
accelerator. Work in 1991 focused on
completing the site needed for this

liquid hydrogen system and on prepar-
ing the paperwork required for DOE
safety approvals. By the end of the
year, installation of the commercial
system from CVI, Inc. was nearing
completion, and we are expecting to
begin acceptance tests early in 1992.

AT-10 has primary responsibility for
the installation of all beamline and
support equipment for the GTA. These
tasks include the final sub-system
assembly on the beamline; component
positioning and alignment; operational
checkout; and making electrical,
vacuum, air, and cryogenic connec-
tions.

Alignment requirements on the GTA
are very stringent; they require elabo-
rate techniques and equipment.
Multiple computer-assisted theodolites
are used for much of the component
positioning and tracking. Alignment is
complicated by the fact that virtually all
component positioning must be done
while the hardware is at room tempera-
ture. Beam operation occurs at cryo-
temperalure, where all components
have contracted about 0.5% from the
dimensions where alignment was
completed. Relative magnetic align-
ment of drift tubes within a single
vacuum vessel is done by means of a
small-diameter, taut wire. A short
intense burst of current will cause a
transverse deflection if the wire is off
the magnetic center. Position sensors
determine the direction and magnitude
of this displacement when the sonic
pulse reaches the end of the stretched
wire.

As part of the facility preparation for
component installation, all power and
instrumentation wiring must be added
to the facility and run to appropriate
points on the equipment. Cooling
water lines must be extended to all
major room-iemperalure, heat-produc-
ing equipment such as vacuum pumps
and magnetic solenoids. Vacuum
pumps are attached to the vacuum
vessels, and pump exhaust lines are
connected to the building exhausts.

Part of the off-line component prepara-
tion includes the final high-power if
tuning and cavity conditioning that is
needed before the beam is run through
the accelerator. Our personnel must
work closely with the low-power
tuning people and those who designed
the rf power-generating equipment.

Beam commissioning, or initial tests
with beam, is the primary task for AT-
10 personnel. The final test of quality
or design correctness is based on
accelerator operation with beam. The
primary NPB objective is to produce a
very high-brightness output beam.
High brightness requires that a signifi-
cant beam current be accelerated with
very low emittance. Achieving a low
emittance requires the use of a low-
emitlance ion source and very careful
handling of the beam to avoid degrad-
ing the high quality. Proper design,
precise alignment, and strict control of
rf phase and amplitude are necessary to
avoid destroying the excellent beam
quality.

Much of the commissioning effort is on
making accurate measurements of
beam quality. Both transverse and
longitudinal measurements are required
to ensure that high quality is main-
tained.

Another AT-10 task is development of
the 8X surface-plasma source. The 8X
source dimensions are approximately
double those of the 4X source now in
operation on the GTA injector. In FY
1990, we used the pulsed 8X source to
demonstrate design beam current and
einittance and to improve power and
gas efficiency. This past year, we
collaborated with Grumman Space
Systems to complete the design and
begin construction of a cw version of
the 8X source. In subsequent physics
tests in FY 1991, we ran a series of
experiments to sec if the electron
component of the negative ion beam
extracted from the pulsed 8X source
could be reduced by simple changes in
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the source geometry. In addition,
further analysis of previously-reported
species distribution data and H"
temperature measurement data im-
proved our understanding of the pulsed
8X source operation. We have begun
reconfiguring and upgrading the high
current test stand (HCTS) to allow
testing of (he cw 8X source.

Achievements

During FY91, beam was operated only
through the RFQ (Radio Frequency
Quadrupole). During FY92, tests will
be conducted on the matching section
and on the drift-tube linac (DTL)
sections. On those occasions when
beam is not injected into the RFQ, the
injector is physically separated from
the RFQ, and beam is run into a
diagnostic beam stop at the 35 keV
injector energy.

The commissioning team achieved its
first beam through the GTA RFQ in
mid-October 1990. We held three
more beam runs during 1991 to better
understand RFQ operation. These
beam experiments showed a significant
beam emillnncc growth in the 1.4 in
long low-energy beam transport
(LEBT). This large cmittancc growth
is believed to be caused by local beam
current variations that induce nonlinear
space charge effects. A crash program
culminated in the installation of a 70
cm LEBT in July 1991. Preliminary
tests with this shorter LEBT confirm
that we are now able to provide a beam
at the RFQ input with no observable
emitlance growth from the midpoint to
the end of the LEBT.

Other injector-related design work
included a large number of simulations
of the plasma surface and resultant
beam trajectories. Special design codes
were used to develop a series of
electrode shapes that were subsequently
tested and verified on GTA.

We varied the geometry of a collar1

installed in the 8X source and measured
the e" and H" currents so that we could
determine the eTH" ratio for the
extracted beam particles. The e7H-
ratio is low even if no collar is used; it
is typically 4 to 5/1 for both 0.26- and
0.54-cm-diam apertures. The geometry
of the 8X source collar arrangement is
shown in Fig. 10.1a. The collar is
constructed from a single piece of
molybdenum. The collar length along

- Emission Aperture Plate

-Cathode ;

-Anode

Fig. 10. la. The SX source collar geometry.
The cylindrical collar insert (hatched area)
is placed in the drift region between the
emission aperture and the discharge
region. The collar length is L, the collar
diameter is D.

the beam direction is L; die collar
diameter is D (perpendicular to the
beam direction). Set screws (not
shown) are used to clamp the collars in
the 24-mm-diam by 8.0-mm-long drift
region of the 8X source. All 12
different L and D combinations with L
= 1.0, 2.4,4.8, and 8.0 mm and D =
3.0,6.3, and 9.1 mm were measured.
Measurements were also made without
a collar. The H" current is measured
directly with a Faraday cup, whereas

\
a >. * ^

*"*'—D- ___

° No Colw
4 0-9.1 mm

A 0.6.3 mm
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:^=—a ,—
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Fig. 10.1b. The measured e to H~ current
ratio, 1{-/I,,: vs the collar length L, for fixed
collar diameter D. Tiie lines connect the
data points.

the e" current is determined by subtract-
ing the H" current from the drain
current in the extraction circuit. The
assumption is made that (he drain
current is comprised only of the H" and
e" current; that is, no other negative
ions are extracted and no positive ions
cross the gap in the reverse direction.

The e"7H~ ratio vs the collar length, L,
for fixed collar diameter D, is shown in
Fig. 10.1b. The e"/H" ratio for no
collar, 4.8, is the circle. The general
trend is that (for fixed D) the larger L,
the lower the e7H" ratio. For a fixed L,
the smaller D, the lower the e"/H" ratio.
These same trends are noted for the e"
current vs L, for fixed D (not shown),
and H" current vs L, for fixed D (not
shown), with the exception that for the
IT current there is at first a slight rise
with L, or at least a plateau region
where IH- stays constant, before IH-
drops wilh further increase in L.
Because the e" current falls off faster
wilh L and D than the H" current does,
a large reduction in the e7H~ ratio is
accompanied by only a small reduction
in the H" current. For example, at L =
4.8 mm and D = 9.1 mm, the H" current
drops by 20% (from 38 to 31 mA),
while the e" current drops by more than
a factor of 4 (from 182 to 42 mA),
resulting in an e" to H" ratio near 1/1.

Thus, a collar can be used to suppress
the electrons extracted from the 8X
source wilh little sacrifice of H" beam
current. Presumably, the reduction in
Ie- arises from the electrons being
drained off on the collar edges (by
diffusion parallel to the magentic field)
before they can diffuse across the
magnetic field lines and be extracted
from the source. This result will
facilitate the design and implementa-
tion of an electron collector for the cw
8X source beam extraction system.
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In last year's AT Division Annual
Report2, we showed the spatial depen-
dence of the cesium ion emission in the
pulsed 8X source (Fig. 10.2). That data
was obtained by measuring the Cs*
emission through a diagnostic slit that
exposed a narrow strip of the entire
discharge region from cathode to
cathode. We measured the Cs° emis-
sion by the same method. This year we
modelled the exponential falloff of this
emission with distance from the
cathode, x. We assume the exponential
falloff arises from electron impact
ionizalion of Cs° that is sputtered from
the cathode during operation of the 8X
source with a low current (2 A) dc
discharge (Fig. 10.3a) and with a high
current (400 A) pulsed discharge (Fig.
10.3b). As detailed in Ref. 3, we fit
these data to estimate the mean free
path X for electron impact ionization.
The result is X = 16 mm and 0.43 mm
for Cs" in the 2-A and 400-A dis-
charges, respectively. If we assume
that kT. < 2eV and that the fast electron
fraction nfc/nc = 3%, with energies
distributed uniformly up to lOOeV, then
we can neglect the ionizing contribu-
tion of the thermal electrons. Using the
above values for X and reasonable
values for the reaction rate <cnc > and
the Cs velocity v o , we estimate that the
plasma density ne = 2 x 1012 c m ' for the
2- A dc discharge and ne= 8 x 10" cm-'
for the 400-A pulsed discharge. These
plasma densities are about as expected
from the 4X source values in Ref. 4.

250

X(cm)
Fig. 10.2. Species distribution in plasma region, (a} The emitted Ha light cathode to cathode
recorded by the video camera when the filter monochromator is set at 6600 A (dots). The 1-
m monochromator Hadata (squares) arc shown for comparison. The monochromator x
scale is adjusted to place the peaks at the locations determined from the video camera work.
The monochromator intensity scale is adjusted to make the average peak height the scone as
the average peak height of the video camera measurement, (b) The emitted Csll (4604 A)
liglit cathode to cathode recorded by the video camera when the filter monochromator is set
at 4600 A. Otherwise the same as (a).

Fig. 10.3a. Tlie
emitted Csl (4555 A)
light from cathode to
caihodefor a 2-A DC
discharge fit with a
curve which gives a
1.6-cm mean free
path for the electron-
impact ionization of
the Cs" sputtered
from the cathode
surfaces at x = 0 and
3.4 cm.

Fig 10.3b. The
emitted Csl (4555 A)
light from cathode to
cathode for a 400-A
pulsed discharge Jit
with cuives which
give 0.043-an mean
free path for the
electron-impact
ionization of the Cs"
sputtered from the
cathode surfaces at x
= 0 and 3.4 cm.

3.4 3.3 3.2
X (cm)

0.2 O.1 0.0
X (cm)
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Also in last year's AT Division Annual
"• Report, we brielly summarized our H"

temperature measurements by a slit
diagnostic technique.* The H" ion
temperature kTH- in the 8X source
plasma is obtained from analysis of the
angular distributions of a ribbon beam
measured with an electrostatic sweep
scanner. The dependence of kTH- on
hydrogen gas flow reported in Ref. 5 is
shown in Fig. 10.4. Since last year's
annual report we have continued to
analyze that data.6 These data for the
two different transverse diagnostic slit
orientations are plotted on the same
graph along with a computer fit to the
data in Fig. 10.5a. The dc H2 pressure
in the source chamber before the 5-Hz,
1.2-ms-long pulse is ignited is PFi]|

(calculated from the measured dc H2

gas How QH, and the calculated H2

conductance, assuming a temperature
of 500 °K). The kTH- decrease with
increasing 8X source PFin is consistent
with an exponential dependence on PFU.
A plausible explanation for the cooling
of H" with increased Pm is that the H'
emitted from the cathode are cooled in
resonant-charge-exchange collisions
with slow H". The II" are further
cooled when the H2 molecules cool the
H+ in the source plasma, then the H+

axils the H".6

Figure 10.5b shows kT[(- versus the
discharge current Id, for fixed H2 filling
pressure = 0.054 Torr and magnetic
field Bs = 290 G. The dependence of
kTH- on Id in the 8X source appears to
be linear ((he fit shown in Fig. 10.4b is
a linear tit). We r'o not understand in
detail why the H" temperature increases
with discharge current, but a likely
mechanism is that increased discharge
current heals the H2 molecules, which
in I urn heat the H+, which in turn heat
the i r .
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id = 465A, Ve x t=15kV
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Fig. 10.4. Ion temperature dependence on gas flow and position in plasma. Plots of
averaged H-temperatures vs. H2 gas flow for the (A) anode - anode, and (B) cathode -
cathode slit orientations.
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Fig. 10.5a. ThekTH- vs Pm data for the
anode-anode (open circles) and cathode-
cathode (filled triangles) slit orientations in
the 8X source. The measured dc Q is also
given. The curve (formula in the figure) is
a least-squares fit to all the data.
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Fig. 10.5b. The dependence ofkT^- on IJor
the 8X source for the anode-anode slit
orientation and a ptdsed arc (open circles)
and for the cathode-cathode slit orientation
ami a dc arc (filled triangle). The curve
(formula in the figure) is a least-squares fit
to all the data.

Future Plans
The major anticipated growth area for
the accelerator technology division is
toward accelerator development for the
Accelerator Transmutation of Waste
(ATW) or the Accelerator Production
of Tritium (APT) project. For the
injector section in AT-10, this trans-
lates into development of a cw H* ion
injector with output current capability
of at least 125 mA, at a beam energy of
75-100 keV. Within the coming year,
we hope to assemble the first part of a
working cw injector. Our plans for a
three-year program will provide a fully
instrumented injector test stand that
provides beam for injection into a cw
RFQ.

Meanwhile, we hope to expand the 8X
negative ion-source program to include
beam extraction from the cw arc. Most
of the future anticipated growth in the
NPB program is likewise expected to
be toward cw operation.

The remainder of the group that
addresses beam experiments remains
totally committed to the GTA project.
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AFEL Advanced Free Electron Laser or Advanced Free-Electron Laser
Initiative
APEX APLE Prototype Experiment
APLE Average Power Laser Experiment
AT-7 Free-Electron Laser Technology
AT-9 Very High-Power Microwave Sources and Effects
ATW Accelerator Transmutation of Nuclear Waste

CCL coupled-cavity linac
CERN European center for nuclear research
CMOS complementary metal oxide semiconductor
CTSS Cray Time-Sharing System
CVI Compact Vacuum Insulation
CWDD Continuous-Wave Deuterium Demonstrator

dB decibel
DESY Deutsches Elektronen-Synchrotron
DEWPOINT Directed Energy Weapon Power Integration
DoD Dep;uunent of Defense
DOE Department of Energy
DTL Drift-Tube Linac
DTS discharge test stand

ECAD electronic computer aided design
EEPAL electrically erasable programmable array logic
EMP electromagnetic pulse

FEL free-electron laser
FMIT fusion materials irradiation test
FPGA field programmable gate array
FSAR Facility Safely Analysis Report
FWHM full width at half maximum
FY fiscal year

GBFEL Ground Based Free-Electron Laser
GHz gigahertz
GKS Graphic Kernel System
GPALS ground protection against limited strike
GPR ground penetrating radar
GTA Ground Test Accelerator
GW gigawatt

IIEBT high-energy beam transport
HI IP high-pulse power
HIB AF High Brightness Accelerator FEL
HIF heavy ion fusion
HPCTB high-power cryogenic test bed

IC integrated circuit
IFMIF International Fusion Materials Irradiation Facility
IMS inlertank matching section
IMS intermediate matching section
IOC input/output controller
ISRD Institutional Supported Research and Development
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J
JAERI

kA

LAACG
LAMPF
LDRD
LEB
LEBT
LEBT
LPCTB

MEB
MST
MST
MW

NEA
NERSC
NPB
NPB
NPBSE
NPBSE

OECD
OFE
OPC
ORR

P/S
PAM
PARMILA
PIC
PILAC
PMQ
POP

Q

rf
RFQ
RKA
RRR

SAIC
SAMOPA
SDIO
SPIE
SPS
SRAM
SRFQ
SSC

TeV

Appendix a • Glossary

joule
Japan Atomic Energy Research

kilo Ampere

Los Alamos Accelerator Code Group
Clinton P. Anderson Meason Physics Facility
Laboratory-Directed Research and Development
Low Energy Booster
low-energy beam transport
low-energy beam transport
low power cryogenic test bed

Medium Energy Booster
Materials Science and Technology
Materials Science and Technology Division
megawatts

Nuclear Energy Agency
National Energy Research Supercomputer Center
neutral particle beam
neutral particle beam
neutral partical beam space experiment
neutral particle beam space experiment

Office of Economic Community Development
Office of Fusion Energy
oscillator power control
Operational Readiness Review

POISSON/SUPERFISH
Pressure Alkali Monitor
phase and radial motion in linear accelerators
particle in the cell
pion linac <
permanent magnet quadrupoles
proof-of-principle

rf energy/input energy

radio frequency
radio-frequency quadrupole
relativistic klystron amplifier
residual surface resistance

Science Application International Corporation
Single Acceleralor Master Oscillator Power Amplifier
Strategic Defense Initiative Organization
Society of Photo-Optical Instrumentation Engineers
surface plasma source
static random access memory
Superconducting radio-frequency quadrupole
Super-conducting Supercollider

tera-eleclron volt
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USASDC United States Army Strategic Defense Command

VME Versa Module European
VMS Virtual Memory System

XUV extreme ultraviolet
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